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Abstract

The propagation path ot light in the atmosphere is influenced by inhomogenities of the

refractive index. These refraction effects deteriorate the accuracy of the direction and

distance measurements m geodetic applications. As illustrated by two examples in this

report, the refraction effects cannot be accurate!} corrected up to now and. therefore,

solutions must be provided which can be implemented into geodetic instruments. The

presented approach is based on the determination of the temperature gradient being the

decisrvc influential parameter for angular refraction effects.

In the atmosphere, temperature gradients are related to turbulent thermal exchange pro¬

cesses such as the turbulent sensible heat flux. In order to describe atmospheric turbu¬

lence, the applied statistical approach uses the method of spectral analysis which states

that the atmospheric turbulent velocity field can be thought to consist of many eddies of

different densities. This energy spectrum of turbulence can be modelled using the

structure constant of refractive index C,r and the inner scale /0 of turbulence. If these

two structure parameters are measured, the temperature gradient is derived from dimen-

sionless profile functions using the so-called Monin-Obukhov similarity description.

Hereby, the fact should be kept in mind, that the Monin-Obukhov similarity description
and the energy spectrum of turbulence are onh \alid for vertical temperature gradient

profiles in the atmospheric boundary layer.

This research work investigates the determination of the required structure parameter

C„~ and /() by means of image sensors which can be built into geodetic instruments. To

derive the structure parameters C„~ and /o from the acquired image data, the application
of appropriate image processing techniques is examined. The evaluation concept is

based on angle-of-arrival fluctuations and intensity fluctuations. Angle-of-arrival fluc¬

tuations are perceived as high-frequency motions of image patterns grabbed by the sen¬

sor, and intensity fluctuations are related to the temporal variation of the gray values of

the pixels. As presented m this report, these two effects of optical turbulence can be

used to determine the structure parameter C,,~ and /<). For this purpose, image processing
techniques mustparameterizebothangle-of-arrivalfluctuationsandintensityfluctua¬tions.Withinthisresearchwork,theangle-of-arrivalfluctuationsaremodelledbythevariance<3\characterizingtheshiftingofimagepatternswhicharelocatedusingedgedetectionalgorithms.Theintensityfluctuationsaremodelledbythevarianceoy~char¬acterizingthetemporalintensityspectrumoftheincominglightbeam.Inthescopeofthisresearchwork,thevariance0\'ispro\idedusingdigitalfiltertechniquessuchastheWienerfilterorleast-squarestemplatematching.Inordertovalidatethisconcept,thevideotheodoliteLeicaTM3000VandadigitallinescancameraBaslerLI20areusedastwodifferentimagingsystemstoacquireimagedataduringvariouspracticalfieldexperiments.Thesefieldexperimentsrevealedapar¬tialgoodagreementbetweenthestructureparameterC"and/0obtainedbytheimagesensorsandtheonesobtainedbyareferencesystem(scintillometer).Basically,themethodpresentedhereisappropriatetoreducetherefractioninfluence.Adecisivead¬vantageofthismethodisbasedonthefactthatadditionalsensorsarenotnecessary(ex¬ceptfortheimagesensorswhicharebuiltintotheinstrument).However,astheexemplarycomparisonoftemperaturegradientsshowsattheendofthereport,furtherresearchworkinthescopeoftheatmosphericboundarylayerisstillnecessary.
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Kurzfassung
Die Ausbreitung von Licht in der Atmosphäre wird durch Inhomogenitäten des Bre¬

chungsindex beeinflusst. Diese Refraktionseinflüsse verschlechtern die Genauigkeit von

Richtungs- und Distanzmessungen in geodätischen Anwendungen. Wie in zwei Bei¬

spielen dieses Berichts dargelegt wird, können Refraktionseinflüsse bis heute nicht voll¬

ständig korrigiert werden, und deshalb müssen Lösungen gefunden werden, welche in

den geodätischen Instrumenten implementiert werden können. Der vorgelegte Ansatz

basiert auf der Bestimmung des Temperaturgradienten, da dieser den entscheidenden

Einflussparameter des Refraktionseinflusses auf Winkelmessungen darstellt.

In der Atmosphäre stehen Temperaturgradienten in Beziehung mit turbulenten War-

meaustauschprozessen wie zum Beispiel dem turbulenten Fluss der fühlbaren Wärme.

Um die atmosphärische Turbulenz beschreiben zu können, verwendet der untersuchte

Ansatz die Methode der Spektralanalyse, welche auf der Vorstellung beruht, dass das

turbulente atmosphärische Geschwmdigkeitsfeld aus vielen Wirbeln unterschiedlicher

Grösse besteht. Dieses turbulente Emergiespektrum kann mit Llilfe der Strukturkonstante

C„~ des Brechungsindexes und der inneren Skalenlänge /o modelliert werden. Sind C„~

und /<) gemessen, so lässt sich der Temperaturgradient von dimensionslosen Profilfunk¬

tionen unter Berücksichtigung der sogenannten Momn-Obukhov Similantät ableiten,

wobei beachtet werden muss, dass diese Theorie nur für vertikale Temperaturgradienten
in der atmosphärischen Grenzschicht gültig ist

Diese Forschungsarbeit untersucht die Bestimmung der erforderlichen
Strukturparamc-terC„~und/omittelsBildsensoren,welchemgeodätischenInstrumenteneingebautwer¬denkönnen.UmdieseStrukturparametcrvondenerfasstenBilddatenableitenzukönnen,wirddieAnwendungvonBildverarbeitungstechnikenuntersucht.DazubenütztdasAuswertekonzeptWinkel-undIntensitätsfluktuationen.Winkelfluktuationenkön¬nenalshochfrequenteBewegungenvonBildmustern,diederBildsensorerfasst,wahr¬genommenwerden,undIntensitätsfluktuationensteheninBeziehungmitderzeitlichenGrauwert-VariationderPixel.WieindiesemBerichtdargelegt,könnendiesezweiEf¬fektederoptischenTurbulenzfürdieBestimmungderStrukturparameterC,rund/overwendetwerden.ZudiesemZweckmüssenBildverarbeitungstechnikensowohldieWinkel-alsauchdieIntensitätsfluktuationenmitParameternbeschreiben.ImRahmendieserForschungsarbeitwerdendieWinkelfluktuationenmittelsderVarianzG\2mo¬delliert,welchedasVerschiebenvonBildmusterncharakterisiert,diemitHilfevonKantendetektionsaleonthmenlokalisiertwerden.DieModellierungderIntensitätsfluk-tuationenerfolgtdurchdieVarianzG\2.welchemittelsdigitalerFiltertechnikenwiedasWienerFilteroderdasLeast-squarestemplatematchingVerfahrenberechnetwird.UmdieseKonzeptzuvalidieren,werdenalszweiunterschiedlicheBilderfassungssy¬stemederVideotheodolitLeicaTM3000VunddiedigitaleZeilcnkameraBaslerL120verwendet,umBilderwährendverschiedenerpraktischerFeldexperimcntezuerfassen.DieseFeldexperimenteergabenzumTeileineguteÜbereinstimmungzwischendenausdenBildsensorengewonnenStrukturparameternunddenjenigen,dieauseinemRefe¬renzmesssystem(Scintillometer)erhaltenwurden.Grundsätzlichermöglichtdievorge¬stellteMethodeeineReduktionderRefraktionseinflüsse.IhrentscheidenderVorteilbestehtdarin,dassnebstdenimInstrumentvorhandenenBildsensorenkeinezusätzlicheSensorenbenötigtwerden.WiejedochamEndedesBerichtsanhandderexemplari¬schenBerechnungvonTempérâturgradientengezeigtwird,sindnochweitereFor¬schungsarbeitenimBereichderatmosphärischenGrenzschichtnotwendig.
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1 Introduction

For the last two hundred years, the precision of geodetic instruments has made enor¬

mous progress. Although advancing instrument technology allows a high degree of pre¬

cision and automation, the accuracy and reliability of geodetic measurements is still

limited due to atmospheric influences, especially refraction. Up-to-now, refraction is

still one of the unsolved problems in numerous applications of surveying. Though re¬

fractive effects arise in several fields of surveying such as photogrammetry and satellite

based positioning, the following investigations concentrate on applications of close-

range photogrammetry and terrestrial geodesy, especially on direction transfer and lev¬

elling since the refractive influences of the atmosphere are especially crucial for these

applications, e.g., [WITTE, 1990].

As shown below (section l.l), various approaches using additional measuring equip¬
ment have been investigated to correct the refractive influences. In contrast to these ap¬

proaches, the approach of this thesis investigates the direct analysis of the measured

signal of the geodetic instruments needed for the ID-. 2D-, or 3D-positioning. This ap¬

proach is particularly suitable for geodetic applications using image signals, since these

signals contain additional information which is not required for the positioning.

Due to progress in instrument technology, imaging sensors are widely applied in nu¬

merous geodetic instruments. For instance, tracking tacheomcters and digital levels use

CCD sensors in order to automate tasks in terrestrial geodesy. Using image processing
techniques which estimate the amount of refraction influences, an improvement of accu¬

racy can be expected. Therefore, the following research work investigates the potential
of imaging techniques to achieve refraction-reduced measurements.

1.1 Correction methods

When considering direction transfer and levelling in terrestrial geodesy, correction

methods for refraction aim at the determination of the refraction angle. The refraction

angle is caused by the curvature of the light ray due to varying density and defined as

the angular deviation between the refracted incident ray and the undisturbed ray. Sev¬

eral correction methods can be applied:
i. Measurement of the temperature gradient which is the main influential factor for

the refraction angle, using high-precision temperature sensors, e.g., [GOTT-
WALD. 19851. [WILHELM. 1993], [HENNES era!.. 1999].
This method can provide accurate results if the selected measuring points are rep¬
resentative for the refraction influences on the geodetic observations. However, the

instrumental equipment is extensive and the setupforfieldmeasurementsisde¬manding(e.g.,time-consumingon-sitecalibrationsarerequired).ii.Specialmeasuringproceduressuchasmutual-simultaneousobservationsorsym¬metricalobservationconfigurationsinordertoreducetheeffectsofrefraction,e.g..[JORDANetai..1956].[BAHNERT.1986].Thedrawbackofthismethodisthattherealconditionsdonotalwaysagreewiththeassumptionsunderlyingthismethodsuchasuniformstratificationofairlayers.iii.Incorporationofatmosphericeffectsintotheadjustmentprocessofgeodeticnet¬works,e.g..[ELMTGFR.WUNDERLICH,1983h[BRUNNER,1984h
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This method is reasonable if the number of measurements is high enough and al¬

lows a confident estimation of the additional parameters. But as in method ii., er¬

rors may occur if the parameters and the model are not representative for the real

conditions,

iv. Dual-wavelength methods utilizing atmospheric dispersion to derive the refraction

angle from the dispersion angle: This method was investigated in the scope of as¬

tronomy by [HERTZSPRUNG. 1912]. A first feasibility study about (he dispersion
effect for applications in geodesy was presented by |HUISER. GAECHTER 1989].

Further experiments using the dispersion effect were done for a rapid precision

levelling system as reported in [INGENSAND. 1990a]. These experiments re¬

vealed various difficulties m respect of measuring the dispersion angle, but they
were the starting-point for the further development of a dispersometer theodolite.

In this regard, the updated concept was presented in [INGENSAND. BOECKEM,

1997]; furthermore, first results of system tests and new technological aspects are

discussed in [BOECKEM. 20001.

The method using the dispersion effect is the most accurate method since it allows

the détermination of integral corrections holding for the whole line of sight. How¬

ever, up to now it also needs a considerable instrumental effort.

v. Turbulent transfer model using the upward sensible heat flux for derivation of the

temperature gradient [BRUNNER. ERASER, 1977J. The required parameters fol¬

low from the measurement of scintillation effects such as amplitude fluctuations or

phase fluctuations of the incoming waves [HILT. OCHS, 1978], [BRUNNER

1979].

The following investigations focus on this method because it determines the tem¬

perature gradient as an integral \alue along the whole optical path and. therefore,

can be effectively utilized to model correction \alues for refraction influences. In

doing so. the structure parameter needed for the Monin-Obukhov similarity model

(section 3.3) and for the determination of the temperature gradient are derived di¬

rectly from the measured signal. As an advantage to other approaches, the turbu¬

lent transfer model in combination with image processing techniques needs less in¬

strumental efforts than other methods such as dual-wavelength methods.

1.2 Previous research work on turbulence models and refraction

The significance of the atmospheric turbulence for the determination of refraction influ¬

ences has already been investigated in previous research work. In the field of geometric

levelling, the phenomena caused by refraction influences can be visualized as the
movementsofscalelinesofthelevelingrodsasseenthroughtheleveltelescope.Apracticalexperimentduring48hoursshowedquiteagoodcorrelationbetweenthesemovementsandthetemperaturegradient[KUKKAMÄKI.1950].Butquantitativefor¬mulaeforthecorrectionofrefractioninfluencesbasingonturbulencemodelswerenotavailableatthattime.OnhtheresearchworkofMON1NandOBUKHOV[1954]pro¬posinganewmodelfortheturbulentexchangeprocessesintheatmosphericboundarylayerenabledthedeterminationoïtemperaturegradientsbasingonsimilarityrelations.InordertousetheMonin-Obukhovsimilaritytheoryforgeodeticapplicationssuchaslevellingordirectiontransfer,informationmustbederivedfromthebehaviorofthelightwavespropagatingthroughairlayersofrandomlyvaryingrefractiveindices.Inthisregard,thefundamentaltheoriesofopticalpropagationmaturbulentmediumweremainlydevelopedinRussia[TATARSK1I.1961].Practicalexperimentsfor

geodetic
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applications were reported from [GURVICH et al., 19741 and [VINOGRADOV et al.,

1985], Despite the simple visual methods, they achieved a reduction of the systematic

distortions up to about 80%. in doing so, (he theoretical formulations were not applied

rigorously but were partially replaced by semi-empirical modeling. As a drawback,

these methods need experienced operators and are not suited for automation.

In respect of geodetic refraction problems, a theory for the determination of the vertical

refraction angle using the \ariance of the angle-of-arrival fluctuations and profile shape

functions has been presented by BRUNNER [1979], In this regard, the vertical tem¬

perature profile along the line of sight is combined with the movements of the target as

seen through the telescope and this model can be used for instance to determine the re¬

fraction effects in geodetic levelling [BRUNNER, 1980]. This mostly theoretical re¬

search work showed that refraction detection using image fluctuations is possible in

principle. For the last twent\ \ears. several research work aiming at the derivation of

turbulence parameters from geodetic observations have been carried out thanks to the

progressing developments of geodetic systems in terrestrial geodesy. In doing so, sev¬

eral experimental setups have been developed using a modified distance meter |HEN-

NES, 19951 or a CCD area scan camera with 100 \ 100 pixels as described in [CA-

SOTT, 19991 and [DEUSSEN. 2000],

Although the experiments using an area scan camera are quite promising, the applica¬
tion of area scan camera make great demands on the hardware such as data transfer and

data storage. Therefore, the following research work investigates both area scan cam¬

eras (built into video theodolites) and line scan sensors. The hardware requirements of

line scan sensors are less demanding than the ones of area scan camera. Line scan sen¬

sors are especially suited for digital levelling whereby refraction influences can cause

systematic deviations which still cannot be eliminated by other methods. Additionally,
alternative methods are presented to deme the turbulence parameters reliably using

adapted image processing algorithms (cf. section 6.3.4).

1.3 New developments and concepts of the presented research work

The following research work aims at the development of a precise elevation angle
measurement system using image processing techniques and turbulence models. As

mentioned at the beginning of section
1.theconceptstatesthattheanalysisofthemeas¬uredsignal(imagesignal)issufficientandnoadditionalmeasuringsystemisrequiredexceptimagesensors.Inthisregardseveralinnovationsareintroduced:•Determinationofinnerscale/nbymeansofintensityfluctuationsderivedfromim¬ageprocessingtechniques.•DevelopmentandexperimentalvalidationofanimageacquisitionsystemwhichiscapableofdeterminingrefractioninfluencesusingaCCDlinescansensorandim¬ageprocessingtechniques.•Practicalfieldexperimentscomparingtheresultsofthelevellingsystemwiththoseofareferencesystem(scintillometer)providingtheparametersofopticalturbulence(C„~and/o)andwiththeresultsofatemperaturegradientmeasurementsystem.Ad¬ditionally,theresultsarecomparedwithafieldexperimentusingavideotheodoliteasarepresentativeofacommercial!}availablegeodeticinstrument.•Optimizationofimageprocessingtechniquesinrespectofrefractionanalysisforgeodeticapplications.
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2 Wave propagation in refractive media

2.1 Refractive index

The refractive index is a physical property of the medium and is defined as the ratio of

the wave propagation velocity in the medium and the wave propagation velocity in a

vacuum.

If the electromagnetic conductivity of the medium can be neglected, the refractive index

// and its spatial distribution in the medium describe the propagation ol the wave which

propagates through the medium. The refracthe index for the atmosphere can be ex¬

pressed for optical and infrared wavelengths as [OWENS, 1967]:

„-1 = 06,^- + «,A (2.1)

with ax Dry-air wavelength-dependence function for wavelength X

a\A1 Water vapor wavelength-dependence function for wavelength X

p(i Partial pressure for dry air fhPa]

pM Partial pressure for water vapor [hPa]
T Temperature [Kj

For most applications in the atmosphere, the dry-air term dominates [BELAND, 1993],

thus, moisture effects of the air are neglected and the refractive index /; of air can be

expressed as a function of the wavelength X, the temperature T and the pressure p

[GOTTWALD 1985]:

n-J=ax£ (2-2)
A.

rj-

with ax. Dry-air wavelength-dependence function for wavelength X

ax = 78.83- KV6 K/hPa for X = 590 nm. cf. e.g., [BELAND. 19931

/) Total pressure (p - pt/ + />„ ) [hPa]
T Temperature [K]

The refractive index of air is subject to spatial variations depending on the temperature,

pressure and moisture. Due to the influence of, e.g., energy fluxes and thermal gradi¬
ents, the distribution of the refractive index changes decisively in the atmospheric air

layers.

The spatial inhomogeneit} of the distribution of the refractive index leads to refractive

index gradients. Assuming a constant pressure gradient and neglecting moisture effects,
the refractive index gradient is given bv [GOTTWALD 19851:

"

4'__ 78.83 •]_()_>
dz

~

T1
0.0342 +—

d:
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with du/dz Refractive index gradient [nï1]
z Height | ml

dT/dz Temperature gradient [K/m]

(2.3) is valid for visible light (À = 590 nm). The refractive index gradient is subject to

considerable changes in the atmosphere due to the spatial variations of temperature,

temperature gradient and pressure which are the mam influence parameters.

2.2 Refraction influence on propagation path

The refractive index gradient as introduced in (2.3) is the dominant parameter for the

calculation of refraction influences on the propagation path of electromagnetic waves.

In general, the path of electromagnetic \va\ es propagating through a medium of varying
refractive index is curved because the wave seeks a propagation path which leads to a

minimal transit time. This so-called Fermât principle can be interpreted geometrically as

follows. If the wave passes a boundary between a medium of refractive index n and an¬

other medium of refractive index u+dn the angle of incidence ß is bent according to the

Snellius law:

n + dv
___

sin(t> + dß) p as

n sin (ft)
with dn Infinitesimal change of refractive index

f} Angle between refractive index gradient and propagation path

Figure 2.1: Refraction of wave according the SNELLIUS law

Using the trigonometrical addition theorem

sin(d+c/ß) = sin(V»cos(r/ß) + cos(d)sin(c/ß)

and

— = cos(t))
th

sinu/ß) = </ß :cos(f/ß)= i

with ds Infinitesimal change of path length

(2.5)

(2.6)

(2.7a.b)
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equation (2.4) can be written as:

i^sin(d) = 4^ = Ku/ (forYn = 0) (2.8)
// a: as

with K>ti Curvature of propagation path

ya Angle between the refractive index gradient and vertical --axis (see be¬

low in Figure 2.2)

Instead of Kief, the traditional geodetic derivation of refraction influences often uses the

coefficient of refraction K,</. which is introduced as follows:

with Ri Radius of earth

The application of k,,/ is an altemathe way to express the refraction influences but

gives no further information when dcalinc with refraction influences in geodesy. The

following derivation uses the curvature k,w to describe the wave propagation in refrac¬

tive media. Assuming that the curvature of the propagation path is given by (2.8), the

computation of the propagation path z = :(-\) is possible in principle. This computation
is briefly explained in the following.

Figure 2.2: Coordinate system

To facilitate the explanation without loss of universality, the computation can be per¬
formed in a Cartesian coordinate system where the c-axis runs vertically through the

instrument point with the foot-point of the instrument as zero point (Figure 2.2). The

propagation path starts at the height of instrument :,. Hie v-axis is perpendicular to the

r-axis and runs in the direction of the target. The result of the computation is a function

c = :(.\) which expresses the position r of the light ra\ lor each coordinate x of the axis

defined by the instrument and target (Figure 2.2).

Tt is possible that the refractive index gradient is not parallel to the <-axis at every point
along the propagation path, hi this case, the angle yn between the refractive index gradi-
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ent and vertical r-axis is not zero and dnldz has to be replaced by dnldz,, where :„ runs

parallel to the refractive index gradient:

1 dn
. .

dB

k;i, =k( (\.:)= (v.r)-sin(i^) = -t-
(2.10)

;; Jr,( Jv

For a computation using (2.8) [or (2.10). rcspectivel}] it is necessary to relate the cur¬

vature Jß/Js to the Cartesian coordinate system as introduced in Figure 2.2. Since the

angle of incidence ß at the instrument is given by

tan(ß) = —= r' (2-11)
Ja

it follows

ß = arctanu')
(2.12)

,/ß = _L^/.v (2.13)
1 +

Using the relation

ds = VJa2 + Jr = Vl + :'; Jv (2-14)

equation (2.8) yields to the follow in g second-order differential equation:

d\~

If the height of instrument :, and the angle of incidence ß of the wave at the instrument
are inserted as the initial \ allies, the solution of the ordinary second-order differential

equation (2.15) is determined, i.e.. the solution is the propagation path :{x) as a function
of a. An analytical solution for (2.15) is not possible since the differential equation is

not linear and since Kia- depends also on the position ( \, :) of the light ray in space.

But a numerical solution for (2.15) can be achie\ed if the second-order differential

equation is transformed into a system of two first-order differential equations as fol¬
lows:

(2.16)

Thc variable :2 substitutes for the first derivation of r( 0.
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With the initial ^ allies

: (0): Height of instrument r,

c>(0): Angle of incidence ß

the system of differentia] equations (2.16) can be solved. In doing so, the algorithm ap¬

plied in the following calculations uses the explicit Runge-Kutta (4.5) formula as pub¬
lished in [DORMAND. PRINCE. 1980], This algorithm is a one-step solver, that means

it needs only the solution at the immediately preceding space point :(.\^i) for the solu¬

tion of c(a'a). The advantage of this algorithm is its high accuracy under the assumption
that the problem is non-stiff. This assumption is normally fulfilled in (2.16).

Depending on the kind of refraction problem which will be simulated either the angle of

incidence ß is known (e.g.. in the case of levelling where ß = 0) or the height r(\/(,;i?f/)
of the target must be given. In the latter case, the angle of incidence ß is not known

exactly and the propagation path must be calculated by means of iterations. In this case,

a first approximation for ß is derived from the refraction-free direction ß(0) which is

determined using the coordinates oC the instrument and the target (Figure 2.3).

Target

Instrument

Propagation path

• First iteration

Second iteration

Exact solution

Figure 2.3: Iterative calculation of the propagation path

As illustrated in Figure 2.3. the exact solution of the propagation path :(x) is calculated

using iterations :{q](\). r<i)(0. ... as follows:

1. ß,0 =arctan
(v„, )--

\
l,u, l

(2.17)

Solving (2.16) using : (0) = :, and r:(0)= ß,0, => CO) (A)

ß»D = ß.oi +arctan
'm,. )-',0Ml;1u)

(2.18)
i »t,
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4. Solving (2.16) using z (0) = z, and 72(0)= ß(0) '(!)(*)

5. ß =ß(]i+arctan
'-(-*/,, )--,i,(^7,..,)^

^luH',Lt

(2.19)

6. Solving (2.16) using : (0) = :, and :M0)= M2)(A)

The algorithm terminates as soon as the absolute error of convergence l~(/) (a) - :(.\)\ can
be neslected.

2.3 Refraction angle
In most of the applications in geodesy, not all of the information about the run of the

propagation path is required. Instead, the refraction influences are characterized by a

few parameters such as the refraction angle 5 or the deviation dq between the real posi¬
tion of the target and the apparent position. 8 and <lq are defined as shown in Figure 2.4

and are related by

with

dq^Rûn{h)^Rh

R Length of propagation path

(2.20)

U(~——
„.„—.-—"

....—-
"

R
!

r
Instrument

!

2

3- 0^
5=====
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_^
Target (appa

Target (real)
f

n
z, i

dn

d7

v XH[qe, X

L
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_ _„ „ _ __
»

Figure 2.4: Refraction anqle

A simple method to calculate the refraction angle is the direct derivation of this angle
from the propagation path of the light. If the function ; = :{ \ ) of the propagation path is

çiven, the refraction ancle 5 follows from;

8 = arctan

ch
arctan

)-:(0)

V,HS> I

(2.21)

Alternatively to the calculation of 8 using (2.21 ) and the second-order differential equa¬
tion (2.15). it is also possible to derive the refraction angle by means of integration
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along the propagation path of the light ray. In doing so, the r-axis is introduced which

connects the instrument with the target (Figure 2.4).

The refraction angle which is defined by the angle between the /--axis and the incoming

light beam at the instrument is very small (normally < 1 mgon). Hence, the refraction

angle can be calculated using the integration as given by |MORITZ, 1962]:

8*4 =
1 7jO'^Vß4Ar^)K- dr=l;]^(r-R)clr (2-22)

R R
,

J RJ, Ri n dz

with R Length of propagation path

Hereby, the propagation path is assumed approximately perpendicular to the refractive

index gradient, i.e.. sin(d) = 1.

In the publication of MORITZ 11962|. the factor r instead of (r-R) is used in the inte¬

gral. The factor {r-R) is correct if the refraction angle is defined at the instrument point

(e.g., theodolite, level). If the refractive index gradient is symmetrically distributed

along the propagation path, the different formulae yield the same results. If the refrac¬

tive index gradient is constant along the propagation path, the refraction angle is given

by

S = —R for dn/dz = const. (2.23)
2// dz

Since the refraction angle is proportional to the length of propagation path, the deviation

between the real position of the target and the apparent position is quadratic to the

length of propagation path;

d„ = -- - - f (r- R\lr =— — R
'

for dn/dz = const. (2.24)
</

;; dz
,,

In dz

These formulae allow a useful interpretation of the refractive index gradient dn/dz by
means of the geometrical elements (ô or d(j) and. therefore, a quantification of refraction

influences in geodesy. But (2.23) and (2.24) only work under the assumption of a con¬

stant refractive index gradient. However, this assumption does not strictly hold in prac¬
tical field measurements, with other words, the refractive index gradient must be

determined as a function of the propagation path whereby dn/dz is mainly influenced by
the temperature gradient as mentioned in (2.3).

In order to obtain an oven lew over
therelevantparametersinfluencingthetemperaturegradientand.consequently,therefractiveindexgradient,thefollowingsectionpresentssomebasicsonmodellingthethermalexchangeprocesseswhichareresponsibleforthesegradientsin

nature.
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2.4 Energy fluxes causing refractive index gradients in the atmosphere

2.4.1 Energy balance and stratification

As shown in (2.3). the refractive index gradient mainly depends on the temperature gra¬

dient, temperature, and pressure. When considering geodetic field measurements, these

quantities are related to thermal energy fluxes in the atmospheric boundary layer. These

energy fluxes fulfill the following equation according to the law of conservation of en-

ergvTe.s., [GEIGER et al.. 1995]:

with

Lrr

H

Gs

LrT + H + G,=0 i o

Net radiation [JnUs" ]
Latent heat flux [Jnf:sl]
Sensible heat flux [JnUs"1]
Geothermal heat flux of the soil [Jnf~s']

25)

Rn

Let

H

a) Unstable

Rn

H

t
Gc

b) Stable

Figure 2.3: Energy balance at the ground surface (schematically)

The energy flux of net radiation can be modelled as follows: During a sunny day. the

short-wave radiation from the sun reaches the ground surface. A part of the incoming
radiation Rdp-uh is reflected but the mos! of the incoming radiation is absorbed by the

ground surface. Due to Kirchoffs law. the ground surface sends out its own long-wave
radiation R„n which warms up the air of the atmospheric boundary layer. Thus, the net

radiation R„ is given by, e.g.. [GEIGER et at., 19951:

*„ =*„,,,, (I- •a, R, (2.26)

with at//> Albedo

Ri),mn Incoming radiation (short-wave)

Ri,p Radiation emitted by the ground (long-\va\e)

According to the circumstances (such as daytime, sunset, clouds, exposition of the

ground, material properties of the soil, water content of the soil, vegetation) the value of
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the fluxes R„, L//, H, and Gs can change considerably. In this regard, three relevant

cases must be distinguished, e.g., [STULL, 1991]:

H > 0 <=> Unstable stratification (usually during daytime, Figure 2.5a)

H<0 <=> Stable stratification (inversion, night time. Figure 2.5b) (2.27)

H = 0 <=> Neutral stratification (transition)

During sunshine (cf. Figure 2.5a). the energv of Rn is consumed by the evaporation, i.e.,

the Jatent heat flux L/ / on the one hand. On the other hand, energy of/?,, is also put into

mass convection, which is expressed by the sensible heat flux H. In the atmosphere, the

sensible heat flux transports heat and energx b\ air parcels.

During daytime, these air parcels arise due to buoyancy. A minor part of the energy of

net radiation R„ leads to the geothermal flux Gs which warms up the ground surface and

the underlying layers of the soil.

As shown schematically in Figure 2.5b. the net radiation is inverted during the night¬
time and Gs transports heat to the surface from the underlying layers of the soil. The

latent flux Lu becomes smaller since less energy is available for evaporation during
nighttime. Often, the latent flux Lrr is inverted which means that water is condensed.

Additional, the nighttime is characterized b\ a descent of air parcels, i.e., the sensible

heat flux points in the direction of the soil.

At least, the neutral stratification implies a specific situation where no convection exists

and the sensible heat flux is zero. Normally, this stratification is present during the tran¬

sition from unstable to stable stratification or \ ice versa.

2.4.2 Sensible heat flux and temperature gradient

During adiabatic processes, the temperature of the air changes only by pressure changes.
It is thus convenient to reference temperature to a given pressure by defining the poten¬
tial temperature which does not change during adiabatic processes, including those

having large pressure changes. The temperature gradient dT/dz which is used to calcu¬

late the refractive index gradient(2.3)isrelatedtothepotentialtemperaturegradientdM;asfollows,e.g.,[STULL.1991]:(IL(IK)^/OOQ\withr„Dry-adiabatietemperaturegradient:F,/=0.0098K/mThesensibleheatfluxisadecisiveparameterfordeterminationofthe(dry-air)potentialtemperature6.Thisrelationshipbecomesevidentifthegradientofthesensibleheatfluxisinvestigated:Thegradientofthesensibleheatflux//causesalossorgainofpotentialtemperature.Thecorrespondentcontinuityequationisgnenbv.e.g.,[BLACKADAR.1996]:
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c0^ =
^^L (2.29)

'
dt dz

with cP Constant-pressure heat capacity of air f.T/kg/KJ

p Density [kg/rrf]
9 Potential temperature [K]
/ Time [s]

The sensible heat flux can be measured using methods of scintillomctry or sonic-

anemometry. When measuring H, the question may arise whether the latent heat flux

La affects the measured value of H. The Bow en ratio is an appropriate criterion to de¬

cide if the influence of moisture is relevant or not. This ratio is defined by. e.g..

[BRUNNER, 19821:

B=JL {230)

Ln

Field measurements as reported in [WEISS et al.. 1999] showed that the relative error

due to moisture is less than 10'f if the measurements base on optical scintillation (infra¬
red or visible waves) and the Bowen ratio is not smaller than 0.4. Further considerations

about the influence of moisture are made m [WESELY. DERZKO, 1975].

Back again, besides the gradient of sensible heat flux dH/d:, additional information is

required to derive the potential temperature since the problem (2.29) is under-

determined. The Monin-Obukho\ stmilarin theor\ which will be introduced in section

3.4 is a possible method to overcome this problem and allows the determination of the

potential temperature and its gradient dQ/d:.

As a consequence of these thermal exchange processes which are presented above, the

temperature gradient is subject to \ast temporal and spatial changes. In order to analyze
the temperature profile in the lowest 100 m of the atmosphere, extensive temperature
measurements have been performed such as those documented in [BROCKS, 1948].
These measurements are valid for the unstable stratification and took place at different

locations and times. As a result of the investigationsof[BROCKS,1948],theparame¬tersaTandhihavebeendeterminedwhicharepartoftheempiricalformulamodellingthetemperaturegradient:-—=a,:(2.ji1)d:withcir,hfParametersoftemperaturegradientmodelThismodelisusedinthefollowingsectionwheretheinfluenceofrefractionontypicalgeodeticmeasurementsisquantifiedbymeansofmathematicalsimulations.
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2.5 Relevance of refraction influences for geodetic applications

2.5.1 Refraction influences in the context of other thermal influences

The influence of refraction deteriorating the accuracy of geodetic measurements is still a

crucial point for the positioning in geodesy. In particular, refraction influences direction

measurements, distance measurements, height differences, GPS measurements and

measurements using photogrammetry.

As shown in section 2.4. the refraction influences are always a function of the tempera¬
ture gradient. Unfortunately, other systematic deviations of geodetic measuring proce¬

dures also depend on the temperature, thus, these systematic deviations can combine

with refraction influences.

For example, variations of temperature can influence the line of vision of levels

equipped with an integrated compensator in the order of 0.15 mgon/°C [INGENSAND.

MEISSL, 1995]. Assuming that the variation of temperature is large enough (more than

5 °C) and the resulting deviation is not compensated otherwise, the systematic devia¬

tions of geodetic instruments can exceed the refraction influences. As a further example,

changes of temperature can also produce systematic deviations by shifting and inclining
of measuring pillars on which the geodetic instrument is positioned.

But the considerations in this section assume that these non-refractive effects are com¬

pensated by adapted accompanying measures (e.g.. by means of calibration functions,

adapted design of the instruments and measurement configurations) and therefore can

be neglected in the following.

In order to demonstrate the effects and relevance of refraction, the following two exam¬

ples of geodetic applications are calculated in the next subsections:

1. Precision levelling
2. Vertical angle measurements

These two applications are chosen for the following reasons: On the one hand, they are

applications which often make high demands on accuracy (sub-mi Hi meter range). On

the other hand, the system and algorithms developed within the scope of this research

work are expected to increase the accuracy for those two applications, i.e.. the following
simulation illustrates the requirements which must be met by any method correcting
refraction influences.

2.5.2 Precise levelling

The following simulation deals with refraction influences in precise levelling neglecting
other systematic deviations such as stability of the staffs. With a central position of the

levelling instrument between staff 1 and staff 2 (Figure 2.6). the total refraction effect

from one levelling setup will always be the difference oï the refraction influences be¬

tween the foresight measurement and the backsight measurement.

Thus, isothermal air layers which do not run parallel to the line of sight cause systematic
deviations due to unsymmetrical refraction effects. In other words, these circumstances

cause a systematic deviation k, which mounts up with increasing length of the levelling
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line. For example, the problem occurs when the levelling line consists of an extensive

slope. This situation is displayed in Figure 2.6 which characterizes the following simu¬

lation.

In this simulation, a temperature of 300 K and a pressure of 1000 hPa are assumed and

the temperature gradient is a function of the height of the line of sight above ground.
Hereby, the temperature gradient model of (2.31) is applied with parameters aT = 0.34

and br = 0.99 [BROCKS. 19481. Thereby, these parameters represent the temperature

profile of the first 100 m of the atmospheric boundan layer in the morning of a clear

day in summer.

Staff 2

Staff 1 Line of Propagation
Level

signt path of light

o
in

n1 <n2<n3

Figure 2.6: Refraction influences in precise levelling: Configuration of simulation

By using the differential equation (2.15). the propagation path of light z(x) can be de¬

termined. The results are shown in Figure 2.7 wherein the difference A~(jt) between the

calculated value z(.x) and the initial value z, are plotted. As shown in Figure 2.7. the

systematic deviation k, is about 0.044 mm for the stated input parameters.

Assuming 17 levelling setups along a levelling line of 1 km, the total systematic devia¬

tion caused by refraction is 0.75 mm/km. For comparison: the standard deviation of

height differences obtained by precise levelling using digital levels is about 0.3 to

0.4 mm/km (double run levelling) as reported, e.g., in [INGENSAND. 1995J. There¬

fore, the refraction influences should be taken into consideration.
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Figure 2.7: Precise levelling: Simulation of propagation path :(x)

2.5.3 Vertical angle measurements

The second example investigates refraction influences on vertical angle measurements

used for trigonometric height determination. The instrument points to a target which is

positioned 60 m away. Target and instrument are assumed to be at the same height :.

The simulation includes two eases characterized by different temperature gradient
fields. In both cases, a temperature of 300 K and a pressure of 1000 hPa are assumed.

• In case (a) the temperature gradient is assumed to be constant {dT/dz = 0.25 K/m)

along the line of sight. This case is typical, e.g.. for homogeneous ground surfaces

which are heated umformh by the sun radiation.

The

Case (b) investigates the wave propagation through the air wherein 3/4 of the

propagation path is not influenced b\ temperature gradients and 1/4 is strongly
affected by a temperature gradient of 1 K/m. This situation may occur, e.g., when

the wave propagates near a heat source such as a warmed asphalt road.

results of the simulations are displayed in Figure 2.8 for both cases.
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Figure 2.8: Direction measurement: Simulation of propagation path z(\)

The integrated contribution of the temperature gradient is equal in both cases, but the

distribution of the temperature gradient is different. As a consequence of the different

distribution of the temperature gradient, the angle of refraction is subject to considerable

variations as shown in Table 2.1.

Case Refraction angle [mgon]

01 5.

(a): 61 = os = S 0.48 0.48

(b): oi * ô? 0.16 0.73

Table 2.1: Amount of refraction angle

These numerical examples and equations show that large temperature gradients are es¬

pecially critical if the\ arise close to the instrument. Temperature gradients arising near

the target are less critical.

For example, if the measurements are performed as depicted in case (b), i.e.. if the in¬

strument is in the range where no gradients occur, the refraction angle is only 20 c/i? of

the refraction angle obtained by measurements where the instrument and the target are

positioned vice versa.

In case (a) the refraction angle causes a height deviation dtl of about 0.45 mm. This de¬

viation can be eliminated if

• the vertical angle is measured reciprocally whereb\ the instrument and the target are

exchanged (reciprocal-simultaneous observations)

• the temperature gradients do not change between the tv\o measurements

• the temperature gradient field is symmetrical
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Obviously, the last condition is not fulfilled in case (b). Although the instrument and the

target are exchanged, a considerable part of the refraction influence still remains. The

difference in case (b) is about 0.57 mgon which causes a deviation dq of 0.54 mm for a

propagation path length of 60 m. Thus. dq does not disappear when measuring using

reciprocal-simultaneous configurations.

2.6 Conclusions

Refraction influences are a limiting factor in the accuracy of high-precision geodetic
measurement. As demonstrated by the example of precise levelling in section 2.5.2. the

amount of refraction influences is about twice the standard deviation of double run lev¬

elling. The contribution of refraction influences depends to a large extent on the tem¬

perature gradient and its spatial distribution. For example, the influence of the spatial
distribution is illustrated by the simulated case (b) in section 2.5.3. This example shows

that an appropriate choice of the place for the instrument can reduce the refraction angle

by more than 809r.

As it is shown in section 2.4.2. the temperature gradient is correlated with the sensible

heat flux. This flux can be described using the energy balance presented in section 2.4.1.

The fluxes of this energy balance are subject to considerable temporal and spatial

changes according to a variety of influence parameters as mentioned in section 2.4.1.

Hereby, the temperature gradient is the dominating influential parameter for the refrac¬

tion effects when dealing with IR and light-wave. Up to now, the temperature gradient
needed for refraction analysis must be obtained by additional measurements and cannot

be derived from general thumb rules.

Refraction may occur simultaneously with other temperature-induced deviations of the

measuring setup as mentioned in section 2.5.1 which makes it difficult to separate re¬

fraction influences from other influences. Traditional approaches in geodesy (such as

symmetrical observation configurations, reciprocal-simultaneous observation or redun¬

dant observations by multiple aiming at targets positioned one above the other or at ref¬

erence height marks) often eliminate refraction influences simultaneously together with

other systematic déviations. Hereby, these approaches base on certain assumptions con¬

cerning the propagation path of light such as symmetry or circular shape which usually
are not strictly fulfilled when performing geodetic field measurements.

In order to obtain a hypothesis-free reduction of refraction influences, it is necessary to

determine the refraction influences integrally along the propagation path. In the scope of

this research work, the evaluation of the measured signal only is assumed to provide a

satisfying estimation of the refraction influences. This estimation is based on image
processing techniques which use the image data from built-in geodetic image sensors.

Additionally, to estimate the refraction influences, the image processing techniques
must be combined with atmospheric turbulence models as presented in the following
sections.
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3 Atmospheric turbulence model

3.1 Introduction

The goal of the atmospheric turbulence model presented in the following sections is to

model the turbulent exchange processes of momentum and sensible heat in the atmos¬

pheric boundary layer. From the turbulent fluxes of momentum and sensible heat, the

temperature gradients can be derived, which are used to estimate refraction influences

as modelled by (2.3).

Turbulence is characterized by irregular fluctuations of the parameters (velocity, tem¬

perature, concentration, etc.) of a gas or a fluid. The nature of turbulence is irregular and

rather unpredictable. The Navier-Stokes equation is regarded as a deterministic answer

to fluid dynamic and turbulence problems, e.g.. [TRITTON, 1977J. Assuming a con¬

stant density, the conservation of momentum leads to the Navier-Stokes equation as

given by. e.g.. [DRACOS. 19901:

Ou
^ „ v„- , „ .,

p— = -pu-vu- \p +vp \ u [N7m ] (l-[)

Jnuiid tone Pte--.uu- loin. \ mou- loue

with u Velocity vector [m/s]

p Density [kg/irT]
p Pressure [hPa]

v Kinematic viscosity [m7s]

V Nabla operator (gradient)

The Navier-Stokes equation describes the motion of all kinds of flows passing any sur¬

face. They also describe the sensible heat flux H which is characterized by conveetive

mass transfer in the atmospheric boundary layers and which is related to the temperature

gradient as shown in (2.29). In order to distinguish turbulent flows from laminar (non-

turbulent) flows, the Reynolds number Re is the appropriate measure because turbulence

effects only arise when the inertia force exceeds a threshold given by the viscous prop¬

erties of the fluid or gas. Thus, the Reynolds number defines the ratio of the inertia force

and the viscous force and is related to the Navier-Stokes equation as follows, e.g.,

[DRACOS. 19901:

F u • Vu
Re=

" -

/\ IvV u

i'L 0.2)
v

with U Characteristic \elocit\ [m/s] of the fluid or of the gas

L Characteristic length |m]

Flows described by the same Reynolds number are similar in physical sense, where this

property can be utilized for experimental setups such as wind tunnels.

In laminar flows (i.e.. absence of turbulence effects), the Navier-Stokes equation is ap¬

proximately linear since lu-Vul « lvV~ul. A turbulent flow is defined
asaflowwheretheReynoldsnumberexceedsadefinedvalue(ingeneral:>2300).Forturbulenceoc-
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eumug in atmospheric boundary layers, the Reynolds number is very large and lies in

the range of JO6 to 107. The choice for the characteristic length L used in (3.2) depends
on the application. For example, in hydraulic engineering the characteristic length L

may be the diameter of a tube. In the atmospheric boundary, the Obukhov length which

will be introduced in section 3.3.1 is an appropriate choice for the characteristic length.

Under turbulent conditions, the term pu-Vu cannot be neglected, therefore, the Kavier-

Stokes equation becomes non-linear. Small perturbations draw energy from the laminar

trajectories of the flow. As a consequence of non-linearity, the energy is redistributed

into an increasing number of perturbations which become smaller and smaller. This

effect yields eddies building a cascade of the turbulent flow.

Figure 3.1: Cascade of turbulence

The perturbations of the turbulent flow have a transient chaotic behavior and therefore

cannot be described in a deterministic way. There are several approaches to deal with

turbulence. Hereby, the approach using fractal theory has to be mentioned which states

that several facets of fully developed turbulent flows are fractals, e.g.. [MANDEL¬

BROT. 19771. Previous research work shows that several aspects of turbulence can be

described roughly by fractals, and that their fractal dimensions can be measured

[GROSSMANN. 1990], These relationships are presented in Appendix A. However, it

is not clear how, given the dimensions for several of the facets of turbulence, one can

solve up to a useful accuracy the inverse problem of reconstructing the original turbu¬

lent flow itself LSREENIVASAN. MENEVEAU, 19961.

For this reason, the following turbulence model uses the statistical properties of turbu¬

lence as introduced by KOLMOGOROV [19411. His approach advances a hypothesis
for high (Re > i0ö-10') Reynolds numbers. This model explains why the scale si/c of

the finest turbulence structures becomes smaller and smaller with increasing Re. and

should allow the treatment the finest details m a homogeneous way. It cannot explain
why certain structures form and not others, but it describes the average flow of energy

across the scale sizesofturbulence.Thespectrumofkineticenergyasintroducedinsection3.2isakeypointofthestatisti¬calapproachbyKolmogoixn.Aswillbeexplainedmgreaterdetailinsection3.2.ki¬neticenergyentersthemediumonlargescales,mtheformofconvectionorfrictiononanobstacle(energyrange).Theenergyistransferredtowardssmallerscalesizesovereddyfragmentation,whiletheReynoldsnumberdecreases(inertiarange).Thesmallesteddieshavesub-criticalReynoldsnumbers,theydissipateheat,andarestable(viscousrange).Theenergyspectrum(section^.2)mainlydependsonthefollowingtwoparameters:thestructureconstantoftemperatureCr(cf.(3.62))andtheinnerscale/0(cf.(3.19)).Both
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parameters can be determined using appropriate methods such as methods of scintiJ-

lometry. sonic-anemometry, or image processing. Hereby, the applied measurement

methods and algorithms are described in sections 4 to 6.

C/2 and /o can be used to determine the temperature gradient since they allow the de¬

termination of the sensible heat flux by means of dimensionless profile functions as

presented m section 3.3.2. This procedure is \alid so long as the quantities described by

the profile function are Monm-Obukhov similar as postulated m section 3.3.

Tn the following, a more detailed explanation of the relevant elements of this procedure
is given, which allows the determination of temperature gradients by means of atmos¬

pheric turbulence.

3.2 Energy spectrum

3.2.1 Energy density function of turbulent kinetic energy

Turbulence can only be maintained by continuous inflow of kinetic energy because vis¬

cous forces dissipate the kinetic energy into thermal energy. Therefore, the kinetic en¬

ergy production and dissipation characterize the turbulent flow.

The determination of the kinetic energy and the dissipation energy requires the knowl¬

edge of the velocity // of the molecules of the fluid or gas which obeys the Navier-

Stokes equation. Because this equation is non-linear, the Navier-Stokes equation still

cannot be solved exactly [FEFFERMAN. 20001.

As a trade-off, the Reynolds approach to turbulence implicates that modelled parameters

such as the velocity it (= lui), the turbulent kinetic energy Ekin ,
the density p. etc.. can

be split into

• an average part denoted by an overline. e.g.. TÎ. E{i ,
etc.. and

• a random fluctuation part denoted b\ an apostrophe, e.g., u', E\ etc. whereby
therandomfluctuationsaremuchsmallerthantheaveragepart:Consequently,theReynoldsapproachcanbewrittenas;u{t)=u+u\t)(33)Ek,,U)=Ëkl+E'U)(3.4)In(3.4).E'representstheturbulentkineticenergyoftheturbulentmotionperunitmass.E!isrelatedtotherandomfluctuationsofthe\eloeit\b\:E'=-^u:[m;s"°](3.5)Theapostropheindicatesthattheturbulentkineticenergyisthetotalkineticenergy(time-averaged)minusthekineticenergyofthemeanmotion.E!isgeneratedbyim¬posedshear,transportedbyvariousmechanisms,anddissipatedbyviscosity[PANOF-SKY.DUTTON.19841.
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In turbulent flows, a direct measurement of u is possible by means of high-resolution
anemometers, e.g., [OHMURA. ROTACH. 1997). However, due to the random fluc¬

tuations of E'(t) the direct interpretation of the time series E'(t) docs not reveal the pa¬

rameters Cf and /o which are needed for refraction detcctron. For this purpose, the

spectral analysis of the time series of £"(/) is brought into play. Hereby, the Fourier

transform of £"(/) characterizes the turbulent kinetic energy by means of energy density
distribution F(tû) which is a function of the frequency co LTATARSKIL 1971]:

L'((0)= je-tvE\t)<lt (3.6)

The energy densiu distribution described In (3 6) can be measured as a (temporal)

spectrum. Whereas the temporal spectrum is measured during a given length of time,

the application of the energy density distribution for the determination of the inner scale

(which is a spatial quantity as shown in section 3.2.6) requires the determination of the

spatial structure of turbulence at a specified point of time. In order to obtain a relation¬

ship between temporal and spatial structure of turbulence, Taylor's frozen turbulence

hypothesis can be used. This hypothesis states that the temporal series of turbulent

movements can be converted to the spatial one whereby the temporal and the spatial
series are related by the co\ariance tensor R„ as follows, e.g., [PANOFSKY, DLJTTON.

1984]:

R,(t) = R (2n/K) for/= 1.2. ...; j= 1,2, ... (3.7)

O IT

with K = —— (3.8)
u ' I'

K Spatial wave number oftheturbulenceInf1]uqVelocityofcrosswind[m/s]Thefrozenturbulencehypothesiscanonlybeappliedtothosecaseswheretheturbulenteddiesevolvewithatimescalelongerthanthetimeittakestheeddytobeadvectedpastasensor.Inotherwords,thefrozenturbulencehypothesisholdsifthelocalwindveloc¬ityishighincomparisontothechangeoftheshapeoftheturbulenteddies.Whencon¬sideringscintillationmeasurementsusingimagingsensorsorscintillometers,onlythewindcomponentwhichisperpendiculartothelineofsightisrele\antbecausethewindparalleltothelineoïsightdoesnotdeliverarelevantcontributiontothetemporalsta¬tistics,e.g..[HUFNAGEL.1978].Measurementspresentedb\POWELLandELDLRK1N[1974]showthatthefrozenturbulencehypothesisis\alidmtheatmosphericboundarylayerandundernear-neutralconditionsifthecrosswindutlandthewavenumberk*fulfillthefollowingequation:du,v-w,>4--'-(3.9)d~Thus,theenergyspectrummakesitpossibletodescribethescalesoftheeddiesintheturbulentcontinuum.Thismeansthespectralanal}sisallowsthedescriptionofthe
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tiansport oi eneig} horn Luge eddies (low frequency) to small eddies (high fiequency)

Using the spatial frequency spectrum, the density distribution of turbulent energy £"(k)

is a (unction ot the wa\e number k instead of the frequency to. This energy density dis¬

tribution is also known as turbulence spectrum describing the amount of tutbulent ki¬

netic energ\ which is contributed by eddies of the concspondent wave nnmbei K = 2n/f

((': bddy size). The edth sues L() and /0 denote the limits of the ranges of energy mic¬

tion, energ\ franstet and energ\ dissipation as schematically shown m Figure 3.2.

cnergy

i n i p o i A n

*

Energy
transfer

Dissipation

Figure 3.2: Lnergx transfer and turbulence spectrum E'(k), see also (3.16)

Herein, turbulent kinetic energy is generated and injected at the lower wave numbers,

i.e.. at large eddy sizes. Then, a process ot edch fragmentation transfers the energy

through the spectrum. Hence, the energy put in at low wave numbers is transformed to

the higher wave numbers and. therefore, the eddies lose their anisotropic coniiguration
form and become more and more isotropic and smaller until they are dissipated.

E i\)

Energy input
subranae

inertia!

subrange

Viscous

subianqe

2 jx

L

-

2 71

/

"

K

IK)

"

X

Figure 3.3: knerq\ spectrum L' and spectial densm of dissipation rate r',

adapted from [TATARSKII. 197If
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Based on this energy transfer process, the spectral energy density of the kinetic energy

E'(k) and the corresponding spectral density of the energy dissipation rate e'(K) is

shown schematically in Figure 3.3. Figure 3.3 shows that the run of the function of

E'(k) can be split into an energy input subrange, an inertial subrange and a viscous

subrange whereby these ranges are separated by the parameters L0 (outer scale) and /o

(inner scale). The properties of E'(K) m these subranges are presented in the following
sections.

3.2.2 Viscous subrange and dissipation rate

As plotted in Figure 3,3. the spectral density of the energy dissipation rate f'(K) is

dominant in the viscous subrange. e'(K) can be derived from the viscous force term of

the Navicr-Stokes equation (3.1) using the definition of the turbulent energy E' (3.5) and

Taylor's fro/cn turbulence hypothesis. Thus the spectral density of the dissipation rate is

given by [TATARSKT1, 1971 ] :

f\k) = 2vk
:
E'( k ) fm 7s1]

( 3 j 0)

When e'(K) is integrated over all scales, the rate of loss oî turbulent energy, denoted by

the dissipation rate c is calculated b\

e = 2\jxE'(K)(lK jnr/s'l (3'1])

The kinematic viscosin v used in (3.11) is specific to each medium. Moreover, in the

case of the air, the kinematic \ iscosity can also be influenced slightly by the density and

the temperature of the air [PRUPPACHER, KLETT. 19781 :

1.718 + 0.0049 (7-273.15)
)A

, .

,.
,

M P)
v = 10 [nr/sl

u^.i-;

P

with T Temperature [K]

p Density [kg/irk]

The K"-term of equation (3.10) causes a peak of e'(/0 m the regions of high frequency K

(Figure 3.3). In other words, the dissipation of kinetic energy takes place mainly at high

frequencies, i.e.. in the viscous subrange. Thus, the \iscous forces dominate the inertia

forces of (3.1 ) and turbulence effects only anses m the range
whereK<2rc//n.Thiscri¬teriongivesthelimitbetweentheviscoussubrangeandtheinertialsubrangewhichisdescribedinsection3.2.3.3.2.3InertialsubrangeIntheinertialrange,thekineticenergyassociatedwiththelargeanisotropiceddiesistransformedwithoutlossofenergye'(K)tosuccessive!}smallerandsmallereddiesuntilfinallythediameterissmallerthan/o.AsshowninFigure3.3.theinertialsubrangeisanearlydissipationlesssubrangeofthespectrum.Thissubrangecorrespondstospatial
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dimensions of some meters to 2-3 kilometers in the atmospheric boundary, e.g..

[BREMER. 1999].

The energy distribution function characterizing the inertia! subrange is part of classical

turbulence theon [KOLMOGOROV, 1941]. This theory is based on the assumption
that on the convection scales denoted as menial subrange, the constant mean dissipation
rate e is the only relevant parameter. In comparison with the viscous subrange, the

spectrum E' (K) of turbulent energ\ is independent of the viscosity parameter v in the

inertial subrange.

Using Buckingham's Pi theorem which states that physical laws are independent of the

form of the units, the energy clensit) spectrum £"is given by

E' = £"(e.K) = e" ku II, (3.13)

The factor 11/, is a dimensionless numerical coefficient which must be determined by the

use of physical experiments. The unknown parameters a.\ and a? can be derived from

(3.13) by use of the analysis of the dimensions:

LmV2"]1 = ImVY' Lm T (3-14)

[m]: 3 =-a2 + 2«,
{, {5)

[s]: ~~2 = - 3a,

The unknown parameters can be calculated from (3.15). From the solution a? = - 5/3

and oci = 2/3 it follows:

E' = e
-n

k
"

Jn
r

for 2tt/I0 < k < 2n/Jtj (3.16)

The 2/3-relation which was first introduced by KOLMOGOROV [1941] has been con¬

firmed by numerous investigations. An overview is given in [GROSSMANN. 1990] and

[BATCHELOR. 1993]. Hereb\, the dimensionless constant fir m (3.16) appears to be a

universal constant w ith a \alue close to 1.5 [MOXIN. YAGLOM 1975].

In order to obtain a function of E'(K) which is \alid for both viscous subrange and iner¬

tial subrange, an additional term /0(k) is introduced which describes the decay of the

upper end of the turbulent energy spectrum:

E'(k) = U,£: 'k
^ '

/-,„(k)
fork>In/I.c,(3.17)Anumberofauthorshavegi\enformsofthespectrum\\iththeseproperties,suchas/„,(K)=exp|---^k''I[PAO.1965](3'J8)Furtherformsof/o(K)arediscussedinsection

4.2.
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3.2.4 Energy input range

A turbulent medium can be maintained in the turbulent state only if energy is continu¬

ously fed into the system so that the energy injection rate equals the rate of dissipation.

The energv input occurs at the low frequency end of the curve with size scales on the

order of ÏÔ to 10.000 m. e.g.. LPAXOFSKY,' DUTTON, 1984]. The largest eddies are

therefore several orders of magnitude larger than the smallest, energy containing eddies.

This fundamental physical property of turbulent flow makes it extremely difficult to

describe a turbulent flow completely. Additionally, large eddies become more and more

anisotropic since obstacles in the boundan laver such as hills, wood, etc.. have an in¬

creasing influence on the shape of the large eddies. Therefore, the run of £"(k) is uncer¬

tain in the range where K < 2Tt/L0. For that reason, the definition of structure constants

which are derived from the turbulent energv spectrum must be limited to the inertial

subrange (cf. section 3.2.7).

3.2.5 Stationarity of energy spectrum

The studies of the energy transfer process described in the preceding sections is based

on the assumption that production and dissipation are often slightly out of balance and

the energv spectrum is either statistically stationarv or the decay of the energy spectrum

is onl\ slow during the observation time. This implies a so-called "equilibrium of tur¬

bulence". The equilibrium of turbulence requires that the dissipated energy is compen¬

sated by the same amount of energv which the undisturbed laminar flow supplies to the

turbulent flow at the limits between laminar and turbulent flow.

If nearly stationary turbulence can be assumed, the classical turbulence theory of Kol-

mogorov is valid, otherwise the energv transfer process changes. Up to now, little is

known about non-equilibrium energy transfer, but further investigations [LUND
etal.1998]haveshownthattheenergytransferprocessisnotfundamentallychangedundernon-equilibriumconditions.Therefore,theassumptionthattheenergyspectrumcloselyfollowsthek""1''scalingisquitereasonablewithintherangeof2tc/L0<k<27t//0.3.2.6InnerscaleAsmentionedinsection3.2.1.thecrossoverfromtheinertialsubrangetothedissipationrangeisexpectedtohappenatascaledenotedasIti.Onsmallerscales(i.e.,onhigherspatialfrequencies)oftheenergvdensitvspectrum,viscositviseffectiveexplicitly.Inordertoseparatetheinertialsubrangefromtheviscousrange,theReynoldsnumberisthedecisivecriterionbecauseturbulencedoesnotoccurinthedissipationsubrange.TheReynoldsnumberintheinertialsubrangeismpracticemtherangeofRe>10f1-107,whereasthedissipationrangeyieldsaReynoldsnumbersmallerthan1.Hence,theReynoldsnumberisusedtoseparatetheinertialsubrangefromthedissipa¬tionrangewherebyRe=Iatthecrossover.ThecharacteristiclengthofReatwhichtheReynoldsnumberisabout1definestheinnerscale/,,:U,l{)Re=-—=1<=>Crossoverinertialsubraneetodissipationranae(3.19)v
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The characteristic \elocity Uh) can be obtained as a function of the kinematic viscosit}

[nr/s] and the dissipation rate [mV]. By applying the Pi theorem again, the desired

function of the characteristic velocity is given by

U, = Av.c) = v"'c" n (3.20)

The unknown parameters a, and a? can be obtained by the analysis of the dimensions:

ImsY =|mV1p|mVT: 0--H

[m]: 1 = 2(Xi + 2cx:

[s]: -1 =-ai -3a:
(3.22)

From (3.22) it follows ai = a: = 1/4 and

C/^Vw-11,, (3.23)

If (3.23) is applied to (3.19), the inner scale /o can be written as

/o^rip'-Vvc"1 (3.24)

The constant Il,0is derived in [OBLHKOV, 1949]. [TATASRKII, 1971J and [HILL.
CLIFFORD, 19781:

n,
9ß,rq/3)

Pr
7.4 (3.25)

with Pr Prandtl's number for air: Pr = 0.72

ßi Obukho\ Corrsin constant of one-dimensional scalar spectrum:

ß, = 0.43

F Gamma function: F( 1/3) = 2.679

The Obukho\-Corrsin constant was first derived b\ CORRSIN [1951]. Measurements

for this constant are grven in. e.g.. [HILL, 1978|. (There are two definitions of ßi de¬

pending on the definition o( the dissipation rate (3.11 ). These definitions deviate by the

factor 2 from each other. Following the formulae of. e.g.. [TTHERMANN. GRASSL,

1992]. ßi = 0.86 is applied, cf. (3.65") ).

Hence, the inner scale follow s from (3.24) and (3.25). thus. /0 is given by:

/0 = 7.4-Vv f"1 =7.4?/ (3.26)

where r\ Kolmogoixn microscale
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Regarding the turbulent motions of eddies, the inner scale /0 has the following meaning:

Eddies the scale of which is shorter than /0 are dissipated by viscosity. For the atmos¬

pheric boundary layer, the inner scale is typically /,> = 3 mm - 10 mm [THIERMANN,

19901.

3.2.7 Structure constants of velocity and temperature

Besides the inner scale /(). the 2/} power law of (3.16) can also be used to define so-

called structure constants such as the structure constant of temperature Cf which arc

needed to determine the temperature gradient by means of dimensionless profile func¬

tions (cf. section 3.4). Whereas the turbulent energy spectrum E\k) describes the be¬

havior of the velocity fluctuations in the one-dimensional Fourier space, the calculations

using the structure constants are performed in real space (cf. section 3.4). Thus, the in¬

verse Fourier transform must be applied whereby this transform provides the structure

function of \elocity fluctuations D ,(/•) as follows, e.g.. [CLIFFORD, 1978J:

Du(r) = 2\R„(0)-Rll(r)] (3.27)

with Rt (/-)= I E'(K)e\p(-/xr)c/K = E|//(0 ;/(.\ + D] (3.28)

R,i Autocorrelation of a

v Coordinate

/• Distance (lag)

(3.28) and (3.28) introduce D.Jr) which is defined b\ the following statistical quantity:

Dii(r) = l\u(.\)-it(x + r{) [nvV| (3.29)

The angular brackets in (3.29) denote a time average. The definition of D„(r) as pre¬

sented in (3.29) is based on the assumption of a homogeneous and locally isotropic,
random process whereby D„(r) is independent of \.

Within the inertial subrange (section 3.2.3). the dissipation rate e is the only influence

coefficient on 77(K). Therefore, due to the integration in (3.28), the structure function

D„(r) of the velocity field only depends on e and r. Thus. (3.31) can be derived by
means of the following dimensional analysis:

[m~<-]] = [tirs Y1 [m'r: (3.30)

D(,(r) = n,r'>-
^

(3.31)

Hie structure constant C,,1 resumes the constant coefficients of (3.3 1), thus the structure

function and the structure constant can be expressed as

D„(r) = C,~r:n for U > r ~> /„ (3.32)

r;=n„c:,,=7),(/•)/"
'

(3.33)
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The structure constant of temperature Cf can be derived in a similar manner. Hereby,

the power spectrum <î>/-wilh the property

O, (k) « k"" for 2k/L) < k < 2k/lo (3.34)

is introduced which states that fluctuations of the temperature associated with the same

turbulent flow as used in (3.16) inherit also the same power spectrum. Therefore, the

structure constant of temperature Cr' can be obtained from (3.34) and yields:

Cj
"

- Dr{r) -r'2
'

for L„ >r> /0 (3.35)

with cy Structure constant of temperature [K^nf27']

D,(r) = (|e(\)-e(\ + r)|^ )K1 (3.36)

9 Potential temperature [K]

As presented in the following sections, the structure constant of temperature Cr is

Monin-Obukho\ similar and is applied therefore to the determination of temperature

gradients by means of the Monin-Obukhov similarity.

3.3 Monin-Obukhov similarity

3.3.1 Scaling parameters

As mentioned in section 2.4. the description of turbulent transport processes is impor¬
tant for refraction detection since these processes are related to gradients of tempera¬

tures, pressures and moistures wherein the gradient of temperature is predominant. As

described in section 2.4.2. the temperature gradient is mainly determined by the sensible

heat flux, cf. equation (2.29), However, (2.29) is not sufficient for the determination of

the temperature gradient. In order to overcome this problem, the theory of Monin-

Obukhov similarity can be utilized which was introduced by MONTN and OBUKHOV

11954]. This similarity theon uses scaling quantities such as the Obukhov
lengthtode¬terminethetemperaturegradientandtocharacterizestable,unstableandneutralstratifi¬cationwherebythesetypesofstratificationhavealread\beenintroducedinsection2.4.1.TheObukhovlengthisrelatedtotheturbulentcnerg}transport,whichismodelledasfollows:Atmosphericturbulenceconsistsofmechanicalturbulence,drivenbyverticalshearandthewind,dissipation,andthermalturbulencesuchasheatconvection,gener¬allydrivenbysensibleheatflux.Thus,anequilibriumofenerg\isgi\enby|e.g..OH-jMURA.ROTACH.19971:clE'dudip=r-e----=-(3.37)dl^J2Livmpk,jjy,WiiKkik'uniLt>iiM'ationwith%s=-pzMt''

(3.38)
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with

c/cp

/

II

/

w

P'

-.epir (3.39)

Shearing stress or momentum flux [N/m |

Randomh fluctuating wind component m horizontal direction

[m/s]

Randomly fluctuating wind component m \ertical direction [m/s]

Gravitation potential [J]

Randomly fluctuating density [kg/m']
Sensible heat flux [JirfV1]
Constant-pressure heat capacity of air |J kg K~ ]

The solution of (3.39) requires an approximate model of the vertical distribution of

mean wind. The phenomenological theory of PRANDTL [1932] assumes a logarithmic

profile gi\en by:

with

du

d" k{ :

(inv)
P

A*a Von Kàrtnàn constant: A; = 0.4

u Friction velocity [m/s]

(3.40)

(3.41)

The product /p, with

ln=kkZ (3.42)

is known as the Prandtl "mixing length" which can be interpreted as follows: The mean

velocity of a gas molecule is assumed to run in the horizontal direction. However, when

a random fluctuation of velocity displaces the gas molecule in the —direction, the mole¬

cule covers the mixing length h>t until it has been mixed within its neighborhood, i.e..

the molecule has delivered the impulse in „—direction to neighboring molecules. The

concept of the Prandtl mixing length assumes that the turbulence is stationary (section

3.2.5). Moreover it assumes the ground to be horizontal and flat which can only be ful¬

filled approximately in geodetic practice.

u(z) k(z)

Figure 3.4: Logarithmic velocity profile und

the Prandtl mixing length (schematically)
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The logarithmic profile defined by (3.40) is only valid under neutral conditions of the

atmospheric boundary layer, i.e., the sensible heal flux H is zero. Moreover, (3.40) as¬

sumes that turbulence is generated mechanically and the gradients of wind are linear to

the friction velocity. Thus, equation (3.40) must be generalized with the use of (3.37).

From (3.37). (3.39)'. and (3.40) follows

dE' ti H ,3 /Ux
= x £ 4. a —— (3.4.i )

dt ''k,: ",
"

Tc„

(3.43) depends on the height :. The Obukhov length L^o is defined as Lmo = ;; if the

equilibrium of (3.43) is in steady state, i.e.. dE'ldt = 0 [OBUKHOV, 1941]. Neglecting
the dissipation rate e. the Obukhov length can be derived from (3.41) and (3.43), thus

L,uo is given by:

T
" p7j'C" (3'44)

The sensible heat flux H depends on the difference between surface temperature and

temperature aloft. If the effects of humidit\ on buoyancy are neglected, the Obukhov

length becomes:

/ =^JLZ (3-45)

with T =
SEl2

« ._2L^ (3.46)

u u p y

77 Temperature scale

The Obukhov length is independent of height and is therefore suited for a length scale to

model turbulent structures in a way similar the scale factor A used in fractal theory (cf.

Appendix A). As presented in (3.44). the Obukhov length depends on the sensible heat

flow H which defines the stratification of the atmospheric boundary layer (section

2.4.1). For this reason, the Obukhov length is also used as a criterion to distinguish sta¬

ble stratification from unstable stratification:

Unstable stratification (usualh during daytime)
Stable stratification (inversion, night time) (3.47)

Neutral stratification (transition)

But the classification of (3.47) should be applied with caution because theoriginaldefi¬nitionofstratificationusedtoclassifyatmosphericboundarylayersischaracterizedbythesensibleheatfluxHasdescribedin(2.27).ThederivationoftheObukhovlengthneglectstheinfluenceofdissipationasshownin(3.43).Moreover,theassumptionof(3.40)isonlyanapproximationvalidforneutralstratification.Forthesereasons.[WYNGAARDetal.1971]introducedtheflux-Lmo<0<=>La/o>0<=*Lmo-0<=>
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Richardson number R, as a more suitable stability criterion for flux-profile relationships

in the atmospheric surface layer. The flux-Richardson number Rf is defined by

[RICHARDSON. 1920|:

IT

l_p (3.48)

R = Q ^ q

', (du :r ddu T
Tu

Rf < 0 <=>

R,>0 <=>

R, = 0 <=$

Thus the stability criterion using the flu\-Richardson number i?,is given by:

Unstable stratification (day time)

Stable stratification (inversion, night time) (3.49)

Neutral stratification (transition)

For example, during day time the temperature gradient dTId: is normally negative.
Thus, the flux-Richardson number is also negatne. Normally, the exact value of the

flux-Richardson number A/has no importance to the user m geodesy with the exception
discussed in section 3.6. The decisive criterion is only the sign of Rf. The reason is that,

depending on the stratification (unstable or stable), different dimensionless profile
functions for structure parameters and temperature must be applied (cf. section 3.3.2).

Using the Obukhov length as a scale factor, these profile functions allow the determina¬

tion of the effective temperature gradient and therefore a correction of refraction influ¬

ences.

3.3.2 Dimensionless profile functions for structure parameters and temperature

MON IN and OBUKHOV [ 1954] based the Monin-Obukhov similarity theory on the

assumption that the dimensionless ratio Ç given by

Ç = 7" (3.50)

defines the surface-layer stability, which expresses the relative efficacy of buoyancy and

shear in producing turbulence. In this case. Monin-Obukhox similarity theory implies
that the wind shear du/d: becomes a universal function (pu(0 °f S' if Lne momentum

flux is scaled with a typical scale parameter u :

k, : du —-.=<Pw«S)(3.51)ud:*>withcp,yDimensionlessprofilefunctionofwindshearingWithrespectto(3.40).thedimensionlessprofilefunctionforneutralstratificationisdefinedby:<M0)=1(3.52)
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The Monin-Obukhov similarity theory can be extended to other quantities under the

assumption that a dimensionless profile function (p(0 is determinable and sufficiently
models the quantity. In doing so. the similarity theory offers a description of the com¬

mon-behavior of the desired quantity (e.g., temperature gradient) by an universal func¬

tion which is empirically determined. This function is universally valid, if the quantity
is properly scaled. In the scope of refraction detection, the mean potential temperature

gradient dB/d: can be derived using the dimensionless function for the sensible heat flux

[MONIN. OBUKHOV. 19541:

y-^lO (3.53)

With q>,, Dimensionless profile function of sensible heat flux

In order to obtain cp;,, it is common to expand the universal function in powers of Ç and

fitting the results to observations. Since the direction of the flux depends on the stratifi¬

cation (stable / unstable), different profile functions are usually given and are distin¬

guished into the two cases Lmq < 0 and L\t0 > 0, BUSTNGER el ah [19711 suggested for

the wind profile similarity.

<pM= (I-I6ÇT1''4 L\]O<0
4)

cpA/= 1+5Ç L\lo>0

DYER [1974J and BRUNNER [1979] suggested for the temperature profile similarity:

<pi, = <Pa/2 = d-lôÇy1" L\io<0
(3 55)

(pi, = 9a/ = 1+5Ç L\fO>0

The investigation on the profile functions is not yet finished. The re-evaluation of

HÖGSTRÖM
[1988|showedthat9;,shouldbeslightlymodifiedasfollows:cp/,=U-1-Ç)"1"L\,o<0(p/,=1+7.8ÇL\,o>0ThedifferencesoftheprofilefunctionsarosebecausetheamountofthevonKàrmànconstantÄ7wasnotknownexactly.Usingk(-0.4,(3.56)canbeexpectedtoconfiden¬tiallydeterminethetemperaturegradientinthescopeofthisresearchwork.Inordertovalidatethisstatement,acomparisonbetween(3.55)and(3.56)isdiscussedinsection7.3.wherebythiscomparisonisbasedonthetemperaturegradientmeasurementsinthefieldexperimentsofsection7.2.IfthetemperatureprofilefunctionandtheObukhovlengthLmqaregiven,thecorrespondinggradientd'àId:ofpotentialtemperaturecanbecalculatedusing(3.45)and(3.53)(cf.section3.4).Inthisregard,thedeterminationofLmqisrequiredusingthedimensionlessprofilefunctionsofthedissipationrate(pc(Ç)(3.60)andthetemperaturestructureconstant(pc1(C)(3.65)asexplainedinsection3.4.3.4CalculationofrefractionangleusingMonin-ObukhovsimilarityAspresentedinsection2.1thetemperaturegradientdT/d:isthedecisiveparameterforthecalculationoftherefractiveindexgradientandtherefractionancle.Assuming

the
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Monin-Obukho\ similarity theory is valid, the mean temperature gradient follows from

(2.28). (3.45). (3.46), (3.51), and (3.53) as follows:

CK A., , \L\to J

-T, (3.57)

// 'T
with T =— (3.58)

ft; ^J-]l()

The friction velocity ;/ and the Obukhov length L\1() must be derived from quantities

which can be measured using field instruments. Hereby. // (3.41) and the temperature

scale 7 (3.46) can be determined, e.g., by use of a sonic-anemometer which determines

the variances of the wind components and of the temperature. Thus, LMo can be calcu¬

lated using (3.45) if the temperature scale T is determined. But in geodetic practice,

neither values for // nor L\io are axailable. In order to express the friction velocity by
another equation, the dissipation rate is used, because the dissipation rate can be deter¬

mined by means of the inner scale (3.26) which can be derived from image processing

algorithms (section 4 and 6). Assuming the dissipation rate is Monin-Obukhov similar,

the dimensionless profile function of the dissipation rate (pt- is given by [WYNGAARD,

CLIFFORD, 19781:

<P,(Ç) = -^T-f (3.59)
u

In (3.59) the dimensionless profile function is scaled by the friction velocity h .
In other

words, (pfc only depends on the ratio ^ = zILmq. In doing so. % can be expressed by a

semi-empirical profile function (pfc(Ç) whereby numerous profile functions differing

slightly from each other are known in the literature. In this research work, the following
functions are applied which ha\e been determined from tower measurements and scin¬

tillation data [THTERMANN. GRASS L. 1992]:

<pt = (1-3Ç)
'

-;
^

Luo<0

(pi = (1+4Ç+16Ç2)1 :

L\io>0

The dissipation rate
derivedfrom(3.26)isgivenbyF=7.4l.v7,rt(3.61)wheretheinnerscaleisassumedasknownwithuseofascintillometer(cf.section5.2)orofothermethodsbasedonopticalturbulence(cf.section4).ThustheproblemofcalculationofrefractionangleisreducedtothedeterminationoftheObukhovlengthneededasscaleparameterin(3.57).SincetheObukhovlengthde¬pendsonthetemperaturescaleTasshownin(3.45),anadditionalprofilefunctionisrequiredwhichcontainsT,Forthisreason,thestructureconstantoftemperatureCrcanbeusedwhichisdefined

by;
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D,(r) = C, rv' forL0>7->/ü (3.62)

with D,(r)=-(\6(x)-e{x + rf) (3.63)

/)/ Structure function of temperature [K ]

0 Potential temperature |K]

Here, the structure function of (3.62) is considered in the inertial subrange and the tem¬

perature field 6(a) of (3.63) is assumed to be loeaih isotropic and homogeneous. Since

the structure constant of temperature Cr' can be assumed to be Monin-Obukhov similar,

the following profile function can be used [ WYNGAARD et ai, 1971 ]:

<UO= M---CV 13.64)

The same experimental investigations as in (3.60) yield the following semi-empirical

scaling functions [THtERMANN. GRASSL. 19921:
*

9ct= 4ßi(l-7C+75;TM L\io<Q
„

,.

cpci= 4ß,( 1+2.5:")'" L\io>0
~}

with ß, Obukhov-Corrsin constant with ßi =0.86

Using (3.58), (3.59), (3.61). and (3.64). the following nonlinear equation for Ç = :/L\io

can be formulated [WEISS. 1998b

(^:)4/
^-C/-C,\T(^L(0~^=0 (3.66)

v4r7
/7_4^

Jo

The inner scale /<j and the structure constant of temperature Cj~ are determined using
measurements of optical turbulence as described in sections 4 where the measuring path
runs horizontally in a height of r above ground. If an approximation of Lmo is provided.
(3.66) can be solved, e.g.. with use of the method of generalized reduced gradients
(GRG).

Attention should be paid to the sign of Lmo since the profile functions are different for

Lmo > 0 (stable stratification) and Lmo < 0 (unstable stratification). Tf the Monm-

Obukhov length
isdeterminedafterafewiterationsof(3.66).thescaleisknownforallprofilefunctionsbasedonMonin-Obukhovsimilant}theorvand.thus,thetemperaturegradientneededforcalculationotrefractionanglecanbedeterminedusing(3.57).3.5FootprintconsiderationsThedeterminationoftemperaturegradientsusingMonm-Obukhovsimilaritytheoryshouldbeinterpretedbyaquantitativecriterionfortherepresentativenessofthefluxmeasurementssincethedimensionlessprofilefunctionsareonlyvalidforlocallyho¬mogeneousareas.Footprintconsiderationscanprovidethiscriterion.Indoingso,fool-
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print considerations assume that measurements at a given height in the surface layer are

related to the spatial distribution of surface sources which is defined by the source area

of the influence of the sensor. This so-called footprint includes an area which is respon¬

sible for a specified contribution to the value measured by the sensor. The determination

of footprints is useful if the surface is inhomogeneous since footprints allow an indica¬

tion of the spatial resolution of meteorological observations above inhomogeneous sur¬

faces.

The footprint can be modelled for relatively large-scale and geometrically simple sur¬

face mhomogenities. There are \arious models of footprint, but. in the following, the

description is restricted to a model as presented b\ [SCHM1D. J9941 because it allows

practical and descriptive conclusions about the spatial representativeness and the local-

ness of the field measurements. In this regard, this model used for footprints assumes

that the surface consists of an infinite arra\ of unit point sources. These sources are

weighted m respect to the influence to the sensor. The source weight is small for small

separation distances because of the wind mo\ing the meteorological quantities (e.g..

fluxes or temperature) away from the sensor. With increasing distance, the source

weight increases too and reaches a maximum. If the separation distance to the sensors

continues to increase, the source weight falls off again and tends to zero for large dis¬

tances due to diffusion effects. The equipotential curve of the described source weight
function bounds the area of the footprint. The shape is displayed schematically in Figure
3.5.

Wind

Figure 3.5: Shape of footprint (adapted from [SCHMID, 1994 J)

Assuming the diffusion perpendicular to the wind direction is Gaussian, the shape of the

footprint is axial-symmetric and can be described by the area A,, the upwind distance <?/•

between near end of footprint and the sensor, the distance bf between far end of foot¬

print and the sensor, the distance m, of maximum source weight of the footprint and the

lateral half-width c, of the footprint. Algorithms and models for the determination of

these parameters are given m [SCHMID. 1994]. The decisne quantity for the determi¬

nation of footprints is the height of the sensor abo\e ground -,. The area A/ and
thelat¬eralhalf-widthc,linearlyincreasewithanincreasingheightofinstrument.Moreover,theObukhovlengthLu0,thesurfaceroughness,thewinddirection,thewindspeedandthefluctuationoiwindalsoaffectthesizeofthefootprintanditsposition.Insection7.anestimationofthefootprintsisintegratedintothedescriptionoftheex¬periments.Thepositionandsizeofthefootprintenableadecisionastowhetherthesiteconditionscanbeassumedtobehomogeneousor

inhomogeneous.
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3.6 Conclusions

The introduction of the turbulent energy spectrum, structure functions, and the Monin-

Obukhov similarity theory represent an efficient method to model the turbulent ex¬

change processes in the atmospheric boundary layer because the similarity relations link

scintillation statistics obtained from field measurements to the desired meteorological
variables used for refraction correction. Although, it should be emphasized that the

structure functions as introduced in (3.29) and (3.63) are only valid if the velocity fields

(or the temperature fields. respecti\ely) are locally isotropic and homogeneous.

In order to characterize geometrically the equilibrium of turbulent kinetic energy m the

atmospheric boundary layer, the Obukhov length can be applied. This length provides a

scale which uses a\eraged quantities such as T and u and. thus, operates with a statis¬

tical approach to describe turbulence. Since this statistical approach requires that 7 and

;/ are stationary during the integral time, the validity of the data available from field

experiments can be limited because of the continuous change of the meteorological
conditions.

Under the condition that Luo- T^ and // are not zero, these quantities are used as scaling
parameters for dimensionJess profile functions which determine the momentum flux and

sensible heat flux. These dimensionless profile functions based on the Monin-Obukhov

similarity theory are only \ a]id in the atmospheric boundary layer where all fluxes being
at the same height r are assumed to be constant and independent of the position, e.g..

[STULL. 1991]. This assumption is plausible if the source area of the influence of the

sensor (footprint) is approximate!) homogeneous.

The presented algorithm to determine the temperature gradient only holds if the sensible
heatflux,thedissipationrate,andthestructureconstantoftemperatureareafunctionofz/LM0-i-c.Monin-Obukho\similar.Thissimilarit}theoryhasbeenprovedinseveralexperiments[BUSLNGERetal.1971]and[DYERet<//.,19821.Butingeneral,manyquantitiesofboundarylayermeteorologysuchastemperatureandpressurearenotMonin-Obukhovsimilar.SincethedimensionlessprofilefunctionsdependonthePrandtlmixinglength,thepre¬sentedderivationoftheObukhovlengthcancausethefollowingcontradiction.Ontheonehand,theMonin-Obukho\similaritytheoryusesthePrandtl'slogarithmicvelocityprofileinthecalculationofkineticenergyand.atthesametime,thissimilaritytheory-generatesavelocityprofilewhichdefersfromlogarithmicprofile.Thecontradictiononlydisappearsinthecaseofneutralstratification,i.e..cpi/(0)=1.Herein,theflux-Richardsonnumberquantifiesthedeviationoftheactualstratification(i.e..R/>0orR,<0)fromtheneutralstratification(R,=0).Forthisreason,itwouldbesensibletoreplaceÇ=:/L\iobyÇ-RTusingtherelationR)=Y~iTo

(3.67)
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The derivation oi (3.67) is given by definitions provided in (3.45), (3.46), (3.48), and

(3.55). The influence of this correction (3.67) on the results evaluated from field meas¬

urements is discussed in section 7.3. As is mentioned there, a comparison between the

data processed using Rf with those processed using Lhlo does not yield more accurate

results.

The dimensionless profile function (p/( (3.53) for the determination of temperature gradi¬
ents is based on the sensible heat flux H. However, in addition to H, the latent heat flux

Let is also pari of the energy transfer processe as presented in section 2.4.1. i.e.. mois¬

ture effects can affect the determination of temperature gradients. Further investigations
are still in process to check if additional moisture measurements are needed [WEISS ct

a I., J 999].
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4 Optical Turbulence

4.1 Phenomena of optical turbulence

The determination of refraction angles using temperature gradients and Momn-Obukhov

similarity theory requires the calculation of the structure constant C/? and the inner

scale /(), cf, (3.66). These quantities can be determined using the effects of optical tur¬

bulence. Optical turbulence is a phenomena of waves propagating through turbulent

media. The following paragraphs summarize essential elements of this theory [CLIF¬
FORD. 1978] needed for refraction anahsis.

Optical waves traversing a turbulent

propagation medium develop spatial

patterns of irradiance and phase fluc¬

tuations since turbulent exchange proc¬

esses such as convection induces ran¬

dom irregularities in the atmosphere*s
index of refraction. Optical turbulence

is usually understood as a regime of the

light propagation medium characterized

by intense refractive index fluctuations

in both time and space over a large

range of scales. The phenomena of op¬

tical turbulence can be classified into phase fluctuations and fluctuations of the intensity
of light beams (Figure 4.1 ).

Phase fluctuations or are perceived in the plane of the receiver as follows: Random

distortions of the incoming wave front cause slight image motion and image blurring in

the plane of the imaging sensor (Figure 4.2).

Im

r\

/
/

. Drt

Figure 4.1 : Log-intensity fluctuation Gx
and phase fluctuation <js~ of an

electromagnetic wave (wave vector E)

Undistuibecl

Image
image
motion

ä^fä8W%$0^%

Image

blummj

Figure 4.2: Effects of optical turbulence on one-dimensional pattern

grabbed bx an imaging system (schetiiaticallx)Intensityfluctuationscanbeperceivedastemporalvariationsofthereceivedirradianceofthelightbeam.Phenomenaofintensityfluctuationsarethetwinklingofstarsorthe
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uregulai change ol brightness of pixels in optical imaging systems. Scintillometers (cf.

section 5) also utilize intensity fluctuations: These instruments send out laser beams and

measuie the mtensitv fluctuations of these beams after propagating through a tiubulent

medium.

Both phase lluctuations and intensity fluctuations îesult from refractive index fluctua¬

tions. These retraeti\e-mdex lluctuations are caused bv turbulent eddy motions along

the propagation path. These edd> motions are generated bv teniperatuic and humidity
fluctuations The eddies of these motions act as a collection of converging and diverging
lenses which affect the propagation of the light beams.

Convergence

A

I- -

Divergence
î p

Refraction

\

-1 V

Fiqiu e 43 Effet ts of eddies ( i>ra\ ) on light beams

The refractive-index fluctuations are known as optical tuibulence and can be character¬

ized by the refractive-index structure constant C,:, As piesented in (2.2), the refractive

index is mainly influenced bv the temperature and pressuie. Thus, the refractive-index

structure constant C>,~ can be domed from the stiucture constant of temperature C?
"

and

from (2.2) as follows;

C,
{ a, />

v

G (4.1)

(4.1) neglects moisture effects This neglect is adequate if the wavelength of the meas¬

ured waves is in the range ot visible light [WEISS er al.. 1999].

The refractive-index structure constant Cn~ is not a constant m the mathematical sense.

In fact, the structure constant C,~ varies m dependence ot the turbulent regime ot tem¬

perature and buovancv. As the sun rises, convection causes hot turbulent air eddies to

use. The rising turbulent air has a large refractive structure constant m contrast to down-

moving, cool air. which is characterized to a ver\ small refractive structure constant

[HILL. 19921.
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The refractt\e-uide\ structure constant can be assumed to be constant along the propa¬

gation path if the optical path runs parallel to the locally homogeneous ground. When

the propagation path is not parallel the refractive-index structure constant may vary be¬

cause of the altitude dependence of C,r. In general, the refractive-index structure con¬

stant decreases with increasing height above the ground [HUFNAGEL 1978].

4.2 Modelling optical turbulence

4.2.1 Refractive index spectrum

Due to the relation (4.1) between the structure constant of temperature Cf and that of

refractive index C„:. the properties of C„~ follow the same statistical approach as Cf.

Analogous to (3.35). the structure constant retracthe index spectra can be related to the

structure function of refractive index D„ as presented in (4.2) and (4.3):

C,
^

=D,( /•)/•"
'

[m 2n] for In > r > h (4.2)

with D, (r) = (\n( \)-/?( \ + r)|~\ (4.3)

/)„ Structure function of refracthe index

The exponent "-2/3" in (4.2) is a consequence of a dimensional analysis (cf. section

3.2.7). This analysis uses the one-dimensional spectrum of Kolmogorov 0„(k), which

describes the fluctuations of the refractive index:

<!>„ (k) o= -k"''
'

for 2ji/Lp < k < 27t//n (4.4)

2tc
with K =

~y (4-5)

( Diameter of turbulent eddy

Hereby, the structure function of the refractive indev is related to the Fourier transform

of the spectrum <t>„(Kh e.g.. [BELAND. 1993]:

IMr) =2[R,A0)-R„{r)] (4.6)

7 (4 7)
with Rt (/•) = I cf)( ( k)e\p(-no-) </k

R„(r) =E[//U)-//(v + /-)l (4.8)

These relations re\eal that the refractive index spectrum is an essential element to de¬

scribe the phenomena of optical turbulence. For further investigations in three-

dimensional space, the refracthe indev spectrum 0„(k) must be extended by the intro¬

duction of the three-dimensional frequency k. Thus, the three-dimensional refractive

index spectrum is gh en b\ [CLIFFORD. 1978]:

<j> (K) = _J_._ fy? (r)e\p(-/K-r)<rr (4.9)
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Assuming that the random medium is statistically homogeneous and isotropic in each

transverse plane of the wave, the autocorrelation function R„(r) and the refractive index

spectrum 0„(K) oni\ depend on the magnitude of the vectors /• = Irl and K = IkI, respec¬

tively. Using (4.2). (4.6), and (4.9), the relationship between the refractive-index struc¬

ture constant C,: and the refractne index spectrum is principally given under the condi¬

tion that the Fourier Iransform in (4.9) comerges. Hence, the refractive index spectrum

in the menial range is given b\, e.g.. (CLIFFORD. 19781:

O, (k) = 0.033 C,;k
' ' '•

for 2idU < k < 2tt//0 (4.10)

This equation is theoretically derived and can be applied to other quantities the corre¬

sponding spectrum obeys the "2/3"-law of Kolmogorov (3.16) such as the turbulence

spectrum of temperature 4V . e.g.. [HILL, et ah, 1980]:

O, (k) = 0.033 • C,V
' '

for 2k/U < k < 2rc//0 (4.11)

Since (4.10) and (4.11) are only valid in the inertial range, the following equation pro-

\ides a cut-off for the dissipation range and, thus, introduces the inner scale into the

function of the refractive index spectrum [TATARSKI1. 1961]:

O, (k) = 0.033 • CV k
" '

e\pi r j for 2n/U < k

I, K I

with k„, = 5.92//,»

Due to the mathematical structure of (4.12). this spectrum can be applied in the whole

frequency domain of K > 2ti/Z.0. Various authors have extended the Tatarskii-model in

respect of the outer scale which limits the inertial subrange at the large-eddy scale Lo.

such as [GARDNER. PLONl'S. 1975]:

0,(k) = 0.033 C, [\^k U;)exp:<icV(4.13)Therefractiveindexspectrumhasbeenexperimentallydeterminedinfieldexperiments,e.g..inBoulder(CA)[HILL.CLIFFORD.1978]and[PRIESTLEY,HILL,1985].Thesemeasurementsconfirmedthespectraof(4.12)and(4.13)ingeneral,butitisrec¬ommendedthatthedeca\fromtheinertialrangetothedissipationrangebemodelledbyamoresophisticatedmodel:O,,(k)=0.033-C(I+Kln)f„(K./(1)(4.14)with/0DecayofrefractivemdexfluctuationsindissipationsubrangeThefunctionUisintroducedbyHILL[1978]inordertomodeltherefractiveindexspectrumintherangeofhighReynoldsnumbersmoreprecisely.HeproposedtoderiveJ®fromasecond-order,linear,homogeneousdifferentialequation.Toavoidsolvingthe
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differential equation, a good analytical approximation for /<j> is given in [CHURNSIDE.

19901:

/(I> = cxp(-70.5KT|") + 1.45-exp(-0.97-lln(Ki"|)4 1.55]"")

with i^ Kolmogonw microscale: )} = 0.135 1». cf. (3.26)

(4.15)

With regard to the mathematical integration, the approach (4.15) is quite problematical
for calculation. Therefore. ANDREWS [ 1992] suggested a more simplified approach:

/<d =1 + 1.08- ( K/K ) - 0.254- ( k/K/)

with k, =—

(4.16)

(4.17)

Unless otherwise mentioned, the Hill spectrum introduced in (4.14) with the simplifica¬
tion of (4.16) is used for further calculations because of the conformity with results of

practical experiments [HILL. CLIFFORD. 1978). The good conformity of the Hill

spectrum bases an a slight bump for K near the inner scale. This bump is shown in

Figure 4.4 where the refracti\e index spectrum of Hill is compared with the Tatarskii

spectrum.
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Figure 4.4: Comparison between Hill spectrum and Tatarskii spectrum

4.2.2 Light propagation in turbulent media

The refractive index spectrum obtained in section 4.2.1 proxides information about the

energy transfer processes m the turbulent medium through which the light beams are

propagating. However, the relation between the phenomena of optical turbulence as

introduced in section 4.1 and the refracme index spectrum must still be formulated.

This relation is given by the Heimholt/ equation

V E + A-/rE = 0

with E Electric field \eetor

k Wa\e number: k = 2n/X (X : Wavelength)

(4.18)
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(4.18) assumes that depolarization terms are negligible for the propagation of optical

waves in the earth's atmosphere, e.g., [CLIFFORD, 1978]. The refractive index n used

in the Helmholtz equation is a space-variant random variable. Assuming the Reynolds

approach of section 3.2.1 is valid for space-variant random variables, n becomes:

n =/?('r7-,i?) = n + n'(rT.R)

with r-/~ Transverse vector of the spreading light beam

(4.19)

'T1

Emitter Receiver

plane

R

Figure 4.5: Transverse vector of the spreading light beam,

adaptedfrom [ANDREWS, PHILLIPS. 1998]

The spectrum of n is given by <£>„ (section 4.2.1). Thus, the Helmholtz equation (4.18)

principally provides a relationship between the refractive index spectrum <!>„ and the

random amplitude and phase fluctuations of the electric field of the wave propagating

though a random medium. However, (4.18) cannot be solved in close form. Therefore,

further simplifying approaches must be formulated which then yield only approximate
solutions of the Helmholtz equation. Some of these heuristic approaches are summa¬

rized in a brief overview presented in Figure 4.6.

Optical Turbulence

Weak Strong

!

Perturbation Theory Ma kovian approximation

!

1

Methods neglecting
diffraction influences

Methods of smooth perturbation

\

1 1

Geometrical optics method I Born approximation Rytov's method

Figure 4.6: Approaches for modelling of light propagation in turbulent media

The approaches of Figure 4.2 mostly treat the optical wave propagation by means of

simple models of waves such as an unbounded plane wave or a spherical wave.

The model of plane waves assumes equiphase phase fronts which form parallel planes.
Plane waves are mostly applied in astronomy when the scintillations of stars are evalu¬

ated.
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Rpceivfi A 1e1J_U j li
f

Roceivei

Plane wave fronts Spherical wave fronts

Figure 4.7: Plane waves and spherical waves

In contrast to plane waves, spherical \va\es consist of cquiphasc surfaces which are

characterized by concentric spheres. The spherical wave model is valid for point emit¬

ters of light where the wave spherically emanates from the origin (emitter).

Assuming the propagation path is limited to a few hundred meters, the regime of the so-

called weak turbulence prc\ails (cf. section 4.5.2a). Under these conditions, the Rytov
method was found to give good agreement with scintillation data and, therefore, is the

standard method used today under these conditions, e.g.. [TATARSK11, 1992],

As a method of smooth perturbation (MSP), the Rytov approximation models the

propagation of a scalar wa\e through a medium with large-scale inhomogenities, i.e.,

/o » A, where A, is the wavelength. Unlike other methods such as the geometrical-optics
method, the Ryto\ approximation takes into account diffraction effects which anse

when the Fresnel radius (À R)] '

is larger than the inner scale /(); e.g., for the propagation

path R = 100 m and X = 550 nm. the Fresnel radius is about 7 mm. Since the inner scale

/o can fall below 7 mm. e.g., under windy conditions, diffraction effects cannot be ne¬

glected in this example.

The Rytov method uses the following approach to pnwide an approximate solution of

the Helmholtz equation (4.18) . e.g., [TATARSKI1, 1971:1SH1MARU, 19781 :

£ = A0-exp[\]/(r7./v>)I (4.2())

\|/(r;. R) = yj rl. t ) + i- 5(r;. R) (4,21)

X(rr./0 = ln l
(4.22)

with ,4„ Electromagnetic amplitude of incident wax e

\\t (1*7. R) Complex phase perturbation

X (rr, R) Logarithm of amplitude (Log-amplitude)
S(ri.R) Phase

R Length of propagation
pathConsideringdiffractioneffects,theRytovmethodintroducesthetotalcomplexphaseperturbationoftheelectromagneticwavewhichisinfluencedbyinhomogenitiesofthe
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refracme index. The Rytov approximation is an acceptable solution of the Helmholtz

equation (4.18) under the assumption that the turbulence regime is weak (section 4.5.2a)

and backscatter effects are negligible, e.g.. [STROHBEHN, 19781.

[f these assumptions hold, the Rytov method enables the calculation of the angle-of-

arrival fluctuations and intensity fluctuations as presented in the following sections 4.3

and 4.4. The calculations are based on the spectral representation of \|/ and depends on

the refracme index spectrum and on the assumed wave model (e.g., spherical or plane

waves). The spectral representation of \|/ leads to complicated integrals, therefore, the

following sections onh presents the results. A more detailed reference for the derivation

of the angle-of-arrival fluctuations and intensif} fluctuations is given, e.g., in [AN¬

DREWS, PHILLIPS. 1998] and [LAWRENCE. STROHBEHN. 1970].

4.3 Angle-of-arrival fluctuations for determination of Cn2

4.3.1 Phenomenon

Angle-of-arrival fluctuations are perceived as. e.g.. image blurring and image motions.

These fluctuations are related to the \\a\e front of a propagating wave which is a sur¬

face of constant phase. Angle-of-arn\al fluctuations occur when optical wave fronts

passing through irregularities of the refracme index field become distorted.

As radiation with a distorted wave front continues to propagate, its local irradiance also

must vary under the focusing and spreading effects of that wave front. These degrada¬
tion effects cause image blurring and image motions where image motion comes from

the influences of large eddies moving across the aperture and image blur arises from the

combination o( small-scale effects and large-scale effects produced by eddies of differ¬

ent size.

The angle-of-arrival which is a measure for these effects is defined by the angle be¬

tween the normal to the perturbed phase front and the normal to the unperturbed wave

front, i.e., to the tangent of the direction of light propagation. This configuration is dis¬

played in Eigure 4.8 where the wave is assumed to be propagating horizontally.Forplaneandsphericalwaxespropagatingthroughastatisticallyhomogeneousiso¬tropicmedium,thefluctuationsmtheplanenormaltotherayarealsoisotropic.Withregardtotheverticalangle-of-arrivalci\andhorizontalangle-of-arrivala//;therandomfluctuationsbecome[RYTOVetal.1987]:°u„Z~at,"-:a,.,(4.23)ThisresulthasalsobeenconfirmedasaresultoffieldmeasurementsinClaro/Swit¬zerland[TROLLER,2000].Asaconclusionforgeodeticpractice,themeasurementsareonlyneededforeitherthehorizontalorthe\erticalcomponentoftheangle-of-arrival.i.e..theuseoflinescansensorsispossible.
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Figure 4.8: Normal vectors of unperturbed (No) and perturbed (N\)\rave fronts,

adapted from fRYTOYet al,. 19781

4.3.2 Modelling

The modelling of angle-of-arnval fluctuations uses the phase front and its deviation

from the unperturbed state. Referring to Figure 4.8, angle-of-arrival fluctuations are

caused by random phase shifts whereby these phase shifts are interpreted as the random

distortion of the phase front of the wave. Assuming a statistically homogeneous and

isotropic random medium, the fluctuation of the phase can be described by means of the

following phase structure function Ds(a) defined b\ :

with a Diameter of receh er aperture

(4.24)

Unperturbed
phase front

Turbulent eddies

k a

Figure 4.9: Relation between angle-of-arrival a and phase structure function Dv

S'und S"denote the phase of the lower and upper end of the wave front

Using the geometrical-optics approximation as shown in Figure 4.9. the angle-of-arrival
fluctuations can be expressed b\ the phase structure function as follows:
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G„
Dy[g) (4.25)

where (4.25) assumes the angle-of-arrival to be small, i.e.. tan(a) ~ a. (4.25) implies
that the angle-of-arrixal is given it the phase structure function is known.

Using the spectral representation of the complex phase perturbation of the Rytov
method. TATARSKII [19611 expressed the phase structure function by means of the

refractive index spectrum. The following representation of the phase structure function

is given by [LAWRENCE. STROHREHN. 19701:

Dç(<7) = 8TlVJjV<P, (k) \-j
ciKr ") K r[R-i )

, , ,, ,
•

, . ->•

c 0 s d k d r tor spherical waves (4.26)
K /J IkR

with Jo Bessel function of the first kind (order = 0)

and

A

D, (a) - 4k k2 J j K • O, (k )[l - ./ [ok)\ sinj
' 'd Kd / for plane waves (4.27)

k R

The phase structure function as given in (4.26) and (4.27) is valid for statistically homo¬

geneous isotropic media. If the Hill spectrum O, (K) (4.14) is used, the phase structure

function becomes approximately [ANDREWS. PHILIPPS. 1998]:

A(fl) = 1.093 C, k2 Ra" 1 1-0.715
a

I,

for a » h) and

spherical waves

(4.28)

D,(a) = 2.914-C, k R<r I- 0.805
'a^

'V

V

for (i » /o and

plane waves

(4.29)

A comparison between (4.28) and (4.29) reveals that the angle-of-arnval fluctuations of

spherical waves arc about three times smaller than those for the plane wave. This rule

holds under the assumption that the source of the spherical wa\e lies within the ran¬

domly inhomogeneous medium and both spherical and plane waxes propagate through
the same medium and with the same propagation path length R.

Since angle-of arrival fluctuations of an optical waxe in the planeofthereceiveraper¬turecanbemeasuredasslightmotionsofimagestructures,theangle-of-arrivalfluctua¬tioncanbedeterminedusingthefocallength/oftheimagingsvstemasillustratedinFigure4.10.
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Aperture Line scan sensor

Figure 4,10: Atigle-of-atrival fluctuation OV and fluctuation of image structures Gx

Using the geometrical relations depicted in Figure 4.10. it follows that:

a, =

p -G>

/

with / Focal length [m]

p( Size of quadratic pixel element 1 ni/pixel |

c\~ Variance of the motion of image structures [pixel]

(4.30)

The determination of ör will be discussed in section 6.4, where edge detection algo¬
rithms are described in order to determine cjx:. Using (4.25), (4.28), (4.30). and ne¬

glecting the influence of the outer scale Z,o. the structure constant of refractive index

follows from [BRUNNER, 1979]:

c- =

1.09/?

CT V

.09/ R
(4.31)

(4.31) allows a direct determination of C„~ without any knowledge about the inner scale

/o and the outer scale L0. The application of (4.31) is only valid if the outer scale is as¬

sumed to be very large (i.e.. L0 —> °°). This assumption concerning the outer scale L0

and the effect on the determination of C,,2 will be im estimated in section 4.5.2.

(4.31) in combination with (4.1) allows the determination of the structure constant of

the temperature fluctuations which is assumed to be Monin-Obukhov similar and which

can be used to calculate the temperature gradient as presented in section 3.4. However.

as shown in section 3.4. the détermination of temperature gradients requires also the

knowledge of the inner scale l,-,. Thus, the determination of In is investigated in the fol¬

lowing section.
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4.4 Intensity fluctuations for determination of inner scale

4 4 1 Phenomena

Intensit\ fluctuations aie pciceived as lempoial changes ot the uiadiancc oi the incom¬

ing light beams, e g ,
as twinkling of a taiget oi as tempoial changes ot the bughtncss of

an image I sing CCI) scnsois. these changes can be measuied by the tempoial vanalion

ot the \oltagc which is accumulated on each pixel element duimg the mtcgiation time

The mtensin fluctuations of a light ia\ piopagatmg thiough tmbulence can be cx-

picssed using the log-amplitude \anance o/

1
.

I a,
a = - In ——

'
4 !(/>

(4 32)

The noimah/ed intensif} fluctuation G/ /(/) is a measuie and piovided, e g .
with use

oi the detectois oi a scmtillometei as descnbed, e g ,
m [HILL, OCHS. 1978]. [COI L-

ILR.WfSELY. 1980]. [HILL et eil, 19921. [THIERM \NV GRASSL, 1992]

Moieoxei. the noimalized intensity tJuctuation can also be deteimmed using image

piocessing algonthms as descnbed m section 6 3 and 6 4 4 b). eg, when the adaptive
Wienei filtei oi least squaies template matching algouthm aie applied These methods

estimates the noise \aiianee OV ot the image signal which \ields the noimalized inten¬

sity vanance as tollows

7

(4 32) and (4 W) \iclds the log-notmal amplitude intluenced bv the nmei scale and by
othet paiameteis such as C, and Jength of the ptopagation path Thus, the deteimma-

tioti ot the innei scale is based on the measmement ot intensity fluctuations and iog-
noimal amplitudes needs a sophisticated model as descnbed m the following section

4 4.2 Modelling

Intensif} fluctuations aie associated with a îedistnbution of the lay eneigy which anses

as a consequence of the focus effects of the tuibulent eddies

Emitter -..^ \ V /

"""^
Eddy

Fiquu 4 11 Fonts effeets oftdch on cm emitted wave

Since the locus ctiecis aie ielated to the diametei ot the tuibulent eddies, the intensity

fluctuations depend on the spectium oi the îeliacme index fluctuations <E>„ and. hence.
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on the inner scale /0. This dependence allows the calculation of the inner scale using the

intensity fluctuations and the Rytov approach which provides an approximate solution

to the Hclmholtz equation as presented in section 4.2.2 under the assumption that log-

amplitude fluctuations are small, i.e..

X~ I (4.34)

First, a relation between the re tract i\e index fluctuations <t>„ and the log-amplitude vari¬

ance o/ is derived from the second-order spectral representation of the Rytov approxi¬
mation. Including the refractive index spectrum, these fluctuations can be written with

the integral representation as follows [LAWRENCE, STROHBEHN. 1970]

a, =2nfR JkO,(k)

R -

a/ = 4 re/:'' j [kO, (K)sin

i
k

1 7— sm

K-R

K~R

k

. =0\=n

K-r(R-r

2kR

c!k lor plane waves (4.35)

(iKdr for spherical waves (4.36)

Using the Hill Spectrum given by (4.14). (4.16). and (4.17) the fluctuations of log-

amplitude are given by [ANDREWS. PHILLIPS. 1998):

o/~ = 0.965ß, 1 +—-

Q
,
sin

0.273

Q

-sin — arctan O

— arctan Ü
6

)\ 3.50

4 ; Q

1.507

+ Q.

Sill

4 ^
— arctan 0,
3

for plane waves

(4.37)

G7~= 0.965ß,: 0.40 1-u

O

•
Ml Q ^

^sini —arctan—

1
i 6 3

0.51 8
-sm

with Q -

Rk,:

I 5 Q \\ 3.50
— arctan—

4 3
j ^i

Q,

k

ß/=1.23^,7v^'7x,'
k ^-2k/\

Q^2.610
, ( 4

— s, n _ arctan —-

[9,0: V 3 3

for spherical waves

(4.38)

(4.39)

(4.40)

(4.41)

In the following, the spherical \\a\e case (4.38) which is assumed to be valid for geo¬

detic applications is used. Basically. (4.38) pro\ ides a relation between the (measured)

log-amplitude variance ax" and the inner scale/<>.Sincethisrelation(4.38)isnotsuit¬ablefortheefficientcomputationof/o.(4.38)issimplifiedinthefollowingbythein¬troductionoftheauxilianvariablesyanda;definedasfollows:
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CT,

\ -

-

/ IOl (4.42)

(4.43)

If (4.38) is evaluated, a function graph can be plotted as shown in Figure 4.12.

10 m

0 OS

0 06

0 04

0 02 -

100

t/R

Figure 4.12: Relation between inner seale and loq-amplitude fluetuations

(spherical waves)

The bold subsection of the graph of Figure 4.12 denotes the range of (X R)U~ /n
'
which

is typicaJ for applications in geodesy. Within this range, one-to-one relation between (X

i?)1/2 /o"1 and oy / C„: is available.

The relation between a, and y, can be molded into an approximate formula which is

valid for the bold range in Figure 4.12. With the assistance of a simulation program

(SLS-OPS. Scintec Ltd. Tübingen) based on (4.38). oy can be calculated if X.. R. /(f ,

and C,r are specified [FLACH. HENNES. 1998]. The output of the simulation is a se¬

ries of values ( v,. v ) as shown in Figure 4.13.

x '10 m

Figure 4,13: Results from simulation

The following empirical function gives a relation between v, and v, :

1/2

v< = -2.692 - 140.5 y + 3 1.86 a;
"-

+ 377.8 y
'
-

- 0.317 \n(xc) (4.44)
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(4.44) has been determined as follows: Assuming /0. A, /v. and C„~ are known, ax~ is

calculated usmg (4.38) and the values xc and yc are determined using (4.42) and (4.43).

These values are displayed in Figure 4.13. The curve in Figure 4.13 can be modelled

using a least squares fit which yields the terms in Table 4.1.

Term Value
--

Std. deviation j
0.4038

llC H C ' 13 .3355

3
_ *) 1 ' ^

_

2
. SO II

x- :
..

ï
~

, 2 3.53/L |

lr ( \0
~

0.0^88 j

Tabic 4,1: Estimated parameters and standard deviations

Besides the estimated values, the standard deviations of the parameters are also pre¬

sented in Table 4.1 to illustrate the quality of the regression. The chosen function (4.44)

is advantageous in comparison to high order polynomials since (4.44) is more stable

than high order polynomials.

In order to compare the fitted function (4.44) with the original function (4.38) of oy,
(4.44) and the corresponding \ alues of (4.38) are presented in Figure 4.14.

«^
^

oo 0 5 10 15 2 0 2 5

y (fitted) =- 2 692 - 140 5 x- + 31 86 x.
"

+ 37? 8 x
-

'

- 0 317 In(x-)

30

Figure 4.14: Comparison between simulated values \\ and approximation vc (fitted)

Hence. (4.44) provides a sufficient relation between v and,xt in the bold range of Figure

4.12.

Summarizing this section, the inner scale /<, is calculated as follows

Determine C„~ usins ansle-of-arrh al fluctuations and (4.31)

Calculate the log-amplidude of usmg the intensity fluctuation and (4.32)
Insert C„~ and Gx~ into (4.42) and compute \\

Determine v. with use of ,v( and (4.44)

Insert \;. A,, and R into (4.43) and solve for /n

From (4.42). (4.43). and (4.44) follows the observation equation for /o given by:
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y/l R r
= y/X-R - 2.692 - 140.5 %• 10'

y

+ 377.8-M--101- I -0.317 In 101

31.86'
CT.,

C

1/2

10,:

(4.45)

Thus, the inner scale can be calculated using the relationship shown in Figure 4.12 if the

remaining parameters {X. R. a/ . C,~) are known or measured. This procedure is called

"inner-scale algorithm" in the following. The inner-scale algorithm which approximates

(4.38) is stable since the fitting function converges for all valid input values and. fur¬

thermore, this algorithm is advantageous since small deviations caused by the limited

accuracy of measurements are not amplified in the algorithm.

4.5 Analysis of accuracy

In general, the quality of the estimation of parameters can be deteriorated by
• random deviations due to the measuring process and the imperfectness of the sen¬

sors.

» systematic deviations in cases where the applied model does not entirely hold.

The influence of random deviations can be decreased using sensors which provide re¬

sults of an adequate accuracy. In this ^ense. the analysts of random deviations can yield
some hints for selecting an appropriate measuring system (section 5). In order to avoid

or reduce systematic deviations, the applied model must be refined. However, the re¬

finement often involves the measurement of additional quantities. Both random and

systematic deviations are discussed in the following analysis.

4.5.1 Random deviations

In sections 4.3 and 4.4, the structure constant of refractive index C„" and inner scale /o

are derived from the angie-of-arnval fluctuations and the intensity fluctuations whereby
these fluctuations must be determined using imaging sensorsandimageprocessingtechniques(section6).Inordertoanalyzetherequiredaccuracyofthesystem,assump¬tionsabouttheplannedexperimentsandthemeteorologicalconditionsarcnecessary.Forthispurpose.R=75ni./=550ran,C„~=0.32.and/0=4.6mmareassumedwherebyC„~and/nrepresentconditionsofasunnysummerday.Further,assumptionsaboutthedesiredaccuracyofC,,~and/oarerequired.InvestigationsabouttheaccuracyofC,"and/0andtheirinfluenceonthetemperaturegradientarepresentedin[DEUS-SEN.2000].ItwasfoundthattheaceuracvofC,'and/nwhichisrequiredforthede¬terminationofthetemperaturegradientdependsontheactualturbulentconditions.Sincegeneralrulesdonotexist,thefollowinganalysisassumesarequiredstandardde¬viationofGoi2=0.032-10l_m"'anda>n=0.46mmwInchmeansarelativeaccuracyof10%.Usingthelawofpropagationofvariances,thestandarddeviationofthestructureconstantC„~followsfrom(4.31)andissivenbv:
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A riA-P -Vin
a = c , [10 m ] (4

46)

c Ï09R «„- ^-^)

If an aperture of a = 0.065 m is assumed, the required accuracy for the angle-of-arrival
fluctuations is 6.5-10

'"
rad". Therefore, an imaging system with a focal length / = 500

mm and a size/?, = 10
"

m/pixel of pixel elements must determine the standard déviation

of ö\~ with an required accuracy of oa,: = 0.016 pixel".

The accuracy of the estimation of the inner scale is influenced both by the accuracy of

the log-amplitude fluctuations aa/2 and of the structure constant a0,2. Using (4.45) and

the values for R. ?.. C,\ and /o which are assumed above, the standard deviation of the

inner scale follows from the law of propagation of \anances and is given by:

o/0=^8.4-10'--ot( ) +l2.8-oo/ r Lmml (4.47)

If an accuracy O/0 = 0.46 mm is necessary, an accuracy of the fog-amplitude fluctuations

G
ax-

= \39o is required as follows from (4.47). This demand is equivalent to a signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) of 8.8 dB. The SNR and the standard de\ iation of a,2 can be consid¬

ered as criteria for the suitability of the imaging systems and the image processing tech¬

niques presented in section 5 and 6.

4.5.2 Systematic deviations

a) Weak turbulence and saturation effects

Systematic deviations may occur when modelling optical turbulence by Ryto\ s method

of small perturbations as presented in section 4.2. As shown, e.g.. in [CLIFFORD, et cil.,

I973J, modelling optical turbulence requires the distinction of weak and strong turbu¬

lence. This distinction is essential since, within the range of weak turbulence, the inten¬

sity fluctuations increases with the path length
andwiththestrengthofturbulenceuntilitreachesthe"saturation"rangeand,thus,thebeginningoftheregimeofstrongturbu¬lence.ThisdescriptionofintensityfluctuationsisillustratedinFigure4.15.TheabscissashowstheRytovvarianceß,fdefinedbv.e.g..[TATARSKII.1992],[ANDREWS,eted..19981or[AZOUI.AYettil.10881ß,,1=1.23C,:k"/?''nforplanewa\es(4.48)ß(/=0.496•C,AnR]'hforsphericalwaves(4.49)withk=2n/X(4.50)XWa\elenstho(lisht
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- ßo
3 5

Estimation on the basis of perturbation theory

Figure 4.15: Comparison between measured intensity fluctuations and

estimated i allies (Data: [TATARSKII. 1992])

The ordinate of Figure 4.15 displays the normalized intensity fluctuations. The graph of

Figure 4.15 is interrupted at the transition from weak turbulence to strong turbulence

because there is still a Jack of an accepted theoretical description of the saturation phe¬
nomenon. Nevertheless, the Ryto\ \anance is a measure of the strength of fluctuations

by the medium in this type of wave propagation and allows the distinction between

weak and strong turbulence. If ß(f < 0.6. the criterion of weak turbulence is fulfilled as

given in Figure 4.15 and the methods presented in section 4.3 and 4.4 can be applied.

The saturation phenomenon as de¬

scribed above is especially important
for the determination of the inner

scale using the intensity fluctuations

since the measured intensity fluctua¬

tions lose their significance if the

range of weak turbulence is ex¬

ceeded. During day-time (i.e.. C,~ <

10~12 m~~'1). the assumption of weak

turbulence is normally valid for a

maximal length of propagation path
R„un = 170 m as follows from (4.49).

For spherical waves, the relation

between C„~ and R„luX is plotted in

Figure 4.16. path R,,UlX for weak turbulence

As shown in Figure 4.16. an increase of C„~ requires a decrease of the measuring path.
Practical field experiments should take account of this limitation due to saturation. In

contrast to intensity fluctuations, phase fluctuations continue to increase with increasing

path length, although, the theoretical propagation of phase fluctuations in the strong

turbulence range has not been fully investigated yet [GARDNER. PLONITS, 1975]. But

this is not relevant, since, as mentioned abo\e. the measurement technique is more re¬

stricted by the saturation of the intensity fluctuations than by the phase fluctuations.

<*,/(!) Intensity fluctuations1ootilCD>TDCDZSCOCOCD075050025-000Satuva^°nStrongturbulence0005101520253010000-—Eof1000I1000001001eVfto1011Figure4,16:Maximallengthofpropagation
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b) Aperture averaging

In the atmospheie. the light beams aie subject to

multiple scatteimg and the piopagation path \aues

îandomly Stncth speaking the sphencal-wa\es

equations as given, eg. m (4 36) assume a point

souice and a point lecenei which collects the ia~

diation But dealing with piactical applications the

enhance apeituie ol the leeenei has a timte eifee-

tt\e diametei d( Whethei a ieeei\ei can be dp

pioxmiated by a point îecenei depends on its lat-

eial dimension lelatne to the lateial dimensions of

the intensity tluctuations oi the conespondmg light
beams In othei woids apeituie a\eiagmg ma\

anse il the apeituie is not ielau\ei\ small to the

Piesnel ladius (AR) since the efiectne diametei

il, acts as a low pass hltei LT RIED 1967]

Light beams

I-initie 4 17 Fffectn e diametei

Apeituie avei aging causes a spatial a\ciage ol the incident niadiance ovei the apeituie
and, thus, weakens the scintillation effects These effects can be modelled by the at¬

tenuation coefficient tot apeituie a\eiagmg 4 ;,/ which is mtioduced foi spheiical waves

by ANDREWS [ 1992] as 1 ollow s

11 il
1 + 0 W1-

v
4R

\ 1

4 =

with d( Effectue diametei ot detectoi

(4 51;

The attenuation coeilicient is to be multiplied with the log-amplitude fluctuations ob¬

tained by (4 38) Hence the log-amplitude attenuates as lllustiated m Figui e 4 18

0 0b

0 0b

0 0*

0 0'

100

Without aperture averaging Aperture averaging de-3 mm

Aperture
averagingde-15mmApertureaveragingde-8mmFiquu47<SInfluantofaptituiecneiaqmqonloq-amphtude

fluctuations
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}o\ this leseaLth woik apeituie avciagmg effects aie neglected because of the absence

of an exact model which estimates the effective diamctei cl( In oidei to leducc apeituie

aveiagmg effects, image sensors were selected m section 5 which piovides a consideia-

bl\ highei sensitiv ltv than the leqimcd SNR of 8 8 dB (section 4 5 1), such as, e g ,
the

video theodolite I \H000\ with SNR = 46 dB (CCD cameia) Due to the highei sensi-

ti\ it>. the deteimmation of a/ as the input loi the detei initiation of /0 is expected to be

still possible Huthei teseaich woik should unestigate the apeituie avei aging pioblem
m moie detail

c) Outer scale

The outet scale Lo bounds the amsotiopic tuibulence lange and the uppei end of the m-

eitial subi ange. i e
.
the meitial subi ange copes with eddies the diametei of which is

laigei than Lt\ As mentioned m section 4 s 2. the outei scale L0 is assumed to influence

the anglc-of-uimal fluctuations (4 26) and (4 27) since L() appeals m the icdacti\c in¬

dex specttum <I>,(K) as given b\ (4 14) and. theietoie. Lo is also included m (4 28) and

(4 29) Thus, the influence coefficient tot outei scale t/. is mtioduccd m oidei to model

this influence wheiebv ci is defined b\

Gc a

C R
(4 52)

Assuming Lo to be negligible, the influence coetticient lot outei scale c/ is I 09 The

value 1 09 follows ttom (4 11) In the htetatuie, othei tactois aie lepoited. too. e g .

GURVICH et al [ 19681 intioduced cf = 1 05 The lelation between cL and L0 can be

deteimmed using (4 28) and (4 29) and is shown m Figine 4 19 and Figuie 4 20 (plots
aie detei mined w ith a = 0 065 m and R - 75 m)

0 I :—

-1 9

[m]

Fiqiiu'4 19 Influence coefficient limine 4 20 Influence coefficient
foi sphei ic al n en es foi plane n aves

Figuie 4 19 and Figuie 4 20 show a deciease of the miluence coefficient t/ toi a de-

cieasmg outei scale Lo wheie the deciease is stiong especialh in the lowei langes of lo

Foi piactical applications, the height above giound is sometimes used as a lough esti¬

mate of the outei scale foi the atmospheuc suiluee lavei e g . |HUFNAGFI , 1978]

But the outei scale I o is unceitam since the boundaiv between the amsotiopic tuibu¬

lence lange wheie enetg_\ is injected and the meitial subiange cannot be deteimmed

exactlv. cf section 12 4 The icason is that, in an amsotiopic tegime, the eddies aie not

sphencal vet but have diffeient extensions in hoii/ontal and veitical diiection Iheie
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fore, the outer scale can be assumed to extend more than 100 meters in horizontal direc¬

tion and a few meters in vertical direction [STROHBEHN, 1968].

Hence, the outer scale is thought to be on the order of some 100 meters and the value

cl = 1-09 for the influence coefficient of spherical waves seems to be a good approxi¬
mation. In this case, the systematic deviation is at the most about 5 %, if L0 is not

smaller than 100 m.

4.6 Conclusions

It is shown that the angle-of-arrival fluctuations and the log-amplitude fluctuations are

meaningful for the determination of the inner scale A, and structure constant C„~. Both

parameters are needed to calculate the refraction angle (cf. section 3.4). For this pur¬

pose, the method of smooth perturbation (Rytov method) can be introduced to derive a

relation between the wave parameters and /,-, and C„\

In the scope of this research work, the angle-of-arrival fluctuations based on (4.31 ) are

applied to determine C„~. Basically, this relation was already used in previous geodetic-
research work, such as IBRUNNER. 19791. [CASOTT. 1999], |DEUSSEN. 2000]. In

addition to those publications, the analysis presented in section 4.5.2c) also investigates
the influence of the outer scale In. This mostly theoretical analysis shows that the influ¬

ence of In causing systematic deviations for the determination of Cn~ can be neglected if

Lois larger than 100 m.

The inner-scale algorithm presented in section 4.4.2 is a new method to determine /n. In

contrast to [CASOTT. 1999] which uses the balance point of the full intensity spectrum
of the incoming ray to estimate In by means of an empirical function, the inner-scale

algorithm is based on the variance of the log-amplitude variance ax~ of the incoming
ray. The analysis of accuracy in section 4.5 reveals that /n can be accurately determined

in this way.

A still unsolved problem is a general rule for the measuring time needed to determine

ax~. Basically, the measuring time is important since
therefractioncorrectionisbasedontheaverageofthetemperaturegradients(cf.section3.4).Ageneralruleforthemeasuringtimecannotbederivedfromthetheoreticalformulaeofsection4.4.2.Thus,furtherinvestigationsarerequiredwhichtaketheauto-correlationfunctionofthetur¬bulentregimeintoaccount.Withrespecttothecapabilitycharacteristicsofcurrentgeo¬deticinstruments,ameasuringtimeintherangeof1to10secondswaschosenforthemeasurementsofsection7.Thedisadvantageo(theRytovmethodisitssensitivitytosaturationonlongerpathlengthssincethedeterminationofinnerscaleisbasedonthemeasurementofintensityfluctuations.Duetosaturationinfluences,thee\aluationofthesefluctuationsisnotvalidyetifthepropagationpathandtheopticalturbulenceexceedthelimitdefinedbytheRytovvariance(Figure4.16).However,thedeterminationofC,,2suffersJessfromthisrestrictionwhichrequiresthepresenceofweakturbulence.Infact,theevaluationoftheangle-of-arrivalfluctuationsisconsideredvalidunderstrongturbulentconditions,also[ISHTMARU,

1978).
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The presented algorithms are designed for imaging systems and propagation path

lengths of less then 200 m. The analysis of accuracy provides some hints for choosing

appropriate sensors and image processing algorithms (section 4.5.1). Uncertainties still

exist about aperture averaging (section 4.5.2b) which attenuates the log-amplitude fluc¬

tuations. This attenuation caused b\ aperture averaging should be compensated by high-
sensitiv it) imaging sensors and b\ optimizing the lens system. But further investiga¬
tions are required.

The theory of optical turbulence as outlined above is based on the principles oi' statisti¬

cal radiophysics describing the wave propagation in turbulent media. The experimental
data which are used to venfv this theorv are based on measurements in the atmospheric

boundary layer. Since it is very difficult to measure atmospheric turbulence by adequate
reference systems, the experimental results based on tlie introduced modelling tools

such as the refractive index spectrum and the turbulent eddies are very difficult to verify
and should be discussed carefulh. Practical measurements as discussed, e.g., in [VI¬

NOGRADOV^«/.. 1985], [TlHERMANN. 1990], LCASOTT, 1999], and [TROLLER,

2000] often show quite a good agreement between the experimental data and the theo¬

retical predictions or the data obtained by a reference system, however. Therefore, the

application of optical turbulence for refraction analysis seems to be quite promising.
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5 Measuring systems

5.1 Introduction

In order to analyze the retraction influences using atmospheric turbulence, the experi¬

ments presented m section 7 use the following H pes oi measunng systems:

• Imaging systems which determine

the structure paiameter Cn~ and /o

In means of image processing

(section 6) and the model oî opti¬

cal tuibuJence as presented in

section 4.

Undet turbulent conditions, the

image sensors are applied to grab
the image of a target such as a

coded le\ellmg staff. Due to the

turbulence cells (eddies) along the

propagation path, the light propa

cation thron sh the turbulent me-

dium is disturbed (Figure 5 I)

since these eddies are charactei-

i/ed by a slightly \ar\mg retrac¬

tive index.

Hence, the recorded images such as the code pattern ol a digital staff (cf. section

5.5.2) are subject to mtensit} fluctuations and angle-ot-arnval fluctuations. These

fluctuations are e\aluated m order to determine the structure parameter C„? and In as

discussed in section 4.

• Reference sv stems pro\iding data for a comparison of the results obtained by the

image sensors. TIereb}, two different reference systems are utilized:

- A scmtillometei which provides the structuie paiameter C,,2 and /n.

The measurement principle of the scmtillometei is based on relative evaluations

of the intensif} statistics as presented m section 5 3 l.

A temperature gradient measurement sWem determining the gradient dT/d:,

This temperatiiie
gradientcanbecomparedwiththegradientcalculatedusingtheatmosphericturbulencemodel(section3.4)andthestructurepaiameteiC„and/o.Inthefollowingsections,themeasunngsystemsareexplainedinmoredetail.Theex¬planationsconcentrateontheimagingsystemsthanontheothers,sincetheseimagingsystemsareappliedforthefirsttimeintheheldotreliacfionanalysis.OUTPUTPLANEINPUTPLANETurbulenceCellsCodedstaffN?~r~~-^**^a,Receive'fictive5,1:ModelofliqlitpropagationthroughtinIndentmediumusedforthemeasinementsofunaqesensors(receiver)andacodedstaff

(tarqet)
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5.2 imaging systems

5.2.1 CCD sensors

Within this research work, charge-coupled devices (CCD) are used as image sensors.

CCD sensors were first developed m the AT & Bell laboratories. New York in the

1970s. They measure the light intensity by accumulating charges and transferring the

charge to the sate of the sensor (bucket-principle). The concept of the CCD sensor is

given in [SEQUTN. TOMPSETT. 1975]. [BOYLE. SMITH. 19801. LBEYNON. LAMB.

1980]. The athantage of CCD sensors is the linear relationship between the strength of

the incident radiation and the charge which is measured at the gate, e.g., [LENZ 1991].

Additionally. CCD sensors allow a high-freqiienc\ sampling of image data.

The general procedure of the image acquisition is illustrated m Figure 5.2. The accu¬

mulated charges of the CCD sensor are sampled and yield an analog signal. In order to

avoid aliasing effects, this signal is filtered using lowpass filters which have been di¬

rectly mounted on the CCD chip by the manufacturer. Then, the analog signal is con¬

verted into digital gray values with 8-bit resolution (0...255) using a frame grabber.

Hereby, modern CCD chips (such as the chip of the line scan camera presented m sec¬

tion 5.2.4) have a AD-converter which is also mounted on the chip and, therefore, the

AD-conversion by an external frame grabber is not necessary.

Software drivers control the data transfer of the digitized data which are stored on stor¬

age media for post-processing (see also section 5.6). The image acquisition of the sensor

as presented in Figure 5.2 can be controlled b\ means of external signals such as pixel
clock and reference voltage.

Sampling Lowpass AC-Convorsion

CCD

Sensor

y -lame

Driver*

i

T

Mmm
X

T
grabber

. ,

Referenc e voltacif

Figure 5.2: Image acquisition using CCD nuage sensors

In future, it is possible that CMOS (Complementary Metal-Oxide-Silicon) sensors will

substitute CCD sensors in imaging s\ stems. CMOS sensors are based on photosensitive
diodes which are connected to

resistorsmseries.Asaresult,thephotocurrentiscon¬tinuouslyconvertedintoanoutput\oltage.ThemanufacturingprocessofCMOSde¬ucesisconsiderablysimplerthanthatofCCDdeuces.Therefore,industrialorientedCMOScameras,includinganinterfaceforPCs.arecheaperthanaclassicsystemasshowninFigure5.2.Butuptonow.todaYsCMOScamerashaveasignal-to-noiseratiowhichisabout1to2decadeslowerthanthatofCCDcameras.
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5 2 2 Criteria for the imaging systems

I he imaging s\stem must be abJc to measuie the anglc-of-amval fluctuations and the

intensity fluctuations with an acceptable acemacy As investigated in section 4 5 1, the

lequned lelatne aecuiac\ tot the anglc-ot-aiuval Uuctuations should be at least 10 ck

and the sensot should tune a signal-to-noise îatio (SNR) of at the most 9 dB Since the

SNR ot the applied CCD sensots is m the lange liom 46 dB to 75 dB (cl SNR ot \ideo

theodolite and line scan cameia see below ) this uitenon is unpioblematic

Ho\\e\ei the desued accmac\ of the angle-oi-atmal tluctuations is demanding and,

theiefoie, the following consideiations aie piesented with îegaid to the acemacy ot the

angle-oi-aui\al tluctuations In this legatd, it is necessaty to take the acciuacy ot the

image piocessmg techniques (edge detection) into account Piactical lmestigations

(section 6 4 6) show that the accuiac\ of the edge detection (5,m u using the Canny op-

ciatoi oi least squaies template matching is about 0 05 pixel As investigated tuithei m

section 6 4 6. the desned accuiac\ ot the angle-oKumal fluctuations can be achie\ed it

the focal length / ot the imaging system is at least about 300 mm the apeitme a is about

65 mm and the si/e ot the pixel element pL is about 10 (iin

Basicallv, the accutac\ of the anglc-oi-aimal fluctuations and of the intensity fluctua¬

tions can be improved it the apeitme is as small as possible and the focal length as laige
as possible Howevei, diffraction effects limit the iesolutiony;,(S as follows

/; — 1 22 A— (Si7eofthe \n\ disk. Ra\Jeigh ciiteiion) (5 1)
a

Assuming a focal length / = 500 mm. a \\a\elength X = 550 nm (visible light) and an

apeitme a = 65 mm. pu is 5 uni as follow s tiom (5 I) In this case, pus < p( - 10 juim

thus, the specifications ( 300 mm S / s 500 mm), p ~ 10 um. and ( 34 mm < a S 65 mm)

seem to be leasonable

5.2.3 Video theodolite

The video theodolite IVI 3000V (Leica Ltd. Swit

zeiland) displayed in Figiue 5 3 is a motonzed theo¬

dolite including a CCD cameia The following techni¬

cal data aie gatheied horn internal technical docu¬

ments ot Leica Ltd [LLIC A. 1989]

The CCD cameia is coupled into the optical ia\ as

shown in Figiue 5 4 Behind the lenses ( \) an optical

couplet (B) turns the ia\ lound to the CCD cameia

Instead ot the optical couplet, an oculai can also be

mounted in oidei to aim the taiget b\ e\c The tele¬

scope has paniocal piopeities. and the focus lens is

dnven by a senomotoi The apeituie of the yideo

theodolite is a = 52 mm 1 and the local length is / =

295 mm (ci section 5 4 1)

Fi cine > 3 Video theodolite
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The local length / = 295 mm does not exactly fulfill the corresponding criterion / =

300 mm as discussed in section 5.2.2 but the deviation of 1.7 % is assumed to be ac¬

ceptable. The apertuie ot the video theodolite is m the specified range (34 mm < a <

65 mm), thus, this critenon is met

Instead of a crosshair, the \ideo theodolite has an internal reference frame which defines

the reference sxstem tor the two-dimensional image data This reference fiame is com¬

bined with the optical couplet in such a wax as to displa\ the lrame on the CCD camera.

The CCD camera consists ot a sensot ana\ o1 500 \ 582 pixels (H x V) and its pixel

size is 17 x 11 |iin (H \ V). The minimal required luminous intensity ol the CCD cam¬

era is 5 lux at F1.4. The signal-io-noise ratio is 46 dB [LEICA. 1989].

f

Fi cure 5.4: Video theodolite with integrated CCD scnsoi (500 v 582 pixel):
(A): Internal reference frame, (B): Optical coupler,

(C)- Infrared emitting diode foi target illumination (cf. section 5.5)

The video output signal of the \ideo theodolite is a standardized CCTR-PAL video sig¬

nal, e.g.. [CCIR. 1990| The \ ideo signal is AD-conx cited by the lrame grabber which

grabs the image sequences with a Irequencx ol 25 11/ Since the video signal is stan¬

dardized the output liequenex cannot be altered.

5.2.4 Line scan camera

a) Instrumental setup

The line scan camera (BASLER L120. manufactured bx Baslei Ltd.. Highland, Illinois)

includes a CCD line sensor with 1024 pixels (pixel size 10 x 10 pin). The camera is

mounted behind an ob|ecti\e iNikkoi 500 mm, Nikon) and both are fixed on an optical
theodolite (Wild T2. Lcica. Heeibrugg) as shown in Figme 5.5. The telescope ol this

theodolite is utilized to aim the target by eye. The following information is provided by
the technical documentation ot the Basier line scan cameia L120 [BASLER, 19981.



Nikon Line scan

objektive camera

I-ii^uu 5 i Mounting of Jim scan canieia

The camcia displa\ed abo\c is a digital line s^an camcta in the sense that the CCD chip

(SNR = 75 dB) is dnecth combined with an \/D comeitei within the camcia This

means the accumulated chaiges aie digitized b\ the camcia itsell and not bv an external

A/D comeitei as is the case when dealing w ith the \ideo theodolite TVB000V The line

scan cameia outputs the \alues ol the digitized chaiges to the external ciicmtiy \ia thice

connectons located at the back ot the cameia

The cioss section in Tiguie 5 6 piesents the Casscgiam t\pe ob|ective (I) which is con

nected with the theodolite b\ an adaptei ( ^) and w Inch has a focal length of / = 500 mm

and a lixed apeituie (a = 1/8 / = 6i mm) "The held ot \iew ol the objective is 5 I he

line scan cameia (2) is mounted on the objectae b\ a Nikon ba\onel fixing (6)

I he sensoi chip (7) is positioned accoidmg to the specifications ot Nikon C mount l e

the backflange-to-CCD distance is 17 526 mm with an accmacv ol 0 002 mm [NIKON

2000] The positioning toleiancc ot the sensoi chip m the honzontal and \eitical dnec

tion is 0 1 mm and the lotational positioning toleiancc is 0 3

The connectai of the female D-Sub HD 44 pin (4) mteifaces the \ideo data and the sig¬

nals which aie needed foi s\nchionization (EXSWC IVAL PVAL, see below) The

pm connectoi (5) ol the male D-Sub 9 is a RS-2^2 mteitace which contiols the settings
of the line scan cameia such as exposuic time and clamping
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® Ô)

140 ui b

Fiquu >6 C toss section of oh/tctnt and line scan scnsoi

7 lu unit of the pu sented quantities is tin nulhmetei

b) Video data and control

Ihe analog digital con\eitei (ADC) m the line scan tarnet a comeits the accumulated

chaiges into \ ideo data The digitized \ideo data ha\ e a tesolution of 8 bit and aie thus

tiansfeiied to the digital intetlace connectoi ot the hame giabbei (section 5 6) bv 2 \ 8

sepaiated vviies

Additionally the so-called 1 V \[ and P\ Ai signals ate geneiated to indicate a \ahd

line (LVAL) and a ^ altd pixel ol data (PV \L ) Both signals ate used to svncmoiu/e the

digital video output data into external cncuitn

Ihe PVAL signal ot the Baslei line scan cameia I 120 has a ttequencv ol 20 MHz (pixel
clock) In othei woids this pixel clock implies that the chaige tianslei of a pixel takes

about OO'ï us The pixel clock is displa\ed schematicalh at the top of Figuie 5 7 The

cameia line scan late is contiolled b\ the s\nchionization signal T\SYNC (Pigute ^ 7)

pio\idcd b\ the external ttame giabbei Ihe line is lead out and output with the using

edgeottXSYNC

The exposute time is contiolled b\ a piogiammable internal countei which is included

in the CCD chip and can be addtessed by the senal mteitacc RS-232 mentioned abo\e

The exposuie time ol a line being lead out is deteimined using the time between the

using edge and the lollowmg tailing edge of the signal oi the piogiammable countei

Ihe exposuie time ma\ \ai\ 2 pixel clocks due to the leqmtement that the external svn
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chrom/ation signal must be internally synchronized. The line read out starts about

2.5 (.is after the exposure lime is finished. As shown in Figure 5.7, the exposure time

which is chosen as 2900 lis cannot be enlarged arbitrarily since the time needed for line

read out and the line scan rate (e.g.. 333 IT/ in Figure 5.7) limits the exposure time.

Besides exposure time and line scan rate, the gain and the offset of the A/D-convcrsion

can also be optimt/ed. As presented in Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9, the CCD sensor signal

can be shaped to optimal]} match input voltage of the ADC range for a given applica¬

tion.

A A A A A A A À A 1 A , AAAAAAA AAAA

Pixel clock (20 Mhz)

EXSYNC

(fiom Flame Giabber)

Programmed

exposure time

Line read out

Figure 5.7: Signals and exposure control of line scan camera

For most applications gain and offset settings are ad\antageous if black has a gray value

of just above 0 and white a gra\ \alue of ]iist below 255. Settings should usually not be

0 and 255 to ensure optimal exposure conditions.
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Light intensity [ iJ]

ficine 5.8; Gain

Input

signal
ADC [V]

_ -».J- 0

Light intensity \yü]

Figure 5.9: Offset

c) Optical filter

The CCD sensor of the Basier line scan camera is sensime tor wavelengths m the range

from 400 nm to 1100 nm. Plants (grass, leaves etc ) emit infrared radiation which fluc¬

tuates and. therefore, can also deteriorate the measurement ot the refraction-mduced

intensity fluctuations. Herein, the reflectance spectra ot grass is shown as thin line m

Figure 5.10 [USGS. 19981.

For these reasons, an UV-IR-cut filter is mounted on the obiectn e w here the bold line in

Figure 5.10 specifies the spectral transmission ot this filter. The filter reduces the dis¬

turbing frequencies and. at the same time, transmits the remaining radiation m a range

where the CCD sensor is still responsive.

1 2

0 8 -

m 04 -

00

CCD sensor

-Green grass

- UV-IR-cut filter

200 400 60) 800 1000

Wave length (nanometer)

120*. 1400

Figure 5.10: Dimensioning of CV-IR-cut filter teikrnq into account spectral responsn it\

oj CCD sensor and réflectance spec trum of qieen crass
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5.3 Reference measuring systems

5.3.1 Scintillometer

A scintillometer determines the structure parameter of optical turbulence using a laser

beam. Scintillometers rune been developed based on different concepts and specifica¬
tions. Depending on the concept which is applied, the scintillometer is able to determine

both C,r and h or C„: onlv. More details are presented in [GRAY, WATERMAN,

1970|. [HILL. OCHS. 1978]. [WANG et til.. 1978], [AZOULAY et al., 1988| and

[YttLL et ai. 19921.

The displaeed-beam scintillometer SLS 20 which is used in the scope of this research

work can determine both structure parameter C„~ and /o and was developed by THIER-

MANN [1992]. This system onl\ needs one laser source and one receiver since the laser

beam is split into two parallel beam ra\s which ha\e different polarization and arc dis¬

placed by the amount a.

ra ~ k ao ar

bfir ii'-ol.

"elanzing

beamsphttai

Lasei ^icdt-

-M-

1 Fotodiode

Transmitter

lnTerfe-enre Phctod odo

filtei

Receiver

Figure „\ 11: Transmitter and receiver of a dispiaced-beam scintillometer

rFhe two photodiodes of the receiver detect the incoming radiation of the laser beams

and generate an analog signal which is transferred to an analog digital converter (ADC)

board of a portable computer where the inner scale /0 and the structure constant of re¬

fractive index C>,~ are determined.

While the determination of the inner scale I» according to the procedures of section 4.4.2

assumes that the structure constant of refractive index C,; is known, the displaced-bcam
scintillometer provides the inner scale directly. This determination makes use of the

correlation of the displaced beams given by the logarithm of the amplitude of the re¬

ceived radiation. Tn doing so. the correlation of the log-amplitude rx is introduced as

follows [THTERMANN. 1992]:

r,= ±=t{L.a.tI.R)
a,

(5.2)

with CorÂ = 4nk: J J kS>i (k)70( kci )sin:
K-r(R-r

t 7

d Kdr~)
4,/ f

A_ IR

( Kdr }
[1r ,

dKdr (5.3)
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R

2kR
a/ = 4nC [ [K<E))1(K)sin:

;=0\=n

J] Bessel function of the first kind

Krr(R-r)
dKdr (5.4)

The correlation coefficient rx applied in the displaeed-beam scintillometer is independ¬
ent of the slructure constant C,: because of the dmsion in (5.2). Therefore, the correla¬

tion coefficient ry onh depends on the recei\er separation a. the diameter d of the de¬

tector, and, besides these instrumental quantities a and <7. on the inner scale and the

propagation path length which is assumed to be known. Thus, the comparison of the

two measured scintillation statistics Corx and o"^ enables the direct determination of the

inner scale since the correlation allows a non-ambumous relation to the inner scale.

100'- -

80%

Figure „5.72: Correlation and inner scale (for a = d = 3 nun, R = 75 in)

The graph of Figure 5.12 is generated b\ means of (5.2) and shows that /0 can be de¬

rived from the correlation oefficient rf.

The determination the structure constant C„~ uses the follow ins equation derived from

(5.3):

öy=0.J24C, k~ nR" ntM

where f0 Deca\ of Hill spectrum, cf. (4.16)

(5.5)

Besides C„y all quantities of (5.5) are measured or known, i.e.. (5.5) can be solved for

C„". The commercialh available scintillometer SLS 20 uses a wavelength of 670 nm

and operates over a distance of 50 to 200 m. The measuring range for C„~ is from „M0"10

to 3-10
12 min and the range for the inner scale I» is from 2 to 15 mm [THIERMANN.

1997].
TheaccuracyofthestructureparameterC,"and/,>determinedusingthescintil¬lometerSLS20isnotspecifiedbythemanufacturer,hnestigationsoftheaccuracyandthecapabilitiesofthescintillometerSLS20arepresentedin[DEUSSEN,2000]and[SCHWTZER,STÀHL1.JOQg].Hereby,therelatheaccuracyseemstobeabout5c7cto10CAundertheassumptionthatthesensorandthedetectorarealignedexactly.There¬fore,atthebeginningofthemeasurements,thealignmentmustbecheckedeachtimebymeansofaspecialcalibrationprocedureasdocumentedin[THIERMANN,

1997].
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5.3.2 Temperature gradient measuring system

The determination of the temperature gradient using scintillometers is based on the hy¬

pothesis of the Monin-Obukhov similarity (section 3.3) whereas temperature gradient

measuring systems including several high-precision temperature sensors allow die direct

measurement of temperature gradients if the distance between the temperature sensors is

known. Thus, they can be used as a reference system m comparison with the results

obtained b\ means of turbulence models.

(1) PT1000 Icmpeiaturc ^eiisoi (5)Gu\ wnc

(2) Radiation shield (6) Cable lor DC translei

O) Ventilation tube (71 Tntei laee

(4) Ventilation motot

Figure 5,1 J: Mcnt with temperature measuring sxstem

The temperature gradient measuring system presented in the following consists of resis¬

tive sensors (PtlOOO). radiation protection, ventilation, interface, and data acquisition
unit. The sensors can be configured according to the requirements of the application, in

order to measure vertical temperature gradients, four temperature sensors are mounted

on a mast as illustrated in Figure 5.13. Assuming a non-linear temperature gradient pro¬

file as modelled in (2.31). the distances between the sensors allow a good approxima¬

tion of the profile since the curvature of the profile (2.31) decreases with increasing

height.

The resistance of PT1000 temperature sensor ( I) depends linearly on the temperature

where the nominal resistance at 7 = 0" is 1000 Q. The interface (7) supplies the sensors

with constant current (DC) so that, according to the Ohm's law, the voltage drop is a
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measure for the resistance of the temperature sensor and, thus, a measure for the tem¬

perature.

The output voltages of each sensor are amplified using the amplifier of the interface. In

order to measure temperature fields as a function of time, the amplified signals are si¬

multaneously fed into the ADC board of a portable computer. The ADC board digitizes
the analog input signals and subsequent program procedures correct the raw data using

constants of the calibration.

The accuracy of the temperature measuring sensor can be undermined by various inter¬

fering influences, e.g.. heating b\ sun radiation. Thus, the sensors are positioned within

the housing of the radiation shield (2) protecting the sensors from sun. Each sensor is

equipped with a ventilation tube (3) supplying the sensors with the air of the environ¬

ment m order to grant representative results. The \entilation motor (4) is opposite of the

temperature sensor to a\oid troublesome influences.

As only temperature differences among the sensors are of interest, the temperature sen¬

sors do not need to be calibrated absolutely in relation to the international temperature

normal. However, the sensors must be accurate relathe to each other. In order to deter¬

mine the offset between the sensors, they are calibrated in a climatic chamber where the

sensors are put together at the same position and. therefore, should yield the same re¬

sults. The accuracy of the system can be mrpro\ed, if it is also calibrated in the same

way at the beginning of the experiments for about 40 mm [HENNES et al., 1999]. Sev¬

eral calibrations reveal that the relame accurac\ (standard delation) of the described

system is about 0.02 K (HENNES et al. 19991.
"

5.4 Calibration of image sensors

The calibration discussed in the following establishes the relationship between values

grabbed by means of image systems and the corresponding values realized by a refer¬

ence standard. Dealing with image sensors, geometrical calibration and radiometric

calibration are applied. The geometrical calibration seeks to define the inner orientation

of the camera or video theodolite, i.e., the position of the center point within the focal

plane and the focal length. The radiometric calibration considers the irregularities of the

grabbed pixel intensity which is influenced by the transfer function of each pixel of the

sensor (section 5.4.3).

In sections 5.4.1 and 5.4.2, the geometrical calibration is investigated. Basically, the

procedure can be compared with the camera constant calibration used in applications of

photogrammetry.

Since the geometrical measurands required for refraction detection are standard devia¬

tions, the position of the center point does not ha\e to be calibrated. Therefore, the cali¬ brationonlyseekstoconfirmthefocallength/'whichisusedfortheconversionfromthemeasuredpixelvaluestotheangle-of-arnval.
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5 4 1 Video theodolite

Tn oidei to cahbiate the Mdeo theodolite in the calibiation laboiatoiy the instuiment

aims at a taiget positioned in a distance R Tn bigutc 5 14, the held of view is plotted by

continuous lines and the line ot vision bv dashed hne Dining the calibiation, the hnc of

\jsion is lotated shghth m \eitical dnection at each step (about 10 mgon) Heicby the

\eitical angle \ß denotes the angulai delation between the actual line of v îsion and the

line ol \ision of the sensoi at the becinninc ot the calibiation

Video theodolite Light-emitting
diodes (LED)

I limine *> 14 Cahbiatum setup of \ulto the odohtc

Because of the absence ot dd\light in the call ation laboiatoiy, the taiget consists of

three light-emitting diodes (LED) The LID aie mapped as patterns m the images

giabbed by the \ideo theodolite (Figuie ^ 15) The position of the patterns (no 7 9)

lelative lo the lefetence tiame (no 1 - 4) can be measuied using least sqvtatcs template
matching (section b 4 4)

hiqniL 5/s \ hIlo wiai>( of time ILD (?h> 7 - 9)

Hit Minas of tin itfotntt futnu an denoted h\ no 1 4

As mentioned abo\e the position ot the telescope is moved in veitical dnection dmmg
the calibiation Since the position ot the LED pattern on the image depends on the posi¬

tion ol the telescope the \eitical angle Aß can be measuied and couelated to the "\eitical

displacement A\ ot the pattern in the giabbed image
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The correlation lor the distance R = 49A m is shown in Figure 5.16. The range of Aß is

relatively small since the field of view of the theodolite is only about 100 mgon.
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Figure 5.16: Relative displacement of vertical ancle caul position of pattern

(average of the three diodes). Slope u\ = 2,37 mgon/pixel

In general, the lens equation models the focal length as follows:

/' b

1

Ä
(5.6)

with R Object distance

h lmase distance

Since the calibration described above uses an object distance R = 49.4 m, the focal

length can be approximated by the image distance b. Theoretically, this approximation
is only valid for R~°o but the relative error is only 0.6r'r if/? is not smaller than 49.4 in.

Using linear regression, the slope a\ of the cunc m Figure 5.16 can be determined and

inserted into the following equation to calculate the focal length f:

/*/> =
P

tani a,

200000 j

with n\ Slope (from linear regression)

p( Vertical size of pixel elements

m

(5.7)

fmgon/pixel]

[m/pixel]

Based on the data obtained b\ the calibration of the \ ideo theodolite (cf. Figure 5.16)

and using (5.7). the focal length / amounts to 0.295 m (with a\ = 2.37 mgon/pixel and

p, = 11 |Jm/pixel). This result is assumed to be valid for R > 49.4 m.

Since the video theodolite has a panfocal telescope, the determination of the focal length
is demanding for shorter distances, [BRANDSTAFTTER. 19891.
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5 4 2 Line scan camera

Basicalh the line scan camcia is cahbtalcd in the same mannei as the video theodolite

and seeks to conlum the focal length with îegaid to the conveision horn pixel to angle

In contiast to the \ ideo theodolite the ob)ecti\e is mounted ecccntiicall) to the tele

scope ot the theodohte Ho\\e\ei, the \eitical angle Aß is telated to the telescope ot the

theodolite and to the optical axis ot the line scan camcia and can be dnectly used fot

calibration it the influence ol the eccentnut\ can be neglected

I his eceentnun denoted b\ t m Fi gui e S 17 causes a \citical deviation A: which is

appioximateK gi\enb\

Ar~ -( mu (Aß) (s 8)

with e Eccentncitv i = 110 mm (1 iguie 5 5)

Assuming a distance R = 50 m and Aß = 1 gon. ttom (5 8) follows A: = 0 014 mm and

the enoi ol Aß = 0 017 mgon, thus the influence ot the eccentncitv can be neglected loi

distances R > 50 m

Cameia Tanqet

fiifiiu 5 I7 Cahbianon setup of lint scan cameia

As m the case ot the \ideo theodohte the same light-emitting diodes (LFD) opeiate as

taigets in the cahbiation laboiatoi\ Since the sensoi peimanently giabs one line onh.

leadouts ol each line aie put togethei into an image (see also section 5 6) In othei

woids. images giabbed bv line scan sensot map the LLÜ (no 7 - 9) as stupes (Figuie
5 18)



In this image, the //|-axis denotes the

index ot the pixel of the line scan

camera and the 7^-axis of the image

stands for the time, i.e., //; is the in¬

dex number of the line readout of

the line scan sensor. The positions
of the pattern are measured using
the Canny operator as an appropri¬

ated edge detection method (section

6.4.5).

In order 10 calibrate the system, the

telescope is moved in vertical direc¬

tion in regular steps and the change
of the vertical angle Aß is measured

using the vertical circle of the

WfLD T2 theodolite.

0(D©

Figure 5. J8: Line scan image of three LED

(no 7- 9)

Since the ii\-coordinate of the LED stripes in the image depends on the position of the

telescope, it is a function the change of the vertical angle Aß. The correlation for the

distance R = 50 m is again shown in Figure 5.19. The range of Aß is considerably larger
than in the calibration of the video-theodolite since the field of view of the line scan

camera is about 5°.

o
- Forward

Backward

200 400

An, [Pixet

600 800

Figure 5.J9: Relative displacement of vertical angle and position oj pattern

(average of the three diodes)

Using linear regression, the slope a\ can be determined and yields cp =1.27 mgon/pixel.
From (5.7) follows the local length f = 0.500 ni. This value confirms the specifications
as given by the manufacturer.

5.4.3 Radiometric calibration

Radiometric calibration can be essential if the output of the pixel array of the CCD sen¬

sor which is irradiated uniform!} has irregularities in the intensity. If the sensor is illu¬

minated uniformly by diffuse illumination, the gray values of each pixel should be

same. In the calibration laboratory, the illumination is generated using a high-frequency
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Neon lamp and a diffuser which is mounted m front of the aperture of the unit under

test. The investigations show that this assumption holds when dealing with the line scan

sensor but it fails when using the video theodolite (Figure 5.20).

Figure 5.20: Radiometric defects in the output of the video theodolite

Figure 5.20 reveals that radiometric defects of the CCD sensor occur in selected ranges

of the video theodolite. These defects are visualized as deviations from a line of con¬

stant gray value if the sensor is illuminated uniformly.

Principally, there are two trade-offs to compensate these radiometric defects. As a first

option, the deviations can be determined m the calibration laboratory using a differing

strength of illumination (dark, bright). Based on the measured deviations, a correction

function can be fitted which is applied to each pixel |MAAS, 1993].

The second option is the application of image processing techniques which are not sen¬

sitive to the radiometric effects. Least squares template matching as presented in section

6.4.4 is suitable for this purpose since this technique uses the difference between a ref¬

erence template and a corresponding image patch containing actual edge segments. In

doing so, the differences are free from radiometric defects and the application of radio¬

metric correction functions is not required any more.

5.5 Target

5.5.1 Reflectors

The target image should provide information which is subject to refraction influences

arising along the light path between the target and the imaging sensor. With a suitable

target structure, the intensit) and the position of the elements of the target can be meas¬

ured as time series from which the intensit) fluctuations and angle-of-arrival fluctua¬

tions are derived by means of image processing (section 6). Optimal target structures

should have enough detail (circles, bars etc.) since the image processing algorithms
work the more precisely the more information content is in the image.

Since refraction detection should be integrated into geodetic instruments, the selection

of an appropriated target is mai til) focused on targets used in geodetic applications at

present or targets which can be adapted easily. In doing so, the first investigations con-
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centrale on letlectois which aie applied in clectiomc distance measiuement (FDM) In

oidei to pio\ ide sD positioning not only distance information is needed but also mfoi

mation about the \eitical angle and the dnection is tequited

lo obtain the \eitical angle and the dnection Hacking racheomcteis (eg 1 eica 1CA

200^) and video theodolites ntili/e the position ol the image ot a reflector on the inter-

nal CCD ana\ sensoi as piesented eg in |B\AFR 1992] [INGfcNSAND,

BOCKLM 1997] oi [F WRt HFWtS 20001 I \pical examples for thrs tvpe of tat

gets aie 360 pi ism oi letroiellecting piisms (I iguie 5 21 )

ri^iiic *>2I LcuaGPRl Iiqun "> 22 linage of

i ( ti oi c fit < tinç pi ism u ti oi eflec tincj pi ism

Frgure 5 22 shows the imaee ot a ictioietlecting pi ism positioned in the calibration

laboiaton at a distance of 46 m and giabbed usine a \idco theodolite Heieb\ a

(GaAl)As mfiared emitting diode (A = fcôO tira toiwaid ciment 100 mA) which rs built

into the video theodolite illuminates the îetlectoi fW IID I FIIZ 1988] (The position ol

the diode is presented m T iguie 5 4)

The letroreflectmg pi ism ol Ttcme 5 21

used as taiget loi œil action detection is

not advantageous since the stiuctuie is

poor and the patterns aie too laige espe

cially for shoit distances

A first attempt at ci eating a taiget image

showrng moie details led to a modified

reflectoi
asshownmIiguie52^IndoingsoasemicircularperfoiatedmetalsheetismountedmhontofthetetlectoiIheholesaiecounteisunkusingategulargird(meshsize^mm)IIthe\ideotheodoliteilluminatesthemodifiedîelleetoiaccoidmgto

the

mentioned
configuiation it grabs a s\mmetncal image as shown m 1 iguie 5 24 The symmetn is a

consequence of the stiuctuie ol ictioietlecting pi isms [MALRFR 1982] Due to the

modification the structure ot the image rs moie detailed

Reft to

Fi jiiH i 2 ? Modifie d i eflec toi
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Fiqinc ^24 linage of the modified it

flee toi aequo ed nunc a \ nit o the odohh

(Distance 46 m)

Fiiuin ^25 Sub leçion oj the qiabbed

/mace of the modified îejleUoi

The ciopped image legion (1 iguie 5 25) ie\eals that the patches ot the image ha\e dit-

feient shapes and intensities Foi good localization the image piocessmg algonthms
should utilize onh the high-contiast patches m the centei of the image

Basicalh, the modilied lellectoi is suitable toi image piocessmg techniques, but piacti-
cal m\estigations ie\eal se\eial difliculties

• The image ol the taiget is a function ot the distance between the taiget and the sen-

soi If the taiget is tat awa\ horn the sensoi, the patches of neighbonng holes

meige and a loss ot mtoimation anses since the numbei oi visible elements de¬

creases

• Thus, seveial t\pes ol metal sheet defined b\ \anous mesh sizes aie lequned vvhete

the mesh size and the si/e ol the holes must be adapted toi the diffetent distance

langes and tot the piopeities ot the geodetic instalments (optics, pixel size) De¬

pending on the distance and the mentioned msttumental piopeities, it can be neces-

saiv, to use a composed taiget consisting ol seveial combined leflectois

• Since the patches ha\e enculai shapes the\ aie not appiopnated foi geodetic appli
cations using line scan sensoi s such as digital levelling because the veitical signal
infoimation is highh mtluenced

b>thesectoiotthetaigetwhichisgiabbedbvthelinescansensoiInîespectotapplicationsmdigitallevellingaonedimensionaltaiget(eg.codedle\elhngstalf)ispietenedtothemodiliedictlectoi\codedlevellingstaffisespeciallyadvantageoussincethesttuctuieotthecodepatternisdelmedmoiepieciselvthanthatofthemodiliedictlectoi55.2CodedlevellingstaffsCodedlevellingstaffsallowanautomatichon/ontalheightleadingofthestaffusingdigitallevelsFoipatenticasonsdittcicntcodesaieappliedmthedigitallevelswhichaiecommeiciallvavailableAstheimageofthecodesvanesnotonlyinheightbutalsomdistancebetweenlevelandstatt,thecodeotthelevellingstattshouldyieldauniqueimageonthelinescansensoiloieachcombinationofdistanceandheightleadmsFoi
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the evaluation ot an appropriated code with respect to the field experiments (section 7)

the pseudo-random code of the digital level Leica NA3003 is compared with the code of

the disntal le\el Zeiss DiNi 10 in the following.

One digit of the Leica code element has a length of 2.025 mm. As illustrated in Figure
5.26. the width of the code bars varies in the range between 2.025 mm (1 digit) and

28.35 mm ( 14 digits). For determination of height and scale, the digital level correlates

the imace of the (TD arra\ with the internal reference code [INGENSAND. 1990b].

0 ? m

Figure 5,26: Section of pseudo-stochastic code {used in digital levels ofLeica)

The Zeiss code has elements of 20 mm length. Tn contrast to the Leica code, the spacing
of the Zeiss code is usually 10 mm or 20 mm and. therefore, more regular than the Leica

code as shown in Figure 5.27. For height determination, 15 dark-light edges of the Zeiss

code are normally measured b\ means of edge detection | FEIST et ah 1995],

II11 III II
Figure 5.27: Section of Zeiss code

Depending on the code, the corresponding spatial spectrum of the code can vary consid¬

erably. In order to illustrate these relations, the Leica code and Zeiss code are sampled
(sampling rate f = 16 mm ') and analyzed using the algorithms of spectral density esti¬

mation as discussed in section 6.2. The spectrum of the Leica code reveals local maxi¬

mums spaced at intervals of about 0.48 mm
'
whereas the spectrum of the Zeiss code

decreases monotonous!} as shown in Figure 5.28. The spatial frequency depends on the

distance and the focal length /. For example, assuming a distance of more than 30 m and

J = 240 mm. neighboring code elements of the Leica code coincide and yield an other

code and an other spatial spectrum, respective!}. This means that the analysis of the

spatial spectrum for the purpose of refraction detection is principally possible but the

mentioned distance sensitive} is a drawback. Thus, onl} the time-dependent displace¬
ment of code patterns is investigated m the scope of this research work but not the spa¬
tial spectrum.
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0 1 ? 3 4 ? 6 7 8

Spatial frequency [mm ;

Figure 5.28: Spatial ywctnim of Leica and Zeiss code

For the purpose of refraction detection, the determination of anglc-of-arrival fluctua¬

tions does not require a ver> special code. The onh requirement is that the code pattern

provides enough image structures and a good contrast which can be detected reliably by

image sensors o\er a distance up to 100 m. Therefore, a target consisting of strongly

varying code bars seems promising because it allows the testing of image processing

techniques using image patterns of stronglj differing sizes. For this reason, the experi¬

ments presented in section 7 use staffs coded by the Leica code.

The influence of the code on the determination of the structure parameter C„~ and /o

should be further imestigated. As mentioned abo\e, it is difficult to compare the spectra
showed in Figure 5.28 with the spatial spectra ol~ the same codes grabbed by imaging

sensors m field experiments. The reason for the limited spectral analysis is the low spa¬

tial sampling rate in field experiments; Assuming a focal length f= 500 mm, a pixel size

pe - 10 |iin, and a distance R = 63 m. the sampling rate is only f\ = 0.8 mm '. This

means the spectrum can only be measured up to the Nyquist frequency of 0.4 mm"1 and.

thus, special characteristics of the spectrum of the code such as the local maximums of

the Leica code (cf. Figure 5.28) cannot be localized.

5.6 Data recording
The image data of the sensors are grabbed by a frame grabber (Matrox Pulsar) which is

schematically described m Figure 5.29 and transfers the data to the peripheral compo¬

nent interconnect (PCI) bus of a portable computer. This frame grabber provides real¬

time CCTR or non-standard acquisition capabilities. The ADC ol' the board digitizes

analog \ideo input such as signals from the video theodolite with a resolution of 10 bit

(at up to 30 MHz) or 8 bit (at up to 45 MHz), The programmable input lookup table

(LUT) can transform data greater than 8 bits per pixel to 8 bits per pixel for transfer to

the video-to-PCI bridge since the subsequent image processing units operate with 8-bit

data.

Using an additional digital interface board, the frame grabber can also acquire RS-422

digital data such as piwided by the Basier line scan camera. The maximum sampling
rate of digital data is 30 MHz. This is high enough since the line scan camera is clocked

with 20 MFIz only(section5.4.2).
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Bridge
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Figure 5.29: Bleu k diagram oj Matrox pulsar frame grabber

The PCI specification allows sexeral PCI buses to run parallel within one computer,

e.g.. [SCHNURER, 1993], Therefore a secondai'} 32-bit PCT bus can be used which

connects the grab section with the display section which outputs the image data directly
to the monitor. In doing so. the secondary PCI bus frees the host processor to perform
other tasks. The introduction of a secondai"} bus requires a video-to-PCI bridge. This

bridge acts as a router which sends data to the host memon. or to the frame buffers

(external monitor) \ia the secondai-} PCI bus. The video-to-PCI bridge can also gener¬

ate various interrupts towards the host processor such as grab e\ents (grab-end) or \ideo

synchronization events (field-start). The PCI-to-PCI bridge sends the grabbed 8-bit im¬

age data to the host PCT bus. Hereby, the si/e of the image is limited because the inter¬

nal memory of the frame grabber has 3 MB only.

Then, the image acquisition software stores the image data on the hard disc of the port¬
able computer. Depending on the image data, the following two storage formats are

applied:
• JD image data (line scan sensor): All line readouts arc composed to a single image

where the rows of the image enclose the line readouts
andthecolumnsoftheimagecontainthenitensit}\alueofeachpixelofthelinescansensor(cf.section6.2.1).Hence,severallinereadoutsarestoredinoneimagefileonh.•2Dimagedata(videotheodolite};The2Dimageswhicharegrabbedfromthevideotheodolitearestoredinseparatedimagefiles.Forexample,ifthevideotheodolite(/-<=25Hz)isinactionduringonesecond,25imagefilesaregeneratedautomati¬callyontheharddisc.Theimagedatafilesarenowread}forpost-processingusingtheimageprocessingalgo¬rithmsasintroducedinsection

6.
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6 Image processing

6.1 Introduction

Within the last years, image processing techniques have been introduced which allows

the analysis of optical turbulence in geodetic applications, e.g., [DEUSSEN. WITTE,

19971, [HENNES. FLACH. 19981. [CASOTT. 1999]. These publications deal with the

derivation of appropriated parameters from image data to determine the turbulence pa¬

rameters (Jo. C,,~ ) which have been discussed m section 3 and 4.

Tn the following section, a new approach is made by the introduction of the Wiener filter

which aims to estimate appropriate parameters for the determination of intensit) fluc¬

tuations and, thus, of the inner scale /0 (cf. section 4.4.2). The (adaptive) Wiener filter

was chosen since it is superior to conventional lowpass filters, especially in the range of

low signal-to-noise ratio [KROSCHEL. 1996], The Wiener filter provides also filtered

image data which can be used to estimate angle-of-amval fluctuations by means of edge
detection.

A brief overview of the approach is given in Figure 6.1. At the first step of Figure 6.1,

the spectral analysis gives information about the frequency decomposition of the signal
and indicates how the spectrum of the image data can be parameterized. The estimation

of the power spectral density is described m section 6.2.

/ Raw
„ .

.

,

/ , .

— > Spectral
analysis

/ image data <
h '

Filter methods / Intensity

(Wiener filter) , fluctuation

Filtered | Edge

image I detection

Determination of

Angle-of-amval Cn2 and /0
fluctuation -^

cf Section 4

Figure 6.1: Structure o\ section 6

If a model for the spectrum is available, the Wiener tilter can estimate the parameters of

the model of the spectrum and. thus, determine the intensity fluctuation of the incoming

waves.

Beside the parameter for intensity fluctuation, image processing has also to provide a

suitable parameter for the angle-of-amval fluctuation. This parameter can be obtained
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by the standaid de\ uxtioii ov ol tempoial displacement oi edges wheieby o\ is applied
to (4 30) and (4M) Foi the deteimmation of G\~, the choice of an appiopnatc edge
detection algonthm (edge opeiatoi) which piovides the angle-of-ainval fluctuations is

ciucial since landom noise caused also by optical tutbulcncc diminishes the quahtv ol

image data The in\estigated edge opeiaiois aie desciibed in section 6 4 2 whcie also an

oveiview ot actual methods is gi\en (Figuie 6 l*i) The evaluation and compauson ot

edge opeiatots piesented m section 6 4 2d) use image data which weie obtained bv held

e\pcnments Ihe compauson oi image piocessing algoiithms shows that the least

squaies template matching and the Canm opeiatoi m combination with the adaptive
Wienei liltei aie suited to anahze image data m consideration of tuibulcncc eftects

Howevei, foi this puipose. these techniques must be adapted as shown in sections 6 4 4

and 6 4 5 to piovide good lesults

6.2 Spectral analysis

6.2 1 Introduction

Specttal analysis discussed in this section lues to descube the hequency decomposition
of an image signal f(u\ n2) giabbed b\ imaging s\stems The hequency decomposition
piovides a spectial model the paiameteis ot which aie deteimtned by means of appio-

pi l ate hlteiing methods such as the Wienei fillet (ct section Mi)

In the scope of image piocessing using line scan sensois the //i-axis ol the analyzed
image stands foi the pixels of the line scan sensoi and the //>-axis of the image stands

fot the time and deteimmes the index numbei ot the line leadout of the
linescansensoi(Figuie62)Pixelsoflinescansensori'S£n-,Fiqwe62E\amphoftwodimensionalsignalqiabbeclb\huescansensoiHowevei.spectialanalwscanalsobeappliedtosenesofanienttwo-dimensionalim¬agesasgiabbed.eg.usinga\ideotheodoliteInthiscaseathudindexmisnecessaiytoindicatethetime,butthefuttheiexplanationsaiecoiiespondmgh

valid
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In the following approach, only time series are evaluated to determinate intensity fluc¬

tuations. In other words, the spectrum which is relevant for the determination of the

inner scale is assumed to depend on the temporal frequency corresponding to 7/2 or //},

respectively. This assumption holds if the spatial spectrum of turbulence described by
the distribution of eddies is equivalent to the temporal spectrum (cf. Taylor's frozen

turbulence hypothesis, section 3.2.1).

The spectral analysis includes the estimation of the power spectral density. Hereby, the

quality of the spectral analysis depends on capability characteristics of the estimator

function which is applied to the power spectrum. Therefore, the crucial points of the

estimation of power spectral density have to be observed m the following sections in

order to obtain unbiased results.

6.2.2 Stochastic model for the image signal

The correct interpretation of a spectral analysis requires to know all assumptions which

are implicitly included in the anahsis. These assumptions arc composed briefly in the

following.

The first assumption is that the image signal can be described by means of time series

consisting of pixel intensities recorded during the acquisition time, whereby these time

series are modelled as a stochastic process. The basic features of a stochastic process in

general arc depicted schematically in Figure 6.3.

Measured value

Initial
value

Figure 6. J: Stochastic process: General scheme

A stochastic process is a family of random \ariables described by their probability den¬

sity function which implies that a measured time series is a realization of a stochastic

process. Thus, the first realization of the stochastic process may generate another time

series than the second realization in accordance with the probability density functions at

each time /.

Figure 6.3 shows how the propem density function can depend on time. This is the

case, for instance, when the image sensor is settling.

After the settling time (see below) has passed, a second assumption states that average

/;// and autocorrelation function Rpitû of the stochastic process are time-independent
during the observation time. Hereby, the quantities /;/r and Rr(tk) are defined as pre¬
sented, e.g.. in [OPPENHEIM. SCHAFER, 1992];

1st Realization

/

2nd Realization
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m, = E[/(ttl

Ri Uû = E[Ar)- IV + lk)}

!

=
mlU

t = m//,

h Lag

A Sampling frequency

EH Expected value

(6.1)

(6.2)

with
/

=/'V/s for line scan images (6.3)

for 2D images (6.4)

LHzJ

Referring to Figure 6.3, the second assumption is fulfilled for all / g [t2 .../n] where mr

and Rrih) are the time-independent. Stochastic processes where the second assumption
is fulfilled arc called wide-sense stationary, e.g.. [KROSCHEL. 1996]. For wide-sense

stationary processes, the power spectral density is related to the autocorrelation function

by the Wiener-Khinchine relation given by:

S/(©) = ]£*; (M-e-'0' (6.5)
k—

If these two assumptions hold the power spectral density as defined in (6.5) is appropri¬
ate to analyze the image signals and can be estimated as described in section 6.2.3. Re¬

ferring to a real imaging system, it is quite difficult to provide a stringent proof that the

assumption of the mentioned weak-stationar\ stochastic process really holds.

In the calibration laboratory, practical investigations of the imaging systems presented
in section 5 show that settling time of the s} stems is at the most 10 to 20 seconds and.

after the settling time, a weak-stationary stochastic process seems at least plausible for a

measuring time of the imaging sensors (< I mm).

Further investigations about the settling time of CCD cameras are given, e.g.. in [CA-
SOTT. PRENTING. 19991 and [ GÜLCH. 19841.

6.2.3 Estimation of power spectral density

In this section, the spectral anahsis of a discrete image signal f(n\. /??) is investigated
which is a realization of a stochastic process F (cf. section 6.2.2) and

shouldbeana¬lyzedbyitspowerspectraldensit\Sr-Asmentionedabove,thetemporalfrequenciesareofinterestonly,i.e.,thespectrales¬timationreferstoasignal/(/Mforthepixelatthepositionii\.Ingeneral,theestimationofpowerspectraisdemandingbecausenoestimatorfunctionexiststhatisbothconsis¬tentandunbiasedatthesametime.e.2..[KOCH.SCHMIDT,1994].Inthefollow-in«.theWelchmethod,whichsohesoratleastreducesthisdifficultwillbe

presented.
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a) Discrete Fourier transform

The traditional estimator function for the power spectral density Sr uses the discrete

Fourier transform (DFT) as described in (6.6). ca., [PRATT. 1991]:

5r(co,) =

271

|DFT{/(»,)][:

with (o2 =

iV, Number of sampling points of the discrete signal f(;h)

DFT{f(;/2)}=£/(;?:)-e
-'l(l), )>,/ \, I

(6.6)

(6.7)

(6.8)

The hat A in (6.6) denotes an estimated quantity. In equation (6.8), the discrete Fourier

transform computes the one-dimensional Fourier transform of the column ii\ of image

signal /X»i,//:). The result of the estimation of power spectral density obtained by (6.6)

is called periodogram.

Unfortunately, the estimation using the periodogram using (6.6) can fail because it is

not a consistent estimator function. This means an increasing number AS of sampling

points leads to an estimation of power spectral densiu which becomes more and more

rough and inconsistent. Moreover, the spectrum has inconvenient side-lobs and the

standard deviation of the periodogram increases m proportion to the amount of the

spectrum. Thus, the standard deviation of the periodogram does not decrease with in¬

creasing number of samples, as it could be expected from a good estimation method.

b) Improved estimation for power spectral density

To decrease the standard deviation of the estimation method discussed above, WELCH

[1967] suggested to average several periodograms. This method is illustrated schemati¬

cally in Figure 6.4.

Forming
subsections

Windowing
of each sub¬

section (Man¬

ning window)

Fast founer

transform

(FFT)

Aveiaging of

periodograms

CD

u

CO

Figure 6.4: Welch method for estimation of power spectral densitv

When forming subsections, the signal / must be split into sub-signals or sections /,

which the corresponding periodogram is estimated with. Due to FFT algorithm, the

length of the input sequence /, must be a power of tw o.

In the next step, each subsection is windowed. That means the original signal values are

not used directly. Instead the signal \allies are weighted with a windowing function, hi
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the scope of this research work, the Hanning window is used as windowing function

(Figure 6.5) and which is defined by, e.g., [LIM. 1990]:

K'(//o )

1

0

I - cos

inn.
fort) s n,< ,V,

else

(6.9)

The choice of the Hanning window offers several advantages: The sides of the sub-

signals f, have less weight than the center of the signal and, additionally, the Hanning
window can be computed fast and provides a smooth graph such as shown in Figure 6.5.

This windowing technique avoids troublesome influences of the discrete Fourier trans¬

form such as side-lobs and, therefore, produces more reliable results.

Figure 6.5: Hanning window with N^ = 8

After the application of the Hanning window the penodogram is estimated from each

windowed subsection whereby the estimated power spectral density is the average over

all Fourier transformed windowed signal sections [WELCH. 1967J:

with

Sx (ox )
J

IvrOOf Äs ,_,

(6.10)

'V)

(6.11)DFT{ win, )•/;(;;,)}= ]T w(n2)-f,(n:)-c
'"

Sx Estimated power spectral densin

w(ih) Windowing function, cf. (6.9)

f,{ii2) Signal section (sub-signal)
Ks Number of windowed signal sections

/Vy/s Total measurement time

The factor lhr(//i)ll~ in (6.10) takes the choice of the windowing function into account.

As a consequence of the averaging process in (6.10). the more sections are available for

averaging, the lower the variance of the estimated power spectral density is. therefore,

this method (which is length of section dependent) is consistent, e.g.. [OPPENHEIM,
SCHAFER, 19921.

In order to obtain more signal sections /, from a given signal f. the sections f, can over¬

lap the adjoining section. A signal section is allowed to overlap an adjacent section up
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to 50% overlap [WELCH. 1967]. To illustrate this technique, Figure 6.6 shows a dis¬

crete signal of 1024 values length, where the input for the calculation of the seven pcri-

odograms consists of seven overlapped signal sections.

With use of the Welch estimation method as discussed above, the power spectral density
for the time series of the intensity of a single pixel can be estimated by (6.10). Thus, the

power spectral density is available as an input variable for further image processing

methods such as Wiener filter.

T—

200 400 600 800 1000 1200

Index of discrete signal element

Figure 6.6: Example for the division of a discrete signal (N=1024 sampling points)
into 7 signal sections (grax) which are used for the averaged pcriodogram

6.2.4 Outlook: Wavelet transformation

The question remains whether there are image processing methods which simultane¬

ously perform the spectral analysis to calculate the variance or on the one hand and, on

the other hand, locates the edces in the imatie to determine directlv the structure con-

stant C„~. The wavelet transformation presented in this outlook is such a method which

theoretically fulfills these requirements.

Wavelet analysis is an advancement of the spectral analysis: It uses a windowing tech¬

nique with variable-sized regions. Wavelet analysis allows the use of long-time intervals

where precise low frequency information is needed, and shorter regions where high fre¬

quency information is required, e.g.. [CHUT. 1992],

A wavelet used in the wavelet transform is a waveform function XY of effectively limited

duration which has an average value of zero. An example of the wavelet function is pre¬
sented in Fi sure 6.7.

c

o

o

CO
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Figure 6.7: Example of waveform function: HAAR wavelet

The continuous wavelet transform CWT of the input function fix) is defined as the sum

over all data of the signal multiplied b\ scaled and shifted versions of the waveform

function VP:

CWTiav,bv)= jf(\W
\-b

v
"• /

dx (6.12)

with aH Scale factor

/>„ Shift of position

As shown in Figure 6.7. a low scale «„ means a compressed wavelet, and, therefore, a

signal with rapidly changing details, i.e.. a high frequenc\ of the signal. Thus, the in¬

verse of the scale ( J/c/„) is related to the frequency co of the power spectral density. The

decisive advantage of the wavelet transform is the abilitv, to perform local analysis, in

other words, to analyze a localized area of a larger signal. Hence, the wavelet transform

can be used for both spectral analysis and edge detection in images. Evaluating the re¬

sults of edge detection, the wavelet transform is a suitable method to determine the

structure constant C„\

As an example of the wavelet transform using the Haar wavelet. Figure 6.8 shows the

coefficients CWT in dependence of an and /?,,. This wavelet transform is applied on a

real grabbed one-dimensional image signal of the line scan sensor mentioned in section

5.2.4.

In this regard, the wavelet transform is implemented with use of the discrete wavelet

transform algorithm developed by MALLAT [1988]. In contrast to the Welch method,

the wavelet analysis simiiltaneoiish provides the spectral analysis of the signal and the

positions of the edges. As illustrated in Figure 6.8. the bright stripes denotes the places
of the edges. In other words, edges in the image signal represent a high value of the co¬

efficients of the wavelet transform.
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' \ lies]
Analyzed signal (line scan)

•> c

Values of Coefficients for i =[1 32]

Flaute 6 8 Wen elct Uansjonn of oiie-dtmenstonal linage signal

The connection between the \\a\elef tiansloim and the stiuctme constant is piesented in

[BETH, et al. 1997] wheie the stiuctme function ot the phase Ds(j) can be expiessed

by the wavelet tiansloim

Ds(«) = (|f5(\0+fl)- S(\()\ )=—J 5(OT
/,_ ,,N

ch (6 11)

with a Apeituie
v0 Position of an edge in the image

Ls Signal length

These telations aie Aahd tot each \\a\etoim function, but attention must be paid on the

limited signal length Ls because (6 1 "}) is onl\ fulfilled if Ls » a The stiuctme tnnction

Ds(a) is îelated to the sltuctuie constant dV as follows [DIXSSEN, WFTTh. 19971

D,(a) = a, (ka) =c,k <r C R (6 14)

with (i = 2 92 (Plane waxes)

= 1 09 (Sphcncal \\a\es)

The computational efloit to peifoim a wa\elet tiansloim like m the example oi Figuie
6 8 is consideiable The example ol Figuie 6 8 (signal length 256 pixels) îequties

350.000 floating point opeiations. while othei edge opetatois -eg. the Canny opeiatoi
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(cf. section 6.4) - only need about 24,000 floating point operations. In contrast to the

Canny operator, the wavelet transform yields not only the position of the edge but also

additional information about the spectrum. First results published in [BETH, et a!,,

19971 show that the wavelet transform can be used for the determination of the structure

constant C„~.

However, a functional model connecting the wavelet transform CWT(an, /?,,) with the

variance GV necessary to determine the inner scale /<> is not known up to now. For this

reason, the additional computational effort of the wavelet transform is not accompanied

by better results in comparison to other methods.

The edge operators presented in section 6.4 work more efficiently because no multiscale

decomposition is needed. Since the artificial targets used in terrestrial geodesy do not

have very different types of edges and other singularities, algorithms using the one-scale

methods like Canny operator and Wiener filter reach sufficiently good results. Thus the

latter technique will be investigated m the follow ing.

6.3 Wiener filter for determination of intensity fluctuation

6.3.1 Introduction

As mentioned in section 6.1, the Wiener filter is applied for the following purposes:

1. Separation between signal and noise overla)ing the signal. The spectrum of the

noise is assumed to determine the intensif) fluctuations necessary for the estimation

of the inner scale /<>.

2. Filtering the data to improve the edge detection which is used for estimation of the

structure constant C„~ (cf. section 4.3.2).

Referring to point 1.. the model of the Wiener filter supposes an undisturbed image sig¬

nal/(7/2) and additive noise signal r(»:)- As given in (6.15), the signals/ and v provide
the (noisy) signal v which is measured:

v(»;) = /(»:) +H ?/;) (6.15)

Tn general, a convolution filter estimates the filtered signal using the convolution of a

linear discrete filter function]i(n<)andthenoisvsignal\whichisobservedassivenin(6.15)./(H,)=//(/?,)®Y(/M(6-16)with/Filteredsignal(ThehatAdenotesestimatedquantities)Thediscretefilterfunction//(»:)dependsonthenoisevwhichisinfluencedbyintensityfluctuations.Tnotherwords,thefilterfunction//(//:)isexpectedtoprovideinformationabouttheintensityfluctuationscausedbyturbulentprocesses,and,thus,anappropriatedigitalfiltermustbefound.Inthefollowingapproach,theWienerfilterisappliedtoprovidethedesiredfilterfunction//(//:)andthefilteredsignal.
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The Wiener filter which was first described by WIENER [1950] was considered for

image restoration in the 1960s and 1970s, e.g.. [ANDREWS, HUNT, 19771. In general,
the Wiener filter uses minimum mean-square estimation to determine the filter function

//(//:). e.g.. [KROSCHEL. 1996]. Depending on the estimation algorithm, several sub¬

groups of Wiener filter exists. Figure 6.9 gives an o\er\iew of the classification of the

Wiener filters. In Figure 6.9, the two criteria of classification are the filler type (causal

or noncausal) and the application (global, image region) of the filter.

The first criterion of this classification is the filter type (causal or noncausal). Causal

filters as mentioned in Figure 6.9 are defined b\ the following property:

,/(/;2) = 0 for //:< n2 0 \V'i) = liu,u ® A»:) = 0 for//?<//to (6.17)

with /Mo Boundan value

hu„iS Point spread function oï~ causal filter

The property of causal filters (6.17) implies that the effect v will not occur until the

cause/ has happened.

Wiener filter

Criterion 1

Criterion 2

Causal Noncausal

FIR Wiener Filter Filter using

global image

Filter using

local image

regions

Noncausal

Wiener filter

Adaptive
Wiener filter

Figure 6.9: Classification of Wiener filter.

Highlighted: T\pe of Wiener filler applied in refraction analvsis

Using the causal Wiener filter, the relation between the noisy observation v and the un¬

disturbed image signal / is given
bytheWiener-Hopfequationsasfollows,e.g..[KROSCHELri996]:^h(L)-R)(ïh~-L)=Rl,,(n1)withNni,LengthofthefilterwheretheautocorrelationfunctionR)isdefinedb\Ky(n2)=Elvtt-:)-v(it;+//;))andthecross-correlationfunctionRnbyRn(n2)=E[f{h)•Y(k:+n2))0<»2<Nm(6,18)forall(k:)forall(k2)(6.19)

(6.20)
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The Wiener-Hopf equations allow the computation of the filter coefficients //(/o) if the

cross-correlation function and autocorrelation function of the input / and the output a arc

given or estimated by their power spectral densities. Solving the Wiener-Hopf (6.18)

equations is demanding and can be simplified under the assumption that the Wiener

filter is noncausal. Neglecting the requirement of causualit} (6.17) is feasible in appli¬
cations of image processing, since the whole image signal information is available when

the filter coefficients are computed, e.g., [PRATT, 1991 ], The noncausal Wiener filter is

presented in section 6.3.2. As shown there, a spectral model S\ (CO?) of the noise signal
v(//:) is necessary for the application of the Wiener filter. Based on the practical ex¬

periments, a spectral model S\ (CO:) has been empirically derived which is presented in

section 6.3.3.

The second criterion of the classification in Figure 6.9 emphasizes how the filter proc¬

esses the given image signal. On the one hand, the (fixed) Wiener filter uses all pixels

simultaneously to separate the signal from the noise o\erlaying the signal (Noncausal
Wiener filter) and. on the other hand, the Wiener filter uses local regions of the image to

estimate the signal / (adaptne Wiener filter ). The adaptive Wiener filter as presented in

section 6.3.4 is implemented to evaluate the measured image data obtained by the line

scan camera (section 7.2).

6.3.2 Noncausal Wiener filter

As mentioned above, the noncausal Wiener filter assumes that, after the measuring time,

all intensities v(//:) of the column n\ of the image are available for the computation. A

further requirement of the derivation of the noncausal Wiener filter is the stability of the

filter, i.e., the impulse response must not be infinite:

Xj/H/v2)|<~ (6.21)

with A': Index variable of
filterAssumingthatthestabilitycriterionisfulfilled,thenoncausalWienerfiltercanbeap¬plied.From(6.16)followsthatthesignal/isrelatedtothenoisyobservationsyandthefilter1iusingthediscreteconvolution;f(n:)=^Ii(k:)-x(n:-k:)(6-22)Ifthefilterfunctionhisgiven,thediscreteconvolution(6.22)canbecomputedsinceallobservations)areavailable(propertyofnoncausalfilter).Inordertoestimatethefilterfunctionh.theWienerfilterusesmean-squared-errorestimation.Thisestimationusestheorthogonalityprinciplewhichcanbewrittenas,e.g..[KROSOHEL.1996]:E[{f(iu)-/(»;)v(»;)])=()(6.23)If(6.23)isinsertedinto(6.22),thefollowingso-calledWiener-Hopfequationfornon¬causalWienerfilteringissivenb\;
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Since equation (6.24) is fulfilled for all integer pixel coordinates /??, (6.24) can be re¬

written using the convolution operator ®:

Rn [n2) = h()u)®R) du) (6.25)

If the autocorrelation function and the cross-correlation functions are Fourier-trans¬

formed to the power spectral densities S) and Si > as given in (6.28) and (6.29). the spec¬

tral filter function //(0>) can be solved from (6.25) and the noncausal Wiener filter is

given by:

„. ,
S/}(tù0

with //(©,) = j^/îU/Oe"'""" (6.27)

5n(G02)= ]£Kn(//0e
,M"

(6.28)

5,(0),)- X/v^/K)e""" (6-29)

On the assumption that the image signal fdi:) and the noise r(?h) are uncorrelated and

zero-mean stochastic processes (i.e.. Rr\ = 0). the autocovariance function i?/> in (6.25)
can be written as:

Rrrdh) = E[./a-:+H:)-v(Ä'2)]
= EL/(A:+»2)- {/"(Ä>)+vU-:)}]
= A>UM + A'/t (/?0

= Ri(n2) (6.30)

By using (6.15). the autocorrelation function R) can be obtained b\

R)(n2) = Rriii:) + R\(n2) (6.31)

From (6.26). (6.30) and (6.31). the noncausal Wiener filter is gi\en by

S, (too
H((ù,) =

5,((û,)-f 5, (coo
(6-3-

With the noncausal Wiener filter, the image signal / can be estimated using a linear es¬

timator provided that the power spectral density of the undisturbed signal Sr and the

power spectral density of the noise signal Sï are given or estimated. The noncausal
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Wiener filter assumes that there is only one single power spectral density 5Y(co:) which

refers to the global image. In the case of adaptive Wiener filter discussed in 6.3.4. the

power spectral density of the signal Sp is assumed to depend on the time, too. i.e..

Sfioh, //:). Thus, the adaptive Wiener filter uses several power spectral densities in

various image regions, i.e.. one power spectral density 5/ per image region (for details

see section 6.3.4).

At first, the power spectral density of the noise signal S\ (öh) is unknown. Therefore,

further investigations as presented in section 6.3.3 are necessary to model the noise sig¬

nal ,SV(Cth) by means appropriate parameters (such as G\ ~) whereby these parameters
are expected to indicate the intensity fluctuations needed for the determination of /0.

The parameters of the spectrum S\ ( Oh) can be estimated by using the Welch method,

(cf. section 6.2.3b) if the noise signal v(//:) is known. However, the noise signal r(//:) is

not available before noisy observation signal v has been filtered. Thus, the estimation of

v(//2) is given by:

v(n2) = v(//;)- / (n2) (6.33)

with v (;?2) Estimated noise signal

In (6.33). the filtered signal f is assumed to be known. Since this is not (he case, the

noise signal v(n2) and the parameters of the spectrum S\ ( (th) must be determined using

iterative loops. In doing so. a first approximation of S\ o( fth) is required which leads to

a first approximation of the filtered signal /0 using (6.32) and (6.22). In the next steps.

the succeeding approximations of S\ .( a>) (/" = 1. 2. ...) can be calculated iterative!}' by
estimating the power spectral

densit)oftheresidualsv(/?:)obtainedby(6.33).Attheend.thisalgorithmproducesanestimationofthespectrumS\(o>)theparametersofwhichcanbeusedforthedeterminationofintensityfluctuations.Themodelwhichde¬scribesthespectrumS\(ah)and.thus,theintensityfluctuationsisdiscussedinthefol¬lowingsection.6.3.3ModelofthepowerspectraldensityusedfortheWienerfilterAspresentedin(6.32).theWienerfilterrequiresafunctionS\(Oh)forthepowerspec¬traldensityofthenoisesignal.Referringtotherefractiveindexspectrumgivenby<t>„(k)<*-xT1''for2k/U<K<2k/Ia(6.34)aplausiblemodelof5\(Co:)canbesuggestedasfollows5,(co2)=a0co:~"'+o"(6.35)Thismodeliscontrolledb\theparametersa„}and0\2whichmustbeestimatedwherebyG\~isassumedtobeameasurefortheintensityfluctuationsandisusedforthedeterminationoftheinnerscaleinsection4.4.
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In order to \ahdate the model (6.35), a line scan camera as introduced ui section 5

grabbed images within the scope of the field experiments described in section 7. and a

spectral analysis of these images was calculated. In doing so, the time series of the in¬

tensity of a selected pixel (fixed position of the pixel in the image = 7/,) are analyzed by
means of the Welch method as presented in section 6.2.3. Two representatives example
of the spectral analysis are plotted in Figure 6.10

40

19 08 99 09 17

—— 25 08991517

1000

Figure 6. JO Spectral analysis of the time series of the pixel intensity

(Images recorded in Claro. cf. section 7.2)

The spectral analysis of Figure 6.10 is limited to a maximal frequency which is given by
the Nyquist frequency 0.5 f,. In other words, in order to recover all Fourier components
of a periodic waveform, it is necessary to sample more than twice as fast as the highest
waveform frequency. Hereby, the line scan camera grabbed with a sampling frequency
fs = 333 Hz, i.e.. the maximal frequency which can be detected is at the most than

167 Hz. The peak in Figure 6.10 can be interpreted as DC-value and depends on the

radiometric intensity of the grabbed target. Since the averaged intensity mainly depends
on the exposure, the DC-value does not greatly matter for investigations of refraction

influences. Thus, the investigation of refraction influences concentrates on the remain¬

ing Fourier components in the following.

From (6.15) and (6.35) follows the power spectral densitv of the measured signal y (in¬

tensities of a pixel) as

S} (a),) = S; (co2) + 5, (a>,) = Sr(co,) + a(/o-T]'
'

+ er
:

(6.36)

As an approximation, this model o[ the power spectral density is modelled by

S)(coz) = Alx -ö((o:) + a
:

(6.37)

with Apr DC-value

ô(C0;) Dirac function

and

3^>^V^^*##

10 100

Frequency [Hz]

Sv((o,) = <y1 (6.38)
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As an ad\antage. the modified spectrum of (6.38) facilitates the inverse Fourier trans¬

form of (6.32) which is required for the calculation of the Wiener filter. The modified

spectrum is depicted schematically in Figure 6.11. Besides the low frequencies, the

modified spectrum parameterizes quite well with the measured spectrum.

CO
n — 19 08 99 09 17

— Model I

10 100

Frequency [Hz]

1000

Figure 6.11: Spectrum of the modified model hi comparison with

the measured power spectral density

Thus, in the scope of the field experiments presented in section 7.2. the implemented
Wiener-filter algorithm uses the modified model of (6.38) to determine the noise vari¬

ance Gy which is required for the determination of the mner scale (section 4.4). Hereby,
the implementation of the Wiener filter is discussed in the following section.

6.3.4 Implementation using adaptive Wiener filter

Although the noncausal Wiener filter can be efficiently implemented, this filter is usu¬

ally not applied in image processing due to the following disadvantage: The use of a

fixed filter such as the noncausal Wiener filter throughout the entire image signal f(n2)
can cause systematic deviations of the estimated parameters since this filter is time-

invariant. This deviations can occur if the image patterns float (i.e. move slowly) in n\-

direction with a slow frequenc} during the measuring time (e.g. due to vibrations of the

instrument) whereby the Wiener filter is applied in //^-direction. The influence of this

floating process on the image signal /(»:) is depicted schematically in Figure 6.12.
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Figure 6.12: Intensitx deviations m the siqnal 1(112) caused by

Floating of image pattern ( m hemaiicalh)

Because the image characteristics (contrast, variance of intensities, etc.) may differ no¬

ticeably in parts of the image, adaptive image processing is recommended as is pre¬

sented in the following [LIM. 19901. Adaptive image processing involves that, at each

pixel ti2 in a specified column 11 \ .
the local characteristics are determined in the neigh¬

borhood of the pixel and are used as a-pnori-knowledge to determine the presence of

significant high-frequency details of the image signal.

In other words, instead of assuming a fixed spectral density Sr for the entire image, the

adaptive Wiener filter localh estimates this spectral density: For each pixel, the algo¬
rithm extracts a part of the image, called local region. Since the adapted Wiener filter is

applied in the direction of the //^-axis. the local regions have one pixel in //j-direction
and Ni,iu!i pixels in //.-.-direction whereby A),,,,,, must be defined by the user (cf. Figure
6.12). Within the local region corresponding to a pixel n> the image signal fuKl,i can be

approximated by:

fhu.1 (n2) = mr l,K„iUi2) + Oi ,,„_„, (//:) N(Q.\) (6.39)

with //// /,„„/

Ci/ louil

MO. h

Local mean of the (undisturbed) image signal F

Local standard deviation

Zero-mean Gaussian white noise with unit variance
Thismodelisbasedontheassumptionthatthelocalmeanandthelocalstandarddevia¬tionoftheimagesignaldonotchangeinthelocalregionandtherandomdeviationscanbedescribedbyzero-meanGaussianwhitenoise.Ofcourse,thismodelwillonlyholdifthesizeN/OUiiofthelocalregionischosencorrect!}:•IfNlou,iischosentoolarge.(6.39)isnotfulfilled\et.sincethesignalisnotstation¬aryinaregionwhichistoolarge.•IfNiocl,iischosentoosmall,practicalinvestigationsshowthattheestimationofthespectraisbiased.
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Based on the results of the field measurements (section 7.2) N!oCai= 15 pixel can be

recommended. If Ni,,rill is chosen larger than 15 pixel, the results do not change
significantly but a disadvantage is the increase of computational effort caused by the

increase of the size of/V/m„/. cf. (6.50) and (6.51).

Using the model of (6.37) and (6.39), the power spectral density of the local image sig¬
nal 5/'. local leads to

S F, im al = Sr, local (G>2.7/2) = <*/• local ( »:) (6.40)

From (6.32), (6.38). and (6.40), the local filter function /;/„<.„/ for the adaptive Wiener

filter is given by:

#,,,,„, (©,,/z,)
Sr,,..„,((ù,jif) Or "('/'-,)

SF Imi,((£>2.ii2) + Sv(co2) oFln.al'(n2 ) + av

-]hhIi)CJn2) = DFT-'i^,,,,,, }= <^—^-rÔO/O

(6.4 F

(6.42)
o. {n.-,) + Ov

with DFT Inverse discrete Fourier Transform

8(7/2) Kronecker Delta function

As mentioned in the derivation of (6.32), the equations (6.32) and (6.41), respectively
are only valid if the image signal/(/ih) and the noise i'(//2) are uncorrelated and zero-

mean signals (i.e., Rfv = 0).

In order to obtain a zero-mean signal, a transformation with the shift variable mfj0C(,i =

E[F(-)] is required as illustrated in Figure 6.13. However, this transformation does not

change the results of the estimation process.

Undisturbed

image sianal

Noisy observation

.—-. yij'h) + —-

_l_ q p. _). -—u Filter function h

Intensity
fluctuation:

noise signal
v in~)

E{y(ri2) ] = mc,-.0

Estimated

image sign

''f (na

X :stimatec

_^. noise signai Pi è,:.

Figure 6.13: Model for signed estimation with Wienerfilter h
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From Figure 6.13 and (6.16), the filtered image signal / is estimated by

f(n2) = m, ,,„,(»,)+ [v(//:)-/»r/m(i,(H2)](8>/^ „(//,) (6.43)

with nirimdl=——- XV(7K) (6.44)^
I Uli i <=!

N!oa,i Number of rows of the local image region
L,e„ Set of pixels in the local region

Using the local filter function (6.42). equation (6.43) yields:

Or, '(11-) I
, 1

./(/;,) = mr.i>u (11-) + -: ^ '

rh(/M-/H; tmal(n,)\ (6.45)

with ôr/(l(Hr=a),-o/=——— Xlv(7':)_"V ,J"-^ (6.46)

Equation (6.45) provides the filtered image using the adaptive Wiener filter. In (6.45)
and (6.46), the noise variance G\~ as a parameter the spectrum of the noise signal 5, is

assumed to be constant throughout the whole image and is assumed to be known. But in

the scope of determination of intensity fluctuations, the noise variance Gv~ is unknown

and, therefore, has to be estimated by means of iteration loops. At the beginning of the

iteration loop, the first approximation for the variance G\ ,," js calculated by:

<r, 0: = E[(E(y)-v):| (6.47)

Using Gy. o2. the adaptive Wiener filter provides the filtered signal / 0 as a result of the

first iteration loop. In the following step, the next iteration of Ov" is given by

ex, :=E[(/0^rl (6.48)

Then, the filtered signal f \ of the next iteration loop is estimated by means of ö> f and

(6.45). The algorithm terminates as soon as the absolute error of convergence ew can be

neglected:

<*,, -<w <t\„ for/ =1.2.... (6.49)

with / Index of the iteration loop

This iterative algorithm results in a locally minimum mean-square estimation of the

image signal whereb\ the corresponding variance G\~ is expected as a measure for in¬

tensity fluctuations.

With regard to the implementation of the adaptive Wiener filter by a software, attention

should be paid to the computational efficiency. Thus, it is recommended to calculate the
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values ot the local average mnotai an(A the local variance O/ ia(ar using the following
convolution:

»'/ <t,/<''2^A.<-, (":)® V(»2)/A^ (6.50)

ö\ /,««,:(»0 = /ï,
_„,
(»0® v:(n2)/N,

ii( -7>/v , ^Z(//,)-cr,/ (6.51)

where //,^,„>„ Convolution kernel of local image region. This is a vector with

A7/,, L,/ elements consisting of ones in each element

This procedure is advantageous since the convolution can be performed using the algo¬
rithm of the Fast Fourier transform (FFT).

6.3.5 Conclusions and outlook

The presented approach applies the adaptive Wiener filter to estimate both the filtered

image signal and the variance of which is used in further calculations to determine the

intensity fluctuations and the inner scale /n as described in section 4.4.2. Hereby, C\2 is a

parameter of the model S\ which describes the power spectrum density of the additive

noise and which the Wiener filter requires for the calculation of the filter function (cf.

(6.32) and (6.41)). Therefore, the estimation of parameters necessary to determine the

intensity fluctuations is related to the estimation of an appropriate filter function.

Although the presented algorithm of the adapted Wiener filter satisfied in evaluating the

measurements as presented in section 7.2, some questions remain which should be in¬

vestigated in further research work:

• The used model for S\ is an approximation onh. Further investigations should seek

for terms which correspond to the k" "-law of the refractive index spectrum and

which describe the spectrum of the intensity fluctuations more accurately.
• If further spectral analysis determines a function S\ which is more sophisticated than

(6.38). the filter function (6.41 ) of the adapted Wiener filter still can be used but the

inverse Fourier transform (6.42) becomes more difficult. In this case, the algorithm
of the adapted Wiener filter must be modified: Instead of estimating the filtered im¬

age signal in the time domain as given in (6.43), the filtered image signal F must be

estimated in the frequency domain and. in a next step, transformed into the time

domain by means of the inverse Fast Fourier transform.

• The presented algorithm of the adapted Wiener filter is computationally
expensive.Asrevealedbythefieldexperiments,thefloatingofimagestructuresasillustratedinFigure6.12isconsiderablysmallerinrealitythanitwasassumedatthelimewhenthisalgorithmwasdesigned.Therefore,thequestionmayarisehowthealgo¬rithmcanbeoptimizedtodecreasethecomputationaleffortwithoutaffectingad¬verselytheestimationofthedesired

parameters.
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6.4 Edge detection for determination of angle-of-arrivai fluctuation

6.4.1 Introduction

Angle-of-arrivai fluctuations of the incoming light waves slightly shift image patterns
when monitoring a distant target such as a coded lc\eJLtng rod as described in section

4.3 and 5.5. The displacement of the pattern is percei\eel as edges changing their posi¬
tion m the image. In order to determine angle-of-armal fluctuations and the structure

constant of refractive index C„~ with use of image processing techniques and equation
(4.31). the time-dependent position of edges in the grabbed image has to be evaluated

and the variance o\~ (fluctuation) o( these edges must be determined.

Edges are intensity discontinuities in the progression of the undisturbed image signal
/(a) (gray value function). Assuming images which are acquired from line scan sensors.

a one-dimensional edge is modelled as a ramp or a step, i.e., a decrease in image am¬

plitude level from a high to a low level or vice \ersa.

Figure 6.14: Model for edges in one-dimensional images: Ramp
Dots: Sampled values of the image signal

An edge exists if the slope of the ramp and. therefore, the difference of image amplitude
level exceeds a specified threshold. To detect edges, places in the image must be found,

where the intensity changes rapidh. using one of these criteria (cf. Figure 6.16):
• Places where the first dem am e of / (0 is larger in magnitude than a threshold

• Places where the second demathe of fix) has a zero crossing (cf. Figure 6.16)
• Places where a given template of an edge matches optimally with the gray levels of

the image (template matching, cf. Figure 6.18)

When dealing with edge detection in images of natural scenes, the amount of noise must

be taken into account. Unfortunate!). noisy signals normally consist of similar high fre¬

quencies like signals which contain edges. Thus, a crucial step in edge detection is that,

on the one hand, edges which occur m the image should be detected despite of noise

and, on the other hand, noisy signals must not produce fictitious edges.

Nowadays, a wide variet\ of edge detection algorithms exists, A classification of the

most known algorithms is presented m Figure 6.15.
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Edge detection

Differential edge detection

1st derivative 2nd derivative

Forming pixel difference

with use of

elementary masks

Convolution with

optimized filter

(Gaussian filtet)

Sobel operator '— Canny operator

Laplace opeiatoi

Kirsch operator

Convolution with

isotropic

band-pass filter

— Prewitt operator
'— Marr-Hildreth operator

Roberts operator

Template matching

Least squares matching

Correlation based

operators

Multiscale analysis

Wavelet transform

Fi qui e 6 / s Classification of edqe detection alqoi ithms

Ihe Canm opeiatoi and tin hast scjuaies matching are chosen foi fuithei unestiqa-
tion\ conciimnq lepaction influences

In section 6 4 2, the piinciples and dum hacks ot the picsented algonthms aie discussed

buefJy Section 6 4 } piesents a conipauson and evaluation o1 edge detection algonthms
m oidei to select the appiopnate algonthm loi leltaction anahsts The applied algo¬
nthms aie explained in moie detail m section 64 4 and 64 s Section 64 6 piovides
consideiations about the aceuiacv ol the applied algonthms
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6,4.2 Edge operators

As shown in Figure 6.15, the investigated edge operators can be classified into differen¬

tial edge detection, template matching techniques and multiscale analysis. In the case of

multiscale analysis, the wavelet transform as a representative for this technique has al¬

ready been discussed m section 6.2.4 in context of spectral analysis. The template

matching techniques are explained at the end of this section since these techniques using
reference image patches work completely different from the other edge operators.

The basic concept of differential edge detection is to differentiate the image function

f(\) as follows:

#(y) = /(.y)®/K-t) (6.52)

Equation (6.52) expresses a convolution between the image signal/(.r) and a specific
mask or filter function h(.x). Since the image function is a discrete function, the differ¬

entiation must be approximated using the filter function h(.\) whereby several ap¬

proaches are known for h(.x) (cf. Table 6.1). A simple approach is to subtract the gray

value of the preceding pixel from the gray value of the subsequent pixel. Thus, the filter

function is

li(.\) = {-\ 1 0) (6.53)

The convolution of (6.52) provides the discrete differentiation g(x), in other words, the

amount of the gradient of the image signal, e.g.. [PRATT. 1991], Places of an edge are

detected, if the local maximums of the first derivative if(.Y) exceed a specified threshold.

In the last step, the standard deviation ol~ the positions of the edges has to be calculated

in order to determine cv and the angle-of-arrival fluctuations using (4.3 I).

The simple approach of (6.53) is not applicable because noisy signals can easily pro¬

duce fictitious edges and real edge cannot be detected if the specified threshold of the

amount of gradient is incorrect. Thus, more sophisticated algorithms are required which

are presented in the following sections.

a) Elementary masks

The direct subtraction of gray values which was presented in (6.52) is normally not used

in practice, since the least perturbation between neighboring pixels will change the

amount of the gradient »(a)- To overcome this insufficiency, various types of masks

have been investigated and documented as shown in Table 6.1.

For applying the convolution kernel of the
Sobel.Kirsch,andRobertsoperatoraspre¬sentedinTable6.1.theimagemustbeatwo-dimensionalsignal/'(v,y).Inthecaseoflinescancamera,thisrestrictioniseasilyfulfilledwhenacoupleoflinescansaregrabbedoneafteranother,sothataframeofsubsequentlinesformsthetwo-dimensional

signal.
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Mask

(convolution kernel)

Comments

The pixel difference is formed with the next

but one pixel which is assumed as undis¬

turbed

Diagonal-crossing edges are easier to be de¬

tected, but no improvement in images con¬

tain ins rectaneular structures

Smoothing effects in direction of the edge are

aelue\ed by use of three lines which are

weighted (weights: determined with the bi¬

nomial distribution which approximates the

Gaussian distribution.)

Each edge direction uses its own convolution

kernel. Smoothing effects in direction of the

edge like the Sobel operator.

Table 6.1 : Llementan- masks of edçe detection operators

The mentioned elementary masks have in common, that edges are detected witli rela¬

tively small computational efforts. The structure of this elementary masks reduces the

influences of noise to a certain degree.

Jn order to detect edges in one-dimensional images, the Sobel is preferred to the Rob¬

erts. Prewilt. and the Kirsch method, since the Prewitt operator is more sensitive to

noise and because the Roberts and the Kirsch operator offer advantages which are only
useful in two-dimensional images with diagonal structures. The results of the compari¬
son are presented in section 6.4.3.

b) Laplacian operator

The Laplacian operator is based on the second derhathe of the image function f(\):

i'Vï) = vV(A) (6.54)

As shown in Figure 6.16. the zero-crossings of g'(\) are places of edges. This is

equivalent to other methods using the first demattve where the positions of edge are at

places with a local maximum of the first derivative £>( \).
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f(x)

g(x)=f(x

A g(x)=^f(x

Figure 6.16: Localization oi edges

The Laplacian operator is even more sensitive to high-frequency noise signals than the

methods based on the first derivative. This influence will be made clear in the following
where a sinusoidal noise signal v(\) with frequenc) o) and amplitude vois investigated:

v(x) = r0sin(on) (6.55)

The second derivative of (6.55) is

d\
T l'( V) -i'fO sin((0\) (6.56)

(6.56) demonstrates that the influence of the noise becomes stronger with the second

derivation (amplification factor or). To limit the interfering influence of noise, an ap¬

propriate lowpass filter (e.g.. Gaussian filter) has to filter the image signal before differ¬

entiation [MARR et. al. 1980].

This method is almost identical with the Canny operator (see section 6.4.2c)) because

the maximum in the output of a first derivative operator like the Canny operator corre¬

sponds to zero-crossings in the Laplacian operator.
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c) Canny operator

The differential edge operators presented in 6.4.2a) have been heuristicalJy derived.

However. CANNY [ lc)86] has taken a mathematical approach to edge detection. The

Canny operator is based on a one-dimensional, continuous model for a step edge which

is disturbed by additive while Gaussian noise with standard deviation öy.

Hie basic strategy of the Canny operator ts the coinolution of the given noisy edge sig¬
nal f(x) with an anti-symmetric coinolution kernel h(\), which is an impulse response

function with zero amplitude outside the range [~u\. \\\ \ (Figure 6.17).

h(x)

Figure 6.17: Example of asymmetric convolution kernel h(x):
First derivative of the Gaussian function as used hx the Canny operator

The impulse response function must fulfill the following three criteria:

1. Good detection: The probability of failing to detect true edge points and the prob¬
ability of falsely marking nonedge points should be low.

2. Good localization: The detected edges should be as close as possible to the true edge
points.

3. Single response: The operator should mark onh one place to the same edge. This

requirement is implicitly captured in the first criterion. But this criterion must be

stated explicitly for mathematical reasons.

Tn order to mould the first criterion into mathematical terms, the signal-to-noise ratio

SNR(h) can be used which is defined as [CANNY. 19861:

SNR(h)=-

ARll,y \lHxUh

][h(\)fd\
(6.57)

with 72n Mean-squared noise amplitude per unit length

Jf a filler h is found which maximizes SNR(h), this high signal-to-noise ratio means

good detection. As an assumption oï (6.57), the function f(x) assigns the image region
which contains an edge, thus f (a) is modelled by a ramp function of the amplitude ARdmp
as shown m Figure 6.14.
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Referring to the second criterion, a localization factor Loc(li) must be defined which

models the quality of the localization of edges [CANNY. 19861, [PRATT, 19911:

[jOC(],) = -J^ i (6.^8)
"o

l//(v)l\/x

where //'( \)is the first demativc of/? (a). LociJi) increases if the result of the operator is

as close to the edge as possible.

With these terms, the design of the optimal impulse response Junction for the Canny-

operator reduces to the maximization of the product SNR(h)-Loc(h);

SNRih) Locih) -» max (6.59)

In general it is impossible to find analytical]}, a closed form for the optimal impulse

response function //(a) which maximizes (6.59). But CANNY 11986] showed that the

first derivative of a Gaussian function G'( \ )

G\x) =

~j—Texp

/27tcr
'

( i \
A

~h(x) (6.60)

with oL Standard deviation of Canny operator

is a suitable approximation for the optimal impulse response //(a), especially for large

vrc. The standard deviation of the Canny operator oc is given b\ the requirement that

» /;( v) is non-zero within the range [-it-:+m-, ] as defined in Figure 6.17

« h{x) is zero outside of the [~uv;+mv |

The range parameter \\\ and. consequently, the standard deviation of Canny operator dc

are given by the minimal distance which is required for neighboring edges: Within the

range [-m'c:+h'(] the Canny operator detects at
themostonesingleedgeonly.Practicalinvestigationsshowedthatarangedefinedbym\=7issuitableforedgedetectionin(hescopeoftheusedinstrumentalsetupforrefractionanalysis.If\\\ischosensmaller,theapproximationof(6.60)willbedeteriorated.If\\\ischosenlarger,theusedcodeofthelevellingrodinvolves,thatmorethanonesingleedgeismappedmtherange

[-u'(:+tr<"|.
Thus. G'{\) inserted as filter function h(.\) into (6.52) yields:

g(\)= /'(a) 0-7===exp

^2/rcr
"

^
(6.61

la J

Using equation (6.6L). the Canny operator marks an edge at the local maximum of the

convolved gradient «(a). Under the assumption that minimal distance of neighboring
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edges is not too small (see the icmaiks to (6 60) abo\e) the Canny opeiatot piovides a

leJiable edge detection as shown m section 6.4 3 Ihe deiivation ol the desued standaid

de\iation bv means ol the Canny operatoi is piesented m section 6 4 5f)

d) Template matching

hdge detection using template matching uses s\ntheticall\ geneiated oi measuied image

patches (oi templates) which contains an edge lemplate matching can be pa foi med

with sc\euil techniques whaeas least squaies template matching is Inst piesented m the

following I east squaies template matching used toi edge detection and tiackmg is

based on the least squaies image matching technique as descnbed m phORSTNbR,

1982J. |ACKbRM\NK 1984|/and [GRLV 19851 lo extend the least squaies tem¬

plate matching algonthm toi high accmacy measuiement of edge positions, a leal tea-

tuie pattern is mtitxlueed as the leletence template and is subsequently matched with

image patches containing actual edge segments J bus the local dnection. shape and

giay \alue distnbution ol the edge point aie speciüed m the template The e\tiacted

edge potnt is tull\ detetmined using tiansloimation paiameteis which piovide a lelation

between the initial position and the linal position ot the template m the measuied image

(Ficuicö 18)

u......£

-mità1 po^it m

-mal po^itnr

lemp!a*e

Image ot uocicc

knei'mq tod

Finnic 6 18 \ isiuili:anon of least squaus matüuno, foicodedlevelhnqtodlhcusagnesanappioximatepositionfoitheedgeandthematchingpioceduieslo¬catesthepiecisionpositionThesubsequentappioximatepositionloithenextpatchcontainingtheedgecanbedeincdtiomthelesultotthepie\iouslymatchedpointDuetothetedundanc\mtheestimationpiocess,aco\anancematnxcontainingmloi-mationonstandaiddelationsotthepaiameteisandconelationsbetweenpatameteisisdetetminedsimultaneoush.thisallowsfoiananahsisotthedeteimmabihtyandpieci¬sionotthettanstotmationpaiameteisFoimeiimestigationsshowthatedgepositionscanbedetectedwithastandaiddelationoi002pixeliltheimagequality(contiastinpaiticulai)isgoodenough[MAASelcif.1994]
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Besides least squares template matching, correlation techniques are also suitable foi

template matching. This technique marks edges at positions where the coefficient of

correlation /-,,,,, of the image and the template containing the edge has a local maximum.

"With regard for reduction of computational effort, the coefficient of correlation /;,„, can

be calculated using the Fast Fourier transform as follows:

r.^.v^DFT-'fr, (co,.«,) F:(û),.(0:)] (6'62)

with F\ "-

Complex conjugate of Fourier transform of the image

Ft Fourier transform of the template

Whereas least squares template yield directly to the position of the edge with sub-pixel

accuracy, the correlation technique requires an additional interpolation algorithm to

obtain results with accuracx in the sub-pixel range. For this purpose, the correlation

technique must be modifiecTas reported in [CASOTT, PRENT1NG, 1999].

6,4.3 Comparison and evaluation

Among the presented techniques, least squares template matching is the only technique
which yields not only the positions of edges but also an estimation for the accuracy of

the parameters and for the standard deviation of noise overlaying the image signal.

In Figure 6.19, the standard de¬

viation 0\ of noise estimated

from the residuals of the least

squares template matching (cf.

section 6.4.4) is compared with

the corresponding standard de¬

viation of noise calculated by
use of the adaptive Wiener filter

(section 6.3.4). The correlation

between these two methods is

0.98 and is quite promising.

Therefore, the least squares tem¬

plate matching is implemented
for refraction analysis as de¬

scribed in section 6.4.4.

But a drawback of least squares matching is the need of approximate coordinates which

are required to assign the position of the template in the measured image.

In order to compare the performance of the other edge operators (as presented section

6.4.2) and in order to select an appropriate
operatorfortheedgedetectionofthemeas¬uredlinescanimages(section7.2).theoperatorsofsection6.4.2areappliedtothesameimagewhichwasgrabbedbyalinescansensor.Table6.2presentstherecognitionratewhichisthepercentageofcorrectlydetectededces.ComparisonofavQ315AdaptiveWienerfilter[8bitgrayvalue]Figure6.19:ComparisonofleastsquaresmatchingandWienerfilter.Data:Measurementsusingvideo-theodolite(J999,Diet!ikon,

Switzerland)
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Prcwitt 52% Laplaciaii

operator

80%

1 Roberts 9%

I Sobel 51% Canny 96%

Table 6.2: Recognition rate of edge operators

The results of this comparison are visualized in Table 6.3.

i '\

a) Orisinal imaae b) Prewitt operator

. F > r

} i i

f-

!ï-!C'

c) Roberts operator d) Sobel operator

>s Hi 1

\ U

e) Laplacian operator with lowpass filter | f) Canny operator

Table 6.3: Comparison of edge operators
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Obvioush. the Canny operator is especially suited for edge detection when using im¬

ages for refraction analysis. Hence the Canny operator is used for the determination of

the angle-of-arrival fluctuations. Section 6.4.5 describes the implementation of the

Canny operator which is combined with the Wiener filter to provide both the angle-of-
arrival fluctuation and the intensit\ fluctuation.

6.4.4 Implementation of least squares template matching (LSM)

a) Determination of angle-of-arrival fluctuations using LSM

Least squares template matching uses coefficients of an affine Irans formation (six pa¬

rameters) for a chosen patch in one image to its transformed counterpart in an other im¬

age (Figure 6.18). Hereby, the procedure applied in the scope of refraction analysis as

discussed in the following was presented in [FLACH. MAAS. 1999],

If the target consists of a one-dimensional signal structure such as coded levelling rods,

the analysis can be reduced to a one-dimensional problem due to the characteristics of

the phenomenon and the shape of the image signal. As a vertical scale parameter is ver)'

unlikely to be determinable over the small si/e of a patch, the analysis can be further

reduced to the determination of one shift parameter Ay in vertical image direction.

Hence, the model is given by:

f2(x,) - /,(.v; - Ay) + r(.Y,), /=l MP (6-63)

with J) Reference image signal (one-dimensional feature pattern)

/S Function of the image signal at the corresponding position in the

subsequent image
x Position of the edge in a one-dimensional signal
Ar Shift parameter

v Noise signal (error signal)

/' Index variable

Mp Number of pixels of the pattern

Equation (6.63) assumes that the noise of the template is independent of the image
noise. Figure 6.14 shows two image signals with a length oïMp = 45 pixels obtained by
measurements with a

\ideo-theodolitewitharesolutionof8bitgrayvalues(0...255).Thismakesitclearthattheimagesignalsarenotlinearand.therefore,thefunctionsj\and/2mustbelinearized.):(v,)=/'i(v,•Ay,«)-t\,d\\+v(\\)withA\nApproximateshiftparameter<-/AyLhiknowncorrectionoftheshift=clf](.\)(6.64)(l.X(6.65)Theapproximateshiftparametermustbeprovidedbytheuserorderivedfrompreviouscalculations.In(6.64)thesecondordertermsareassumedtobenegligible.Thelincari-
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/ation \ields the following system of obsci\ation equations concerning one pan ol coi-

îespondmg patches

A/(\ ) = -/ \d\\ 4 i(\), /= 1. .Mi

with A/(\,) = Mi)-/i(\- A\)

(6 66)

(6 67)

055

3

03

>

TO

220 Z/

185 f2W^—cr^C7 Af(Xj)

--

150 fi(x-\x)

UK

220 240 X, 260 280

x rRxel]

Finnic 6 20 Template matelum> of (»u-dimensional signals

Using the least squates method, the unknown collection d\\ ol the shiit A\ can be esti¬

mated b\

clAx =

in
(668)

and the estimated shift is

Aa, = Av0 + d\\ 1 - I \/

Ni Numbet ot i maces ot a seties

(6 6e))

The equations hom (6 6^) to (6 69) aie evaluated foi each giabbed image ot a time se-

nes which aie indicated b\ the index ; m equation (6 69) In each image of the seties

the template matching uses the same template and the conespondmg patch Thus, the

\anance G, can be estimated hom the shift ot the template within each image as fol¬

lows

Ox =—-Xl^-Ax.

with Ay Estimated a\etase of the shift

(6 70)
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The variance ax~ is an appropriate measure for the angle-of-arrival fluctuation temporal

changes of the angle-of arrival of incoming waves influences directly the variance gx~.

In order to impiwe the reliability and accuracy of c\2 several patches per image are

evaluated. Practical investigations show that up to 40 patches can be utilized whereby
this number can slightly change depending on the structure of the target, (he imaging

system and the experimental setup.

The size of the patches can be chosen by the user. For computational reasons, the length
of the sides of the patches must consist of an odd number of pixels. If the size of the

patches is too small, die redundancy decreases and the determination of Gy~ and other

parameters icf. the following section) becomes unstable. But also patches being very

large are not suitable because of the increase of computational effort and because of

disturbing influences of exposure which can deteriorate the template matching. Practical

experiments shows good results with a patch size of Mr = 45 x 45 pixels. Minor devia¬

tions (up to 20 c/c) of Mp do not significantly change the results.

An alternate procedure for determination of angle-of-arrival fluctuations using LSM has

been published in LHENNES. FEACH, 1998]. This procedure uses the difference

dratch =(va>(/ ~~taw) derived from the known coordinate A«f/ of the patch in the refer¬

ence
imageandthecorrespondingpatch"scoordinate\y<l(iinthemeasurementimage,wherexmu,siscalculatedbyLSMforeachpattern.Usingnpllki,patchesinonemeasure¬mentimage,thespatialstandarddeviationoxv,((m,/isgivenasa\\!\in!Ik,..,/,-^(6.71)Asdiscussedin|HENNES,FLACH.1998],ö~vw,,;/>canalsobeusedasameasurefortheturbulence-relateddisturbanceofthephasefrontofthelightbundleemergingfromthetarget(angle-of-arrivalfluctuations).ReferringtoTaylor'stheoryoffrozenturbu¬lence(section3.2.1).thestandarddeviationo\v,,m<,/of(6.71)canbeconsideredasequivalenttoGvb)DéterminationofintensityfluctuationsusingLSMAdditionallytothedeterminationofangle-of-arrivalfluctuations,leastsquarestemplatematchingenablesalsothedeterminationofintensityfluctuations.Undertheconditionthattheone-dimensionalmodelrealhholdsandthenumberofobservations(i.e.,thepatternsize)islargeenough,thenoisevariance<j\"asanadditionalparametercanbeestimatedfromtheresidualsoftheleastsquaresfitasfollows:°'^£[/:<*)-/1(v,-Av,)]:i=i„.XL(6-72)

iV,
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On the one hand, the noise variance Gv~ indicates the accuracy of the observations (pixel
intensities) used for the parameter estimation. On the other hand. GV can also be used as

a measure for intensity fluctuations of the incoming light ray as introduced in section

4.4. Hereby, this heuristic model assumes that intensity fluctuations which are caused

by optical turbulence influence the image signal of the patches and. therefore, increase

also the difference /^(.x,) - /|{v, - A\) between the patch of the reference image and the

one of the subsequence image. Thus, least squares template matching is also promising

for refraction analysis as alreadv mentioned m section 6.4.3 above.

6.4.5 Implementation of Canny operator

The implementation of the Canm operator in combination with the Wiener fitter is em¬

bedded into an all-embracing proceeding which \iekls the noise variance G\' and the

fluctuation of the position of an edge oA" necessarx to determine the turbulence pa¬

rameters CY and /o by means of (4.31 ) and (4.45). Figure 6.21 presents a comprehensive
overview of the applied image processing techniques which are connected with the

Canny operator.

The procedure of Figure 6.21 is principally valid for both images grabbed by line scan

cameras or images grabbed b\ area scan cameras (e.g.. video theodolites). In the fol¬

lowing, the essential elements of the procedure Figure 6.2 1 are explained with regard to

images grabbed by line scan cameras such as presented m Figure 6.2 since images of

this type were grabbed in the field experiments using a line scan camera (section 7.2).

^>
Raw

\ 1

->! Wiener

filter

Filtered

image regions
>

Canny

operator

Coarse position /
image of edges /

/

Edge

tracking

Sub-pixel

interpolation

Position

of edges

Outlier

detection

Calculation

of variance

Figure 6.21: Determination of G\
"

and öx using Wiener Filter and Cannx operator

a) Wiener filter

The implementation of the Wiener filter has already been explained in section 6.3. In

the following, the application of Wiener filter in connection with the Canny operator is

discussed. Assuming a raw image obtained from a line scan sensor, the Wiener filter is

only applied to a limited range of the image as shown in Figure 6.22 in order to reduce

computational effort.
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Heiein the 102-1 pixel ot the \ axis îepiesent the elements ol the line scan sensoi and

the ^000 pixel ol the vaxis consist of the 3000 line leadouts which aie pioduced by the

line scan sensoi I he limitation of the lange of the \\ tenei filtei as shown in I lgiue 6 22

is possible because all line leadouts aie included and thus the tempotal intensity flue

tuation can be measuied

In oidei to deteimme the edges the Cann\ opeiatoi is applied to a sub lange within the

lange of the \\ icnei filtei Heme 6 22 lllustiatcs these îanges 1 he Canny sub lange is

depicted as daik gia\ and la\s within the lange oi the Wienei liltci (light gta\) Hciem

the usei should chose the paiameteL \\ and \ as shown m bigutc 6 22 Although the

piocessmg of one single column by the adapti\e Wienei liltci would be sufiicicnt to

deteimme the mtensit\ lluctualions the evaluation ot the measuied image data shows

that a width of 100 pixel toi the lange of the Wienei tiJtei (light giay) can be îecom

mended since the iedundanc\ enables the usei to detect outbeis A laigci sub-iange is

also possible but it must be made suie that the sub lange thoioughh maps a pait ol the

taiget(iod) ic iheic aie no distmbing influences (e g giass)

f he minimal size ot the iange of the Canm opeiatoi (daik 2ia\) depends on the length
m (cl Figuie 6 17) ol the filtei function (6 oO) Based on piactical investigations a

length of u = 7 and a width ot 2^ pixel foi the Cann\ sub lange was found adequate
The paiametei V| and \i must be chosen in such a wa\ that the appioximate position \,

of an edge is situated appioximately in the middle ot the sub îanges of Wienei filtei and

Canny opeiatoi
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b) Canny operator

The implementation of the Canny operator follows the explanations presented in section

6.4.2. Attention should be paid to the threshold parameter because edges arc detected at

positions where the gradient function g{\) of equation (6.61) is larger than the threshold.

Figure 6.23 may illustrate this difficulty: On the one hand, spurious edges are detected if

the threshold is chosen too small (e.g.. threshold = 0.02), but on the other hand, edges
can be omitted if the threshold is too larse (e.s.. threshold = 0.5).

60

50 * A A A A A

"

il

\

>,40

J 30,

-

20

10

0

300

i\ ,-f x ,/
r>o 400

Pixel
4o0

\^ Canny operator iThreshold = 0 5)

A Canny operator (Treshold - 0 02)

-'ntens'ty

Fiqure Ö.23: Cctnm operator: Influence of threshold

The threshold can be determined automatical!), e.g.. if the quotient of number of edges
and of length of line is assumed to be known (e.g. if the target structure, the focal length
and the distance R are given). Practical investigations using line scan images showed an

appropriate threshold in the range of 0.1 to 0.3. This threshold is valid for edges with a

good contrast (> 10 dB, cf. section 6.4.6).

The Canny operator implemented as described in section 6.4.2 produces binary images
wherein 0 means "no edge" and 1 means "edge detected". These binary images have two

difficulties:

1. The resolution o( the position of edges is only I pixel
2. If an edge is found in a line readout, the position of same edge must be found in the

subsequent line readout in order to analyze the slight displacement of an edge. Thus,

attention should be paid to edges neighboring in \ertical (temporal) direction be¬

cause edges which occur in a line readout normail) should reappear in the subse¬

quent line readout (Figure 6.24).

The first problem can be sohed using interpolation as explained in section 6.4.5d).
Thesolutionofthesecondproblemcanbeprovidedb>useofahistogramasshowninFigure6.25.Anedgeanditsapproximateposition\„areidentifiedifthecorrespondingcountsexceedaspecifiedthreshold(e.g..50r<ofthenumberoflinereadouts).Moreo¬ver,edgetrackingtechniquesasexplainedinthefollowingsectionsarerequiredfortheproperdetectionoftemporaldisplacementsofedgescausedbyturbulenceeffects.c)EdgeTrackingTnthefollowingcontext,edgetrackingmeanstheassignmentofpixelswhicharemarkedbyonesinthebmanimagetoedgeswhichrunsmvertical(temporal)direction(Figure6.24).Anassumptionforedgetrackingisthattheapproximateposition\„ofthe
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edge is known or determined as described above (Figure 6.25). In doing this, the use of

thresholds and histograms is required. The histogram provides the approximate position
\„ of the edge.

man/ image

Temporal
displacements
caused by
turbulence

effects

tii

n-, - I i'

i.

a

(

!

tï
"** *

1 ] hreshold

Figure 6.24: Ambiguous edges in bi¬

nary image. The n\-a.\is contains the

coarse positions of edges of one line

readout

Figure 6.25: Edce detection using
threshold and histogram

When the approximate position \„ is given, the algorithm seeks each row m of the bi¬

nary image whereby the appropriate coarse positions of the edge xe(j,,e are the positions
of ones xq„CSi „,

located at the closest to the approximate position v„ of the edge:

'he h, Om
limn \, - v J n^= 1

... .V,

with .\u/,v „,
Coarse position of the edge located m the row n^_ corresponding
to the approximate position \„ of the edge

Mhui iu
Position of an edged marked by "1" in the row /;> of the binary

image generated by the Canny operator

NL Number of rows ( Number o( line readouts)

(6.74)

This algorithm works satisfactorily under the condition that no gaps occur in the edge of

the binary image. Howe\er. if a gap occurs as shown in Figure 6.26. the assignment can

be deteriorated since confusions with neighboring edges ma\ arise. In this case, outliers

emerge by including a pixel from the neighboring edge as depicted in Figure 6.26.

In order to avoid this wrong assignment, a morphological operator should be applied to

the binary image which is provided by the Canm operator. Hereby, it can be recoin-
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mended lo use the so-called "bndge"-operator which can be implemented efficiently

and. there lore, is described in the following.

Data from Canny operator without appli¬
cation of morphological operator

inary image

Wrong assignment

Xn

Resulting edge

Figure 6.26: Wrong assignment causeJ In caps m edge of the binary innige

The "bndge"-operator bridges prcMOusly unconnected pixels as presented in the fol¬

lowing example:

0 1 1 0 0 I 1 0

0 1 0 0 becomes 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 i 0 1 0 0

0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0

Using this morphological operator, the qualitx of assignment can be improved consid¬

erably as shown in Figure 6.27.

Data after application of

morphological operator

I
Binary image

Cortect assignment

Resulting edge

Figure 6.27: Impnn ed assignment after application of morphological operator

The application of the morphological operator is followed b\ the application of equation

(6.74). thus, the position ol the relevant edges are known tor each line readout (i.e.. tow

in the raw image) Ho\\e\ei. the resolution of the position is still only one pixel. In or¬

der to increase the resolution, interpolation methods aie icquired as introduced m the

following section.
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d) Interpolation

Interpolation methods enable the detection of edges with sub-pixel accuracy. In doing
so. the gradient function g(\) according to (6.61) is calculated in the region of the coarse

position \(,/„,(. Within a range of 5 pixel, a polynomial approximation can be estimated

by use of the least squares method. Thus, the gradient function can be approximated by

t>(\)-c/a J-c/1\-t-^n

with ci{u ü\, ih Estimated parameters of the regression

(6.75)

80 -

T3 40

o

^.---r^

M 13

Xintp Xedge
16

Pixel

Figure 6.28: Sub-pixel interpolation usiny polynomial approximation

Determining the maximum of the function of (6.75). the interpolated position A-mf/, of the

edce becomes:

imp
UU

(6.76)

This procedure yields the position of the edge with sub-pixel accuracy for each row us¬

ing least squares estimation.

e) Outlier detection

As a property of least squares estimation, outliers may affect the resulting \,ntp. In order

to eliminate or at least to reduce the effects of outliers, robust estimation methods are

required. In the application discussed m section d). the median estimator is suitable and

easily applicable as robust estimation method. Hence, the median of all the interpolated
positions xuup of the same edge are calculated and. then, the deviation of the interpolated
positions and the median must be determined. If the amount of the deviation exceeds a

specified threshold, the corresponding interpolated position \„,,r is an outlier and. there¬

fore, must be eliminated. The results from field measurements shows that the percentage
of outliers is m the ranee of 0.1 c>c to 1 l>c under normal conditions.

f) Calculation of standard deviation

Once the outliers arc remo\ed from the results, the variance or of the edge positions is

given by
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0
-

=.

Y, -1

<\ r I,

2LlA ""/>•/ —AmA/' 1 (6.77)

with x Average of the interpolated edge positions

The variance ov of (6.77) is equivalent to the \arianee of (6.70) obtained by template

matching. Both variances can be interpreted as a measure for the angle-of-amval fluc¬

tuation. Since the algorithm using the Cannv operator onlv provides the positions t,,,^ of

the edge, the noise variance OV must be determined bv means of the Wiener filter to

achieve the full information necessary to determine the parameter C,,~ and /o for the tur¬

bulence model as is illustrated in Figure 6.21.

6.4.6 Accuracy of edge detection

The edge detection demands high accuracy as is shown in the following numerical ex¬

ample: For R = 75 m. a = 65 mm, À. = 550 nin. and C,,~ = 0.5 • 10~12 m2,\ the angle-of-
amval fluctuation is o{y~ = 1.05-10"10 rad2. Assuming a focal length/= 300 mm and a

we pc = 10
^

m of pixel elements, the fluctuation of the edges ov is 0.09 pixel". There¬

fore, the required standard deviation for edge detection is om2 = 0.009 pixel" if a rela¬

tive standard de\ iation of C,
~

must not exceed 10 r<.

The accuracy of the edce detec- —

tion depends mainly on the

resolution of the gray value and

the contrast. The contrast of an

edge can be expressed by the

ratio of the length .vR(„„p of the

ramp and the amplitude Aruwp of

the edge as shown in Figure
6.29.

These parameters define the

minimal resolution dt(, within

which the position of an edge
can be solved:

'A

bqht

V V

Dark

-• » -* •

Pixel x

Figure 6.29: Slope of
edqeasameasureofimagecontrastd^=-^cl^„[Pixel]Ar„,,withd„nnMinimalresolutionofgrayvalue:J,,,,,=I[8bitgrayvalue].(6.78)Forexample,referringtomeasuredimages,edgeswithanexcellentcontrasttypicallyhavearatioofar„„,,/,4a>«„„;,=0.04[pixel/8-bitgravvalue)(14dB).Thiscontrastisequivalent,e.g..forwidthoftheedgexRim,r=2pixelandadark-to-brightdifferenceARamp=50[8bitgrayvalue].From(6.78)followsthattheresolutionofthepositionofanedgeislimitedto0.04pixel.Although,itisimportanttopointoutthatthestandarddeviationofasingleedgeisnotofinterestbutthestandarddeviationaax:ofthe

stan-
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dard deviation a, which is given by (6.77). Using the law of propagation of variances, it

follows;

ö

with «V;

la
-a.

V'
(6.79)

Number of readouts (number of edaes)

Supposing Nl - 24, oy = 0.09 pixel", and assuming a standard deviation of the position
of one edge Gw„,,/( = 0.06 pixel (see below), the standard deviation aac is 0.007 pixel2
whereby this value is smaller than the required standard deviation aox2 = 0.009 pixel'.

Hence, the application of the Cannv operator and template matching as described in

section 6.4.4 and 6.4.5 can provide results which are accurate enough for determination

of angle-of-arnval fluctuation if the assumption astnviL = 0.06 pixel holds. Tn order to

validate this accuracy, a series consisting of 24 images is evaluated by means of both

the Canny method (section 6.4.5) and the least squares template matching (section

6.4.4).

The comparison plotted in Figure 6.30 reveals a good correlation between both methods

(ri01, = 0.98). The standard deviation obtained bv this comparison amounts to

<J
single

0.05 pixel which is in the order of the assumed value of a„„,ie = 0.06 pixel.

E

o

0)

JS
Q.

E
0)

H

[Pixel]

2120

211 5

211 0

210 5

2105

Comparison of edge detection

Data Dietlikon. 3 6 99 (10:26) Edge 22

|4o,:ingle

211 0 211 2120

[Pixel]

Canny operator

Figure 6.30: Positions of an cdce in a series of 24 images. The arrows indicate the

95 c/c confidence intervals with CTull,u = 0.05pixel ana1 crx - 0.35pixel, respectivelx

6.4.7 Conclusions

Edge detection which is necessary to determine the angle-of-arnval fluctuations can be

performed bv using various edge operators in principle. Basically, the presence of

strong angle-of-arnval fluctuations can deteriorate the aceuracv of the edge detection as
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shown m (6.79) and (6.56). Practical investigations presented in section 6.4.3 show that

(he Cann\ operator and least squares matching provide accurate results present although
the accuracy decreases in the higher range of Cn".

The comparison of these two methods shows thai the standard deviation of one single

edge is about 0.05 pixel if a good contrast is pro\ ided (Figure 6.30). In order to improve
the redundancy, it is recommended to detect the position and the standard deviation of

more than one edge in the same image. This enables to check the plausibility and repro¬

ducibility of the results.

In contrast to the Canny operator, least squares template matching is a semi-automated

technique, i.e.. the user has to identif} the coarse position of edges. But as an advantage,
least squares template matching offers the option to determine the noise variance and

the variance of the position of edges simultaneously. But the application of the least

squares matching as discussed m section 6.4.4 is limited since it provides only the \ari-

ance of the noise.

If the intensity fluctuations are described b\ a more sophisticated function Sv (tt>) than

S\ (u>) = G\2 as given in (6.38). the template matching cannot determine the intensity
fluctuations. But. in contrast to the template matching, the adaptive Wiener filter is able

to process also more sophisticate spectral models S\, as mentioned in section 6.2.4.

The method using the Canny operator as described in 6.4.5 has the potential of fully
automated edge detection. Herein, attention should be paid to the assignment of edges
within subsequent line readouts.

If the assignment is not done correctly, outliers ma} occur with detrimental influences

on the quality of the results. But these difficulties can be overcome with use of robust

estimation methods and morphological operators as discussed in section 6.4.5c) and

6.4.5c).

As shown, e.g.. in Figure 6.19. the results for the intensity fluctuations obtained by least

squares matching are equivalent to the results calculated b\ means of Canny operator m

combination with the adaptne Wiener filter. For this reason, the measurements de¬

scribed m the section 7 are evaluated with these two different image processing tech¬

niques:
• Least squares template matching is applied to measurements grabbed by two-

dimensional image sensors such as video-theodohtes and

• the Canny operator evaluates measurements obtained by one-dimensional image
sensors such as line scan cameras.
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7 Measurements and results

7.1 Video theodolite

7 1 1 Field experiment

lhe lollowmg field expcimient was earned out b\ means of the \ideo theodolite which

is a îepiesentatne ot a modem geodetic instalment lhe expetiment was earned out on

3ld Tune 1999 m a giass\ field (ci Figuie 7 1 and Figtiie 7 i) The agticultnially used

aiea is appto\imatel\ tlat tot the pait wheie the measuiements weie peiloimed (cf

Figuie 7 S) Isolated houses and a slight hill in the backgiouncl aie the most îelevant

elevations which aie about 100 to ^00 meteis awav iiom the place ol the cxpeument

Figuie7] Atta oj field ixpamuut {at the iojiui amttti unit of scinUllomctei )

The expetimental setup consists ol the \ideo theodolite Leica IM3000V and the sun

tillometei (see also sections ^ 2 ^ and ^31) lhe setup of the suntillometei is picsented
schematicallv m Tiguie 7 2 Heieb\ the poitable computei stoies the data oï the sun-

tillometei which aie a\eiaeed usine an mtesiation time ol 1 minute

Portable

Computei

Power

supply

Emitter 2 Laser beams

(/ = 670 nm)

Receiver

86 m

Fiçwc 7 2 Scmtillomctc >
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The line of vision of both instruments are parallel and run horizontally over a distance

of 86 m (Figure 7.3).

Figure 7.3: Parallel measurements ofscintillome- Figure 7.4: Levelling
1er (left) and video theodolite (right) staff
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__^^Kj^ Scintillometer
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Staff

_ —- "3- - Video

-o Ol

" theodolite

—_ ~T~ î
o

86 m

Figure 7.5: Map and profile of the field experiment of 3 June 1999.

Hereby, the footprint model of section 3.5 is applied
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J he a ideo theodolite situated next to the scmtillometei (Figuie 7 3) aims at two veitical

coded le\eJlmg stalls (Figuie 7 4) positioned at 86 meteis away

The use ol two levelling stalls in¬

stead ol one is achantageous since

they pioMcle nioie edges which can

be evaluated and, theietoie. in-

cicases the ledundanc) The stiuc-

tuie ol the image data ol these two

stalls is îllustiated b\ the image pie-

sented m Tiguie 7 6 bach meas-

uiement of video theodolite consists

ol 25 images giabbed within 1 sec¬

ond The measuiements aie lepeated
at mtetvals ol about 1 to 2 minutes

The weathei was sunn) and the

tempeiatuie was m the lange horn

20 °C to 27 °C (cl Iiguie7 ]l)

Finnic 7 b Imcn>e seen bv

i idea theodolite

The wind speed did not exceed 2 9 m/s (median ot wind speed 2 1 m/s) The total

measunng penod took 6 houis H) minutes and was mtenupted two times loi technical

pioblems

7.1.2 Results and conclusions

The sliuctuie constant C2 and the miiei scale /0 aie plotted m Figuie 7 7 up to Figuie
7 10 The icsults ol the video theodolite aie combined with those of the scmtillometei

which can be îegaided as a leteience mstiument The image data ol the video theodolite

weie piocessed using least squaies template matching accoidmg to (6 70) The stiuctuie

constant C„ is calculated using (4 31)

Structure constant Cn

Video

theodolite -

[10 m

Scmtillometei

[10,2rna'3J

0 8

, *—iA A 04

w^H-
y r

k
0

l 4i -

> 16 1 7

Fiqwe / 7 Fune seius of stiuctuie constant C
,

(Phict Dietlikon / CH)

The stiuctuie constant ot icbactixe index as shown in Figuie 7 7 tends to inciease din¬

ing the lust houis with a maximum at noon ( B 00 h m summei-tmie) Although, C,° is

subject to enoimous changes which aie caused, e g .
b\ small clouds covenng the sun

dunng some minutes The stiuctuie constant ol lebaeme index deteiiruned using the
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Mdeo theodolite is lathei volatile whcieas the urn oi the time scnes of C„ obtained b>
the scmtillometei is mote smooth.

The îeason tot this mav be the measuung

time of the video theodolite being 1 sec

ond only which is consideiabh shoitei

than the measuung time ol the scmtil¬

lometei (1 mm)

The ditletences between the testilts ot

scmtillometei and Mdeo theodolite ate m

the tanse ot 0 2 10
'
m

'

(standaid de-

\iation) but do not ie\eal a s\stematic

beha\iot Tn addition, the conelation co-

etticient between scmtillometei and \ideo

theodolite tn the time senes ol Cn is

iclatively low and onh amounts to ;
,,
=

0 57 The conelation plot is gi\en m

Flame 7 8

o

Video theodolite

0 83
* X + 0 053

0 8

E 06

o

04

S
>%

0 L_l

0

W r 0^

02

c

t cintillometei

'[1

04

o1 m
n

06 08

/ içnK 7 8 Co11 elation of C,

(Place Diethkon/CH)

If the stinctuie constant is calculated the innei scale /, can be deiived fiom (4 3s) and

(4 45) with use ol the noise \anance C\ modelled b\ (6 7 3) These testilts of the \ideo

theodolite aie compaied with the innei scale obtained b\ the scmtillometei as shown in

Fiauie 7 9

Inner scale L

Video

theodolite

[mm]

Scintillometer

mm]

1999 06 03

Fiqinc 7 9 Innei stale /<> (Phu i Ditthkon 7CH)

The mnei scale deteiniined using the Mdeo theodolite has an ottsel of about 1 5 mm in

the penod horn 13.^0 h to I ^ 00 This otlset is possiblv caused by the intensne sun

îadiation duimg this penod which can deciease the sensimm of the video theodolite

foi mtensitv iluctuation
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The correlation between the measure¬

ments of the scintillometer and the ones

of the video theodolite is plotted in

Figure 7.10. The correlation coefficient is

ru„, = 0.45. Thus, the correlation of /o is

lower than the one of Cf. This is an ex¬

pected result since the algorithms used

for determination oi~ /o depends also on

C,f. This means the delations of C,
"

deteriorates also the determination of In.

Thus, the determination of /o is more de¬

manding than the one of C„~. The inner

scale /o determined using the video theo¬

dolite has a standard deviation of about

1.3 mm whereby the standard deviation is

calculated using the differences between

the measurements of video theodolite and

scintillometer.

Video theodolite

10

0 58
*

X + 2 85

• Scinti iomete

,

4 5 6 / a 9 1

I cnn 06-03 It [mm]

Figure 7.]0: Correlation of Iq

(Place: Dietlikon / CH)

Wind speed

2 4

exp(-0 13b
'

X - 1 534)

/ 8 9 10

Inner scale [mm] (Scintillometer)

With respect of the interpretation of /n, it is

useful to compare the time series of /n with

the measured wind speed and temperature
as shown m Figure 7.1 1 and Figure 7.12.

In Figure 7.11, the correlation between

wind speed and the inner scale is remark¬

able (rLOI, = -0.50). Generally speaking, an

increase of the wind speed leads to a de¬

crease of the inner scale and vice versa.

This relationship is also confirmed in sec¬

tion 7.2.2 when the results of the line scan

camera are discussed. Those experiments
(19 and 25 August 1999) revealed a corre¬

lation (about 0.84 to 0.95) which is even

better than the correlation m the experi¬
ment of 3 June 1999. This relation between

wind speed and inner scale can be used to derive the inner scale such as investigated in

[DEUSSEN, 2000J.

The temperature gradients presented m Figure 7.12 are derived from the measured C2
andlousingMonin-Obukho\similarityandthealgorithmexplainedinsection3.4.Hereby,theprofilefunction(3.56)ofHÖGSTROM[1988]isapplied.Hereby,theaver¬ageddifferencebetweenthetemperaturegradientsderivedfromthescintillometermeasurementsandtheonesofthevideotheodoliteis-0.03K/m.Figure7.11:Correlationbetweeninnerscalef,andwindThismeansthattherefractheanglecalculatedfromthemeasurementsofthevideotheodoliteisabout0.07mgonsmallerthanthecorrespondingrefractiveanglebasedonscintillometermeasurements.Becausenotemperaturegradientmeasurementsystemwasavailableon3June,thesegradientscannotbeverifiedusingtemperaturediffer¬ences.
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Figure 7 12 Compuiison of tempi uitwi çnidums withotha meteoioloqical quantities

(Tempeiatuie quulieiit cakitlatecl ustm> tin dimensionh s s pi ofilt function of Hoqstiom)

Finally, the lelation between C, and the mean mtensm of the measmemcnt images is

investigated in Figuie 7 H Pimcipall\. an image sensoi can also be used as 'cloud

metei based on the effect that aiismg clouds in the sk\ detlease the intensity of the

light lavs and. theietoie. lowei the gia\ \alues of the pixels

At the same time, the clouds müuence also the optical tuibnlence which is modelled by
C„2 The agicement between these two quantities is shown in Figuie 7 1 ^
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The piactital expenment ol V1 June 99

icveals that the lelationship between

mean inteiisitv and C, is mote sophisti¬
cated and should be modelled using addi¬

tional paiameteis tot example the sunset

which is a tunction ol time and the expo-

sme ol the taiget (shadows caused b\

obstacles etc )

Hence luithci investigations aie neces

satv to model the cloud mctet capabili¬
ties ol the \idco theodolite and its the

iclation to atmosphenc tuibulence

This expeiiment using the Mdeo theodolite shows that commeicially available geodetic
instalments with CCD sensots can pio\ide mtotmation about the sttuctuic paiameteis

C, and /() of atmosphenc tuibulence Howe\ei, the accuiac> is not good enough to de-

teinune the lehaction ancle lehabK (ct section 7 ^)

7.2 Line scan camera

7.2 1 Field experiment

a) Location

I he field expenments using the line scan cameia (t\pe BASLER L120, cl section

5 2 4) took place on 19 and 26 August 1999 at two difleient places m Claio (Swit/ei

land) The expenments weie embedded in the Mesoscale Alpine Piogiam (MAP) which

is an international icseaich initiative devoted to the study of atmosphenc and hvdiologt-
cal piocesses o\ei mountainous ten am The aieas ot both expenments weie flat giass

fields as shown in Ftguie 7 14 and Figiue 7 H \s depicted m the maps ol Pagine 7 16

and hguie 7 17 the measunng places aie both sunounded b\ giass fields, wood and

com fields

Finnic 7 14 Ann of lust fuld expenment in Chuo 19 \uqusi 1999

^[-\AMk

\ W I

1 1 1

Fimue 7 n Coiielation of k>

(Place Dietlikon/CIl)
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limine 7 H \ica of second field experiment in Claw 2^ \uqust 1999

Sy!_L>s

O Sen t lh We

0 Un< -.c in c in <?i 3

X Ten pci atuie s*iT-oib

Fiquie 7 16 Map and pi ofde foi the field c xpcinmm of 19 August 1999

Similat to Figine 7 S and Figuie 7 17 the gia\ aiea ot Heme 7 16 indicates the toot-

punt ot the measiuements i e
.
the aiea which is assumed to be mainly lesponsible loi

the amount of the measmed \aines (section 3 5)
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Staff Line scan

camera

1

74 m

Fiçuie 7 17 Map and piofde foi die field i \pt anient of 2"> Au quit 1999

In geneial, the wind was tathei calm on both measunng davs On 19 August 1999, the

wind speed did not exceed 1 9 m/s (median ot wind speed 0 38 m/s) On 25 August, the

maximum oi wind speed was 1 5 m/s (median ol wind speed 0 "55 m/s)

The wind speed is displa\ed in Figuie 7 3L wheie the wind speed is compaied with the

mnei scale Both da\s can be chaiactenzed as summet da\s with tempeiatuies up to 27

dcgiees on 19 August and 30 degiees on 25 August lespectneh (Figuie 7 ^5 and

Figme 7 37)

Since the aieas oi both experiments aie located m a bioad valle\ (about 5 km), the di-

lection ol w ind does not change consideiabK \s shown in Figuie 7 16 and Figuie 7 17

the piedommant wind dnection was appioximateh peipendiculai to the line of Msion of

the measuimsî s\ stems

b) Measuring systems

Like the expenment using the \ideo theodolite, also the following lield expcnments aie

based on patallei measuiements ot the scmtillonietei and the m\estigated imaging sen-

soi. le
.
the line scan cameia Figuie 7 19 lllustiates the paiallel measuiements wheie

the distance between lasei beam emittei oi the scmtillonietei and coded levelling staff

was about 3 m White sun shades as shown in Ficuie 7 14 to Fiaiue 7 18 weie installed
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m oidci to minimize the tempeiatuie influences on the mstiuments and to piotect the

electionic de\ices

In addition to the expeiunents ot the video theodolite the tollownig field expeiunents
also include tempeiatuie gtadient measnicments h\ means ol the sensoi system dc

scuhed m section 5 12 wheie the mast ol the tempeiatuie sensoi s is positioned between

the line scan sensoi and the taiget (section 7 1)

Fittim 7 20 linage cabbed by line scan

sen soi (Minted stupes = i ode elements of

Ie\clinic staff)

The measuiing piocess ot the line scan cameia takes about l) seconds Heieby, 313 line

leadouts pei second aie giabbed b\ the hne scan cameia The lines icadouts aie com¬

piled to images containing 1000 lines pei one measuienient I ot illustiation, a section of

such an image is gnen m higute 7 20 Heiebv the \eitical white stupes lepiesent the

hoii/ontal white code elements ot the le\ejhns staff (cl section 6 2 1)
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7 2 2 Results and conclusions

In oidci to calculate the stiucluie constant C,", the edge positions ol the one-

dimensional code patterns aie calculated using the Cannv opeiatot as an appiopiiate

edge detection opeiatot (section 6 4^) Hence, C, follows fiom the angle-of-aunal
fluctuations as modelled b\ (4^1) \\heieb\ the standaid deviations o! the edge positions

(6 77) is a measute toi the angle~of-am\al lluctuations

Besides the edge positions, the mtensitv lluctuations must be cleitved fiom the image

data since the\ aie a lequned quantilv loi the deleimmation ol the uinei scale /o In do¬

ing so. the vanance <J\ (ci 6 ^) is cleteimined using the adaptive Wtenet liltei as

given by (6 48) This \anance is a measme loi the mtensiu üuctuations which can be

used to estimate the innei scale A, b\ (4 33) and (4 4^) The icsults of C,,' and /o aie

plotted m Figme 7 21 up to Figuie 7 28

a) Measurements of 19 August 1999

fhe fust liekl expennient m Claio (CH) took about ti\e houis and piovided time seues

ol the stiuctuie paiametei C, and /) which aie discussed m the lollowmg Figuie 7 21

shows the icsults ol the stiuctuie constant of leliactive index C„~ (uppei line line scan

cameia, highei line scmtillometei)

Structure constant C_2
Scintillometer

9 10 11 12 13 14

1999 08 19 Time

I iqme 7 21 SniuTiiu constant C (Place Claio/CH)

The time senes ot C„ shows an bioken mciease until 1 1 00 h wheiebv this mciease is

caused b\ solai heating ot the soil din m g the morning Tiom 11 00 h clouds began to

gathei which Jed to a dectease ol ladiation and heat fluv and. theietoie. (V decreased
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The stiuctuie constant îemamed on a

îelatncly low level until the end of the

mcasuiements The îesults detived fiom

the line scan sensoi leveal a good agtee-

ment wild the lesiills obtained b\ the

scmtillometet wheieb\ the tonelation

coelhcient is /
,
= 0 97 (Figuie 7 22)

Although, one should temembei the a

small tango m which the stiuctuie con

slant C, has \ jiied since 12 00 h Fiom

this time, the measuiements lacked ot

adequate mfoimation tot companson

because the stiuctuie constant C~ was

always on a snmlai le\el thus, the sensi¬

tivity and measuimg tange ol the tnstui-

ments cannot be descnbed \ei\ well

The standatd de\iation ol C„ can be estimated b\ means ol the dilieiences between

scmtillometet and line scan cameia and \ields about 0 0^ 10
'
m

1

Thus, the accuiacy

ol the line scan cameia is about 4 times bettet than the one ol the \ideo theodolite

Ihc following diagiams (Figuie 7 2^ and I lguie 7 24) show the innei scale /o which

was detcimined togcthei with the stiuctuie constant dining the same expenment

9 10 11 12 U 14

1999 08 19 Time

hiçitit 7 2 I1 lima stale In (Plan Claio/CH)

As m the case ol the \ideo theodolite, the innet scale h is lelated to the wind speed
High \ allies oi /o can be found m time pcnods wheie the wind \elocity was lelatively
low Foi example, the wind speed was onl\ about 0 S m/s m the penod fiom 9 00 h to

11 00 h whetein the \allies ot /,, teach local maxima ot about 9 mm. see Figuie 7 31

08

L me
scancamera093*X+00039••/_00/'>/oQij£-Scintillometer0002040b08n«nnC[10'mHFinnic722(ondationofsuitelineconstainC'(PlaceClaw/CH)
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The coiieiation oi the innei scale ob¬

tained by the scmttllotnetci and the line

scan cameta amounts ; ,,
= 0 95 The

scattcimg plot oi Ttgute 7 24 tllustiates

this con elation

The accmacv of the detetinitiation oi the

tnnei scale is about 0 5 mm (standaid

deviation) which is sigmlicanth bettet

than the tesults ol the \ ideo theodolite

(standaid de\ i at ion 1 i mm)

Line scan camera

10

E

— b

0 996 x + ocra

^

Scintillometer

6 3

I [mm]

10 12

Fiqmc 7 24 Coticlafion of innci scale /n

(Place Claio/CH)

b) Measurements of 25 August 1999

I he lield evpeument ot 25 August again nnesttgated the agteement of the tesults

achieved b\ use ol the line scan cameta with those ot the scmlillometei I he measute-

ments wete located on an othei lield m Claio as desuibed m section 7 2 1 (Tigme 7 15

and Tiguie 7 1 /) Although the expctiment took place on a dilletent test aiea the length
ol the line oi sight was again about 74 m and the emnonmental conditions (gtass to

pogtaphv) wete vetv similat to the ones oi 19 August

The measuied time senes ot the stiuctuie constant C aie gnen m Rgme 7 25 and

Figuie 7 26 Piom the beginning at 8 M) h the stutctute constant mcteased since the sun

heating pioduced mcieasmg tluxes of sensible heat \t about 11 10, a maximum oi C,
^

had been leached C, lemamed on this level until at H ^0 h, clouds coveied the sun

loi about 10 minutes leading to a sudden iall ol C

Structure constant C„

Line scan

cameia

[101 m"]

Scintillometer

[10 m? ]

0 b

04

02

10

1999 08 25

12

Time

14

0

1b

Fiqn}c72:) Stniclitu constant C {Place Claio/CH)
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In compauson to the expenment of 19 August, the stiuctuie constant was highci dnnng
the afternoon of 25 August This is undeistandable since the sky was cloudless lot most

pait on 25 August and theicfoie, the sun nuhation and sensible heat fluxes weie

sttongei Ihese cttcumstances ate also manliest b\ a higliet maximum of tempciatme
on 25 August

The îesults obtained b\ the line scan

cameta again texealed a good agiecment
with the teletence lepiesented b\ the îe

suits of the scintillometer and the cone

lation coefficient is / = 0 91 (Rguie
7 26) Based on this expenmcnt the es

timated accuiac\ (standaid deuation) of

the stiuctuie constant C is 0 06 10

m This means the acuuac\ and coi

ielation coetltcient ot the expenment ot

25 Vugust aie maiginallv woise than the

one ot 19 August but the accuiac\ ol the

line scan cameia is still bettei than the

one of the \ ideo theodolite

Line snii camera

0 3
0W*X 0 0)85

O

Finnic 7 2a emulation of stiuctuie con

stunt ( (Place Claw/CII)

The mnei scale /n measuied in the field expeiiment ot 2"^ August is displayed m Piguie

Inner Scale l„

Line scan

camera

[mrrï]

Scintillometer

mml

10

10 T-

6

4 _

>l-
8

1999 08 25

H^\àH^¥4^^W V

10 12

Time

14 16

Fii^uit 72"1 Inna scale I) (Place Claio/CH)

At the beginning the innei scale F had icached the maximal lexel and decieased

\\heieb\ shott-time fluctuations ot /> occuiied m the otdei ot magnitude o! about 0 5 to

1 mm The innei scale dcueases down to a lexel ol about 4 5 mm which is shghth
highei than the \alues ot 19 \ugust This seems plausible since the wind speed of 25

August was modesth smallei than on 19 August (0 } m/s about H ^0 h on 25 August)
which îesults m a laigei si/e ol small eddies and thetetoie m a laigei innei scale This

lelation is discussed below m bisute 7 il
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Hguie 7 28 compaies the innei scale /n measuied using the suntillometci with /q denved

tiom the image data of the line scan sensoi Also this couelation coefficient is quite

good and amounts to /
,,,

= 0 89 which is insignihcanth lowei than the couespondmg
couelation coclticient ot 1() August

The accuiac\ ol the innci scale, demed

tiom the difteienees between suntil

lometei and line scan eameia is esti

mated to 0 6 mm (standaid de\iation)

This means both e\penmenls ie\ealed

appioximatek the same accinac\ oi the

mnei scale obtained b\ line scan eameia

The mllucnce of the standaid deviation

on the îetiaction angle is piesented in

section 7 5

As mentioned abcrve. the wind speed can

be assumed to influence the innet scale /

significantly

line scan camera

1 0S*X 0 321

n

Scintillometer

10 I >

mm

Pigwt 7 2b Loin laiton of nmei stale /n

(Place tlaio/CH)

This intluence is investigated empnicalh using the plots of Hgtiie 7 29 to Figme 7 il

wheie the cmpincal junctions aie fitted using a loganthmic appioach Although the

measuiements ol the innei scale aie subject to mmoi deviations and the measuiements

of the wind speed aie limited m spatial icsoJution the couelation of the wind speed with

the innei scale is lathei high and amounts to i = 0 9s (19 August 1999) and ;
,;
=

0 84 (25 August 1999)

Iq (Scintillometer)

[mm

10

9

1999 08 19

Wind speed

Inner scale

10 11 12

Time

13 14

Finnic 7 29 Wind spied and unit i stale (Plan Cltno/CH 19 August 1999)
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Iq (Scintillometer)

[mm

12 —

10

1999-08-25

12

Time

14 16

Figure 7.30: Wind speed and inner scale (Place Clara / CH: 25 August 1999)
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Figure 7.31 : Con elation ot n nid speed and innei scale /() (Place: Claro / CH)

Similar to section 7.1.2. the relation between structuie constant C,~ and the mean inten¬

sity of the measurement image can be lmestigafed. This iclation is based on the as¬

sumption that the mean intensit} of the pixels ot the line sean sensoi coincidences with

the structure constant Cn~ .

As an example, the time series ot the experiment ot 25 August are displayed in Figure
7.32. The correlation is rather poor (r „,,

= 0.31 ) but the tiend functions reveal a slight

relationship between Cr and the mean mtensin.
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Obviously, the relationship between

C„2 and the mean intensity is signifi¬

cantly different than the one detected

in the experiment of 3 June 1999

(Video theodolite).

Thus, as mentioned in 7.1.2. the mean

intensity can only be used for the de¬

termination of C„~ if further parameter

model the influence of the illumination

such as the sunset and shadows over

the target. Herein, additional quantities
must be measured to determine the

(non-turbulent) part of the illumination

and other systematic effects.

Af WV V

Figure 7.32: Mean grav value vs. Cn

(Place: Clara'/CH)

Si il H
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199? 08-25 Time

7.3 Temperature measurements

As described in section 7.2.1. temperature measurements were performed during the

field experiments of 19 August 1999 and 25 August 1999 simultaneously with the

measurements using scintillometer and line scan camera. The temperature sensors were

mounted on a mast with the geometrical dimensions as described in section 5.3.2

(Figure 7.33).

Figure 7.33: Mast of tem¬

perature sensors

#Ä^^^^lii;liP|l|pillllSi^

t

N

Mast

Line scan

camera

Rod

Rod

::leici experiment 1

Claro/CH

Field experiment 2

Figure 7.34: Mast in relation to the experimental

setup of line scan camera

During the experiment of 19 August 1999, the mast was positioned close to the line of

sight. The mast was placed somewhat eccentrically owing to further field experiments
taking place at the same time [TROLLER 2000], On 25 August 1999, the mast was

about 6 meters away from the line of sight and situated fairly in the middle of the dis¬

tance between instruments and target (Figure 7.34). In both cases, a position of the tern-
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peratme giadient measuring system was chosen which can be assumed to be représenta

live for the temperature field as far as possible.

The measured temperature gradients as plotted in Figure 7.35 up to Figure 7.38 are de¬

termined between the heights of 1.25 m and 2.43 m abo\e ground since this range is

also the height m which the line of vision runs abo\e the ground. For comparison, the

temperature gradients are calculated using the parameters ol optical turbulence (C„ and

/o) derived from the muse data ot the line scan camera usina .
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Figure 7.35; Measured temperature gradient vs. modelled gradients (Model: Hogstwm)
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Future 7.36: Measured temperature gradient i s. modelled gradients

Tn order to determine the temperature gradient modelled b\ Monm-Obukhov similarity,
the calculation follows the algorithm explained in section 3.4 using (3.57). (3.58).

(3.59), (3.61). (3.64). (3.65). (3.66). (4.1) and the profile function (3.56) of HOG-

STROM [1988]. Tn doing so. the obtained results aie displa\ed m Figure 7.35. and

Figure 7.36 for the experiment ot 19 August 1999. The standard deviation of the lern-
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peiatuie giadient (based on the differences between line scan camcia and mast) is 0 05

K/m

The con elation coefficient between the measured temperature gradients and the mod

died lesults (Monm-Obukho\ similarity) amounts to >L ,,
= 0.74 As shown m Figuie

7 36. the use of other profile functions does not significantly improve the correlation as

shown b\ the application of the piofile lunction (3.55) oï BRUNNER [1979]. The pro-

tile functions (3.56) of HOGSTROM and BRUNXLR utih/e the dimensionless quantity

Ç defined b\ ( ^ 50) as piesented m section 3 4 \loieo\ei, the lelinement of the Monin-

Obukho\ theory using the iluvRichaidson numbei R, (section 3 6) is investigated too.

whereby the modified dimensionless latio Ç is detmcd by (3 67). The results obtained

by means oi (3 67) and (3.56) arc plotted m Figuie 7 36 With respect to the measured

temperature gradients, the correlation coefficient between the flux-Richardson-modelled

temperature gradients and the measurements is onh / ,,
=0 47. this means the agree¬

ment is worse then the results obtained w ith use ot Ç,

In an analogous manner, the following plots (Figure 7 37 and Figure 7.38) compare the

modelled tempeiature gradients obtained by image processing with the temperature gra¬

dients measured by the mast during the experiment ot 25 August 1999 m Claro.
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Finnic 7.57: Measiued tempoatme ^tachent

rs modelled gradient (Model Hoqstrom, second experimentmClaro)OTwiously,themeasuredtemperaturegradientsweresubjecttoconsiderablefluctua¬tions(upto0.2K/mduring5minutes)on25August1999Thestandarddeviationcal¬culatedusingthedifferencesis0.10K/mwhichisconsiderablywoiscthantheresultsobtainedon19August1999.Ingeneral,thedelationsseemtoberandomlydistributedasshownmthescatterplotsotFigure7.38.Butthede\iationsarcespeciallylarge(upto0.3K/m)mthefirsthornoithemeasunnatime(830hto930h)
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Possibly the tiansition liom stable (dT/dz > « 0) to unstable (dT/dz <~ 0) stiatification

can cause these deviations, since diffeient profile (unctions must be applied foi each

t\pe ol stiatification (cf, e g., (3 56)) and. theiefoie. unccitamties of the cunent stiatifi¬

cation can cause significant deviations

Tn Figuie 7 38. when using the models ol HOGSTROM and BRUNNER (/ „
= 0 70),

the conelation coelhcients ot the scattei plots aie slightly Jowei than the ones of 19

August 1999. but the ditfeience seems not be \ct\ significant Ihus, these models can

still be applied It is lemaikable that the model using the Richaidson numbei yields
bcttei îesults based on the measuiemcnts of 25 \ugusi 1999 than on the ones ot 19

August 1999 This can be mteipieted as follows On 19 \ug. the de\iations of the tem¬

pciatme piofile iiom the adiabatic case aie lowei than on 25 Aug. theiefoie. the conti a-

dicüons ot the \lonm-Obukho\ similautv using the Obukhov length do not cause diffi¬

culties since the deviations can be neglected On 25 \ug. the tempeiatuics ate highei
and the buovancv is stiongei and ie-enfoices die tuibulence caused by tuction pioduc-
tion In this case, the application ot the Richaidson flux numbei is moie justified, al¬

though this model does not vield the same quabt\ such as the models of HOGSTROM

and BRUNNER

M h M ) H [ Mo iel Ret rdso

n 3ob X 0 264

Ml !

; = 0 70

0 332 X 0 2M

ii!

0319 X 0 18J

, !

Ml

! M I i

01 0 0 1 08 0b 04 02 0

/ = 0 70

fl ]/ [ f m]

/ = 0 bh

Fiante 7 38 Mcasiued tempeiatuic çiadicnt and its nio\m<> cnetaçe

iç modelled qiadient (second expeinnent m Claio continued)

The companson of the lesults as shown m the diagiams above îllustiates that the mod¬

elled tempeiatuic giadients aie m the oidet of magnitude of the measuied tenipeiatuie

giadients. pimcipallv \e\eitheless. depending on the time, consideiable deviations

between the measuied and the modelled giadients mav occui

Lmdei adveise conditions chaiacten/ed bv sfiong llucluations of dl/dz such as shown tn

Figuie 7 37 (08 30 h to 09 30 h). the standaid deviation of the tempeiatuic giadient is

about 0 10 K/m It the conditions aie favoiable as depicted, eg. in Figme 7 36. the

standaid deviation of the tempeiatuic giadient is about two times smallei and only
amounts to 0 05 K/m

In lespect ot the estimation ol aecuiaey as piesented above, it should be pointed out that

the tenipeiatuie giadient measuiemcnl system onlv piovides tempciatme giadients foi a

disciete position m the aiea. wheieas the modelled tenipeiatuie giadient is an avciascd

value which is mtegiallv valid loi the whole path of piopagation In oidei to validate the
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results, the achieved accuracy of the temperature gradient will be compared with the

accuracy ol the temperature gradient as derived in section 7.5.

7.4 Temperature gradient profile

The contemplation in section 7.3 is onh \ahd for the vertical temperature gradients at

the height of the instrument (about 1 5 m). In this section, the results of nnestigations
which take the entire \ertieal temperature gradient profile into account are presented.
11èreb). the protiles are determined using the temperatures measured by all sensors at

tached at the mast. The temperature gradient profile was approximated by (2.31) where

the parameters ct[ and hi must be estimated. Thus, the temperature gradient profiles can

be compared with the ones obtained by the HOGSTROM model. The comparison oi the

gradients at different heights is presented in Figure 7.39
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Figure 739; Temperature gradients ai different heights

The dotted line m Figure 7.39 marks the one-to-one reference line. Diagram d) shows

that the gradients of the HOGRSTROM model agree quit well with the ones obtained by
the temperature gradient profile modelled using (2.31) except for the values m the el¬

lipse (Figure 7.39d). These outliers refer to the measurements which were performed at

about 9:00 PM. At that time, the stratification changed from stable to unstable. That

means the HOGSTROM model can be uncertain during the time of the transition. Fur¬

thermore, the measured temperatures of the mast can onh be fitted properly using the

parameters a1 and hi of (2.31) if the stratification is strictly unstable.
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Reterring to the remaining diagrams, systematic deviations in the order of 0.1 to

1.4 °C/m ma\ occur. Tn order to provide more general explanations for these deviations,

additional measurements are recommended. Currently, further investigations about the

temperature profile are stiil in process at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology

[WEISSE/., 2000],

7.5 Accuracy of temperature gradient and refraction angle

7.5,1 Derivation

In the following, the accuracy of the temperature gradient and refraction angle is esti¬

mated to suppori the interpretation of the results presented m the previous sections. To

estimate the accuracy of the temperature gradient and the refraction angle, the relevant

measurands (temperature, pressure, distance. C„~ . /o. ß|) denoted by the index /. their

accuracy G, (standard de\iation) and their influence coefficients P, must be given or

calculated. Assuming stochasticalh independent measurands. the accuracy of refraction

angle 05 (standard deviation) follows from the law of propagation of variances and is

given by:

Ö, (7.:

To obtain the influence coefficients P, for the refraction angle, the refraction angle is

modelled by the refraction index gradient 11 of (2.3 ) which yields:

~
1 78.83 10 >

O = ;
—

In T~
0.0342 + iLi

dz
R (7.2)

Thus, the influence coefficients are given by the correspondent partial derivation:

377 n r
v J: ;

(7.3)

p:/>=^=.dp178.83-nrJ.I1TclT"0.0342+—d:R(7.4)R:P=38()R178.83-10>T.0.0342+—d:(7.5)Therefore,theinfluencecoefficientsP,canbecalculatedundertheconditionthattheamountsofmeasurandsaregnensuchaspresentedinthethirdcolumnofTable7.1.Sincetheamountsareassumedwithuseoftheresultsobtainedintheprevioussections,theinfluencecoefficientscanbedetermined,

principal!}.
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This determination ma\ be complicated if the temperature gradient is not given and,
therefore, must be derived from C,,2 and /n by means of (3.56). (3.57), (3.58). (3.59),
(3.61 ), (3.64), (3.65). (3.66), and (4.1).

Referring to the conditions of the experiment of 19 August at about 11:45 PM. the gra¬

dient yields d'T/dz = -0.39 K/m derived C,: = 0,32-10
i:
m ~'\ R = 74 m, /„ = 4.6 mm.

ß, =0.86. (n-\) = 26H()'\ T= 25.8 X", p = 989 hPa. and a height of instrument

1.56m (cf. Table 7.1). A more general atiahsis of the accuracy considering \avions

amounts of the measurands is presented Table 7.3 and. e.g.. m [DEUSSEN. 20001.

Likewise, the calculation of the influence coefficients for the parameters of optical tur¬

bulence C„~ and /o is complicated, since the refraction angle (7.2) directly depends on

the temperature gradient dT/d: and, indirect!), on C, and /n which are given. However.

by means of the Monm-Obukho\ similarity, a relation between dl'/dz and C„~ and l,} is

available as described in section 3.4 and. therefore, cm be implemented in a software.

Since the mathematical dependence of C,~ and /,> on the refraction angle cannot be ele¬

mentarily differentiated, the influence coefficients must be determined by means of the

discrete differentiation which is applied as follows;

In:

ßi-'

P4 =

R =

_Ö6
^

5(c2 + AC, ^. /„. R, :,. />. T. ß )- S(c, '. /„. R. -. /?. 7\ ß, )
dC,

^

~

AC,:

de o(r,\/„ + A/0.Ä.c,./).r.ßI)-o(r \/„.Ä.:,./).r.f
f)/n A/.,

p
c)5

^

5(r, -./„. r. z. p.r.ßi - Aß, )- s(r ./„.r. z,.p.t,

r")ß, A/n

(7.6)

(7.7)

(7.8)

Hereby, the expression 8(.) denotes the refraction angle provided by the software using
the algorithm of section 3.4. and pixnided by the input parameters given in the brackets.

The increments of the differentiation AC,," . Aß j. and A/o are to be chosen by the user.

On the one hand, the increments of the discrete differentiation AC,f • Aßi, and A/n must

be chosen small enough to fulfill the assumption of linearization and. on the other hand.

AC,," and A/o must be large enough in order to avoid numerical problems (effacement of

digits). In Table 7.1, the increments are chosen as 1 c( of the amount.

J

T

2__
3

T 5

|6

Meas-

urand

Amount Unri Accuracy

T

R

~c:

a.

L a

25.8 >C 1

989

74

mbar

m

1

0.01

0.32
""

4.6""
0.86

1CT^Tn ^

mm

J).05

~*0.5

0.09

Influence

coefficient P,

Influence

as,[mgon]
0 0060 0.006

0.000902 0.001

00121 0.000

1 04 0.052

0.0601 0.030

0.36 0.033

Table 7.1: Influences on the accural \ of refraction angle
Total standard deviation = 0,07 moon

The Obukho\-Covrsin constant can usually be assumed to be about ßi = 0.86 but im

ligations such as [HILL, 1982] show that uncertainties in the value of ßi arc about 10

es-
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Thcrefoie. the standard deviation of 0.009 for ßi is introduced into Tabic 7.1 since

measuring methods for the standard deviation of ßi were not available.

Thus, the influences of each relevant measurand on the accuracy of refraction angle can

be determined and are presented in the rightmost column ol Table 7.1. Using (7.1). the

total standard deviation of the refractive an sie is about 0.07 mcon.

The standard deviation of the refraction angle depends on the length of the propagation

path R as shown, e.g.. in (2.23). In order to reach an accuracy analysis which is inde¬

pendent of/?, the analysis of the influence of T. j\ C,,1. /(1 and ßi on the temperature gra¬

dient is more meaningful. The influences of each relevant measurand on the temperature

"radient can be determined in an analogous manner to the refraction anale. Thus, the

accuracy of the temperature gradient can be calculated using Table 7.2 from which fol¬

lows the total standard deviation of the temperature gradient = 0.03 K/m.

J Meas¬

urand

Amount Unit Accuracy

a,

1

Influence

coefficient P,

L
0.0029

Influence

ad/j7I[K/m]
0.0031

2

4
"

T 25 8

P 989 mbar 1

0.05

0.0004

0.507

0.000

cr 0.32

4.6

0.86

'lO^m" 0.025

0.0155 mm 0.5 0.0293

6 0.09 0.1889 0.017

Table 7.2: Influences on the accuracy oj température gradient
Total standardde\iation - 0.03 K/m

Depending on the amount of C,~ and /0. the influence coefficients of C„~ and /0 on the

accuracy of the temperature gradient vary as presented in Table 7.3. The figures in ital¬

ics correspond to the coefficients of Table 7.2.

Inner scale l0
4.6 mm 7.6 mm ! 4.6 mm 7.6 mm

o

0.11 101JnT3 0.945 K/m/dO'Tn-3) 0.738 K/m/(10 m" ) | 0.0159 K/m/mm

0.314 K'nVdO -m ) | 0.0293 K/m/mm

_

0.0116 K/rrvmm

0.0335 K/m'mm0.32 1017rP~ 0.507K'm/no' m ")

Table 7.3: Vanation of C," and 1„: Changes of influence coefficients P, for dT/d:

Summarizing the influences displayed in Table 7.1 and Table 7.2, it follows that the

refraction angle and the temperature gradient are sensitive to errors in /0 and C„2. But

also the influence of the uncertainties of the Obukhcn-Corrsm constant ß, cannot be

neglected.

7.5.2 Conclusions

As illustrated in Table 7.1. the accuracy of refraction angle mainly depends an the accu¬

racy of the parameters of optical turbulence C,,\ /o. and ßi whereas the influences of

temperature and pressure on the accuracy of refraction angle are negligible. Under the

assumption of a propagation distance R = 14 m (case of the field experiments in Claro)

the accuracy of refraction angle calculated by (7.1) is about 0.07 mgon (standard devia-
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lion) and the corresponding standard deviation of the temperature gradient of <5di/d. is

0.03 K/m.

At first, the accuracy of Gô = 0.07 mgon derived from Table 7.1 is based on an accu¬

racy of (Y and /n (standard deviation of C,,2 = 0.05 KT1'2 m~'" and standard deviation of

/0 = 0.5 mm) which has been confirmed by the field experiments. Hereby, the standard

deviations are calculated using the differences between line scan camera and scintil¬

lometer. With respect to the accuracy of G(> = 0.07 mgon. the accuracy of the measuring

system (line scan camera) seems lo be sufficient.

But it should be taken into consideration that the estimation of the accuracy as presented
in section 7.5.1 deals with stochastic deviations onh and neglects systematic deviations.

To form an opinion about the systematic deviations, it is reasonable to interpret the re¬

sults of the temperature gradient measurements in a more detailed matter. For example,
it is possible that the choice of location of the mast or the texture of the footprint (sec¬

tion 3.5) can cause systematic deviations of the temperature gradient measurements.

As shown in Figure 7.36. the temperature gradient measurements of 19 August 1999

(<5(iT/d: - 0.05 K/m) almost achieved the standard deviation of the temperature gradient

GdTAi: - 0.03 K/m derned from Table 7.2. But. on the contrary, the measurements of 25

August 1999 with G,///(/; = 0.10 K/m (Figure 7.37 and Figure 7.38) do not confirm the

standard deviation of G,///(/. = 0.03 K/m derived from Table 7.2.

Tn other words, the measurements of 25 August 1999 reveal a standard deviation of

about Gdi/d: = 0.10 K/m which corresponds to an accuracy of refraction angle of about

G§ = 0.20 mgon and which is about 3 times higher than the standard deviation derived

from Table 7.1 and Table 7.2. respectively. An accuracy of the refraction angle of about

Gg = 0.20 mgon is not accurate enough since the refraction
angleis0.72mgon(assum¬ingtheamountsofTable7.2)and.thus,theuncertaintyisabout30%.Variousreasonscanbegivenforthesedifferences:•SystematicerrorsareprincipallypossibleiftheassumptionsoftheMonin-Obukhovsimilaritydonothold.e.g..ifthefluxesarenotstationaryandtheenvironmentoftheareaofthefieldexperimentisnothomogeneous.»Theshapeofthetemperaturegradientprofilefunctioncp/,alsosystematicallyinflu¬encesthequalityofthemodelledtemperaturegradient.Thetemperaturegradientprofilefunctionsareusuallyobtainedbypre\iousfieldexperimentsinasemi-empirical\\a\.Dependingontheconditions,thecurrenttemperaturegradientpro¬filefunction(p/,isslightlydifferent.•Thetransitionfromstabletounstablestratificationcancauseuncertaintiesinthecalculationofthetemperaturegradientsusingdimensionlessprofilefunctionssincebothtypeso(stratificationhavetheirownprofile

function.
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8 Conclusions and outlook

The increasing relevance of imaging sensors in applications of geodesy enables also to

make progress in refraction detection usine imase processing and turbulence models.

The basis of these models are presented in section 3 and 4. It is conceivable that turbu¬

lence models continuously become more and more important, such as in the design of

air crafts and combustion engines using computers w ithout experimental setups.

In géodes), the application of turbulence models and spectral analysis is promising to

characterize turbulent exchange processes m the atmospheric boundary layer as shown

by the theoretical considerations in section 3 and 4. Tn doing so. these exchange proc¬

esses are modelled by turbulent eddies (section 3.2.1) whereby the turbulent-eddy
model postulated by Kolmogorov (section 3.2.3) is the base of the refractive index

spectrum (section 4.2.1). Relevant properties of the refractne index spectrum are de¬

scribed by the inner scale 1{) (section 3.2.6) and the structure constant of refractive index

G," (section 4.1). In combination with appropriate models for the temperature profile
(section 3.4). these two structure parameters can be used to determine the temperature

gradient and. thus, to provide corrections for the refraction influence in geodetic appli¬
cations. Tn doing so. the structure parameters C„~ and /o must be estimated during the

field measurements, w hereby the presented investigations are concentrated on the de¬

termination of C,,~ and /n using image sensors and image processing techniques.

8.1 Determination of On2

As shown in section 4.3 and 6.4. the structure constant C„~ can be determined if the

time-dependent positions of a single edge in the grabbed images arc detected and the

variance o"f of detected positions is calculated. As shown in section 6.4.6, the accuracy

of the single detected edge must be about o\,„s,;( = 0.06 pixel in order toprovidethede¬terminationofthestructureconstantC„~withanaccuracyofabout10%.Thisstatementisvalidifthecliosenimagingsystemfulfillsthecriteriapresentedinsection5.2.1(Sizeofthepixelelements=10pm,focallengthintherangeform300mmto500mm.andaperturebetween34mmand65mm).Inordertoachievethesehighdemandsonaccuracy,theedgeoperatorswhichcomeintoquestionmustbeinvestigatedinrespectofprecisionandreliability(section6.4).TheCannyoperatorandtheleastsquarestemplatematchingareprovedtobesuitableimageprocessingalgorithmswithinthescopeofthisresearchworkbutitisstillpossi¬blethatotheralgorithmscanbesuitableaswell.Whenapplyingedgeoperatorsmseriesofimagesforthedeterminationofox2,itises¬sentialto"track"theedgescorrectK.Thismeanstheedgeofanimagestructureinoneimagemustberelatedconfidenttalhtothecorrespondentedgemthesubsequentimage.Tfthisrequirementtsnotfulfilled,outliersmayoccurwhichconsiderablyfalsifythecalculationofthestandardde\îationoftheedgepositionand.thus,deterioratetheesti¬mationofCr.
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To avoid outliers and to increase the reliability of edge detection, the following safety
measures can be recommended:

» Semi-automatic edge detection: The approximate position of the edge must be pro¬

vided in each image by the user and is applied as input value for the edge operator.

For example, least squares template matching needs these values to linearize the

gray value function using the partial differentiation of each unknowns (section

6.4.4).

• Fully automatic edge detection: Fdge operators such as Canny operator only detect

edges at positions where the gradient or an other related quantity exceeds a prede¬
fined threshold (section 6.4.5)

• Tracking oï' edges in subsequent images: Assuming that the coarse position of edges
is given in each image, appropriate algorithms such as the morphological "bridge"-

operator (section 6.4.5) ensure that edges arc assigned correctly to the edges in the

subsequent images and. therefore, fictitious edges can be detected and eliminated.

• Robust estimation: The determination of standard de\ nation Gf is based on the es¬

timation of the average T of the position of an edge. In a first step, the median of the

position of an edge is estimated instead of the a\erage since the median is a robust

estimator. Thus, outliers which are still oblique can be detected in the second step

and the definitive standard de\ iation of the position of the edges is calculated in the

third step.
• Determination of the variance cx~ using edge detection of several edges in the same

image instead of a single one.

These measures and combinations of them lead to a reliable detection of the edges and,

thus, to plausible results for the structure constant of refractive index Cn~ as demon¬

strated in the field experiments.

8.2 Inner scale

Besides the structure constant C,,\ the inner scale /n must also be estimated by appropri¬
ate image processing algorithms. The theoretical investigations as presented in section

4.4 reveal that the inner scale /0 can be determined if a measure for the intensity
fluc¬tuationisgivenandtheotherparameterssuchasC„"\R.andXarcknownaswell.Inordertoinvestigatetheserelations,theoreticalsimulationsareperformedwhicharebasedonthetheoryofweakturbulence(section4.5.2a).ThistheoryisvaliduptoalengthofpropagationpathR-200mormore,ifthescintillationisnotsaturated(sec¬tion4.5.2a).Thesesimulationsyieldtothefunctionalmodelpresentedinsection4.4.2whichallowsthedeterminationoftheinnerscale/oundertheassumptionthatappropri¬atemeasuresfortheintensityfluctuationscanbederivedfromtheimagedata.Inordertofindthesemeasuresfortheintensityfluctuations,theimagedataareana¬lyzedbymeansofthe(temporal)powerspectraldensity.Basically,referringtothere¬fractiveindexspectrum<!>„=<P,(k"").thetemporalspectrumoftheintensityofthepixels5)(6.35)isexpectedtodependonthespatialspectruminananalogousmanner,i.e.,Sy-S)(©:'\ü\~).wherebythe\ananccofnoiseorisaparameterofthisspec¬trum.Basedoninvestigationsinsection6.3.3.S)canbeapproximatedbyneglectingthe(û2ll/,-term.ThisapproximationfacilitatestheestimationofthenoisevarianceG\2bymeansofimageprocessingtechniquessuchastheadaptiv-eWienerfilter(section6.3.4)andtemplatematching(section6.4.4).Theseimageprocessingtechniquesprovidethe
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noise variance G\~ which is assumed to determine the inner scale as described in section

4.4,2. In doing so, the sensitivity of the image sensors must reach at least a signal-to-
noise ratio of about 9 dB (4.47) whereby this demand can be easily fulfilled using the

sensors presented in section 5 (video theodolite: 46 dB, line scan camera: 75 dB). Al¬

though, the accuracy of the determination of the inner scale h can be deteriorated by
random deviations of the structure constant C,,2 (4.47). This statement is confirmed by

practical experiments where the correlation of the inner scale /0 is systematically lower

than the one of the structure constant C,~.

8.3 Field experiments

The experiment using the video theodolite shows that the standard deviation of C„~ de¬

termined with use of the two-dimensional image data is about 0.2-10
l2

m"~
"

and the

standard deviation of in is about 1.3 mm. In order to improve the accuracy of C„~ and /n

the following relevant considerations and improvements arc achieved:

• Theoretical considerations and field experiments using two-dimensional images,

e.g., [TROLLER, 20001 proved that the angle-of-arm al fluctuations (section 4.3.1)
in vertical direction are approximately equivalent to the ones in horizontal direction

(cf. 4.23). This means the use of fine scan sensors applied, e.g., for digital levelling
in geodesy, is principal!} feasible for the determination of C,2 and /0 as well as two-

dimensional sensors.

• The line scan sensor enables a higher sampling frequency (333 Hz and more)

whereas the data packages of the acquired image data are considerably smaller than

in the case of the video theodolite and. therefore, the use of line scan sensors allows

a longer measuring time (c) seconds instead of 1 second as in the case of the video

theodolite) .

The extension of the measuring time in combination with a higher sampling frequency
provides an image data sample which is assumed to be more representative for the cur¬

rent turbulent regime.

Therefore,
the line scan camera is applied in further field experiments wherein the com¬parisonwitlithescintillometershowsthattheresultsforC,,~(achievedstandarddevia¬tion=0.05-JO"1"mJ")andtheinnerscale(achievedstandarddeviation=0.5mm)areconsiderablybetter.Basedontheseresults,astandarddeviationfortherefractionangleof0.07mgoncanbeexpected(basedonR=74mandastandarddeviationofdT/ciz=0.03K/m.cf.Table7.1andTable7.2).However,thisexpectedaccuracydependssignificant!}onthequalityofthedimension-lessprofilefunctionsandthevalidityoftheMonin-Obukhovsimilaritywhichareusedtomodelthetemperaturegradient.Asthecomparisonofthetemperaturegradientsob¬tainedbytheimageprocessingwiththemeasuredtemperaturegradientsrevealsinsec¬tion7.3.majordeviationsstil!canoccurwhicharenotacceptable(standarddeviationofdT/dzamountsupto0.1K/minsteadof0.03K/m).Therefore,improvementsofthemi-crometeorologicalmodelsarenecessar\.Forthisreason,appropriatemodelsarestillinvestigatedattheSwissfederalinstituteoftechnology[WEISSelal..20001
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8.4 Disturbing influences on imaging systems

The quality of the estimation of Cn~ and /o using image processing techniques can be

affected by various disturbing influences. When using imaging systems, disturbing in¬

fluences are typically caused by the improper illumination which falsifies the measured

gray values. These influences must be treated careful h because they can deteriorate the

estimation of intensity fluctuations, on the one hand, and weaken the accuracy of edge
detection, on the other hand.

Optical filters can be an appropriate mean to reduce disturbing intensity fluctuations

which are caused by troublesome sources of (infrared) light. Since most of the field ex¬

periments look place on grass fields emitting infrared radiation, the application of an

optical infrared cut-off filter can be strongly recommended (section 5.2.4).

Moreover, aperture averaging makes also the determination of /o difficull. Theoretical

simulations as illustrated in Figure 4.18 demonstrate that the relation between intensity
fluctuations and /n is influenced by the effectue diameter de of the detector (Figure
4.17). The results of the field experiments indicate that the assumption of d{ = 0 (i.e..

point detector, section 4.5.2b) leads to the most plausible results, especially for the line

scan camera. With regard to further research work, it is possible that the aperture aver¬

aging must be modelled using (4.51 ) an other diameter de when applying other imaging

systems.

8.5 Outlook

The investigated image processing techniques m combination with the imaging sensors

are suitable to derive the parameters of optical turbulence Cn~ and /0. When designing a

system for commercial use. attention should be paid to the following aspects:

• The influence on the measuring range (maximal distance, measuring range of C„~

and /o) should be investigated m more detail.

• Further investigations about the measuring time are also recommended. The meas¬

uring time in the field experiments of the line scan camera was about 9 seconds. A

shortening of the measuring time may be possible, but the risk increases that the re¬

fractive index spectrum cannot be measured correctly because a shortage of meas¬

uring time lowers the quality of the spectral analysis.
• The derivation of temperature gradients from C„~ and /o presumes the stratification

of the atmospheric
boundarylayer(stable,unstable)tobegi\en.Inthenormalcase,thestratificationoftheatmosphericboundarylayerisunstableduringday-timebutdeviationsfromthisassumptionproducesystematicerrorsontheestimationofthetemperaturegradient.Forthisreason,adeviceforgeodeticinstrumentsshouldbedevelopedwhichdeterminesthestratificationoftheatmosphericboundarylayereasilyandreliably.•Considerableimportancemustbeattachedtothedimensionlessprofilefunctionsandtotheturbulencemodelmgeneralwhicharethebaseofthedeterminationofthetemperaturegradientandrefractionangle.•Asshown,e.g..inFigure7.31.thewindspeedmeasurementsarehighlycorrelatedwiththeinnerscale/n.Theseresultsconfirmtheimestigationswhichhavealreadybeenmadein(DEESSEN,2000].Therefore,theuseofwindspeedmeasurementsforestimationofatmosphericturbulenceandtemperaturegradientscanberecom¬mendedbut,ofcourse,thiswouldrequireadditionalmeasuringinstruments.
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• Correlations between the structure constant C,~ and mean gray value of an image
section seem to exist. But the estimation of the structure constant C,f by use of the

mean \ alue of the pixel intensities is only possible if other parameters such as sunset

and shadows lying over the target are also included into the model. Moreover, addi¬

tional calibration procedures for the CCD sensors are required to control the rela¬

tionship between the solar radiation and the gra\ \ allies of the pixel.

At present, the aecuracx and reliability of the model of the atmospheric boundary layer
is crucial and further investigations are strong!} recommended. In doing so. the installa¬

tion of a calibration line for which the height difference is known exactly could be use¬

ful for long-term measurements which reveal more information about the temporal
variation of the observed refraction angle in comparison to the refraction angle derned

from the structure parameters C,,~ and /(i. Moreover, in future, the dimensionless profile
functions and turbulence model should be investigated in more detail because they are

not valid with respect to special geodetic applications such as tunnel measurements.

Under the assumption that further investigations will refine the turbulence models, the

measurement of optical turbulence with the use of image processing techniques will

become noticeably more important in geodetic applications.
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Appendix A: Fractals

A. 1 Turbulence and fractal theory

The perturbations of the turbulent flow have a transient chaotic behavior and therefore

cannot described in a deterministic way. The theor\ of fractals expresses that turbulence

is a scaling phenomenon. In the context of this (phenomenological) theory, there is a

universal function that characterizes this extreme!} cotnoluted organization of turbu¬

lence. In other words, fractal theon shovs that turbulent flows can be equated to self-

similar structures such as fractaK. Fractals are self-similar on all scales and, thus, can be

modelled mathematical!}. The concept of self-similar relation of fractals is illustrated in

Figure A.I: Turbulent flows need not exhibit exactly the same structure at all scales,

but, at least, the same "type" of structures must appear on all scales

Figure AJ: Example of a fractal: Caesaro-Curve. e.g. /HERRMANN, 1994j

Since self-similarity means that an object looks the same on any scale and, therefore,

has the same structure on any scale, too. This relation can be expressed mathematically

by. e.g. IGROSSMANN. 1990]:

(A.

with Di Fractal structure function

A Scale factor

dr Fractal dimension

Hi Index of recursion

Equation (A. I) allows the building of fractal structures using the following procedure:
1. An appropriate structure function D/ must be chosen.

2. An appropriate measure must be selected in order to be used as scale factor A.

3. The fractal dimension dr can be demed from the scale factor and the structure

function.

The algorithms of fractal theory produce an object or quantity which displays self-

similarity. Hence, fractals are suitable as a mathematical tool to describe turbulence. To

illustrate these procedures, the steps mentioned abo\e are applied to the calculation of

the Caesàro fractal shown in Fi sure A.l.
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Figure A.2: Example of a Fractal (Caesàro curve): Structure function and 5 iterations

In the first step, the structure function Dr of the Caesàro curve is defined by the trian¬

gular structure function shown in Figure A.2, The base angle (Xf is given by

\

cos a» =-^- (A.2)
r,

r

The base angle is known since it can be derived from Figure A.2 of the structure func¬

tion.

In the second step, an appropriate scale factor can be selected as follows:

A= — (A.3)
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Since the structure function Dp is applied to a line of the length 1 (standardization), it

follows

2\r+2r, = 1 (A.4)

and A = 2(1+cos a,). (A.5)

In the third step, the fractal dimension has to be calculated as defined by MANDEL¬

BROT [10771:

/, =

ln(A/r)_ 1mA/,) (A.6)
1

ln(A) 2(1+cos«,)

with Mr Number of lines of which the fractal consists (Caesàro curve: Mr - 4)

If the parameters Dr. A and <// of (A.l) are known, the fractal can be built using recur¬

sions which are given by (A.l). These parameters are also used to describe the self-

similarity property of structure functions as introduced below m (A.9).

As shown in Figure A.2. the curve of iteration /// = 1 and the curve of iteration 5 have

the same shape but the fractal with nr = 5 shows more details. Thus, fractal theory pro¬

vides efficient tools to model complicated structures as. e.g., turbulence effects, in a

realistic manner.

There is a direct relationship between turbulence and fractals. GROSSMANN [1990]

showed that the Navier-Stokes equation generates a fractal structure DF which can be

assigned to the structure function of the velocity field u defined by the Navier-Stokes

equation.

D^D^r) (AJ)

Herein, the structure function of the velocitv field Di,(r) is defined by

D„(r)=('|//(x + r)-//(\)| ) [m7s-] (A.8)

with r Displacement vector betw een t\\ o points of the turbulent flow

The structure function describes the time variation of the velocities of two points in

space separated by a displacement vector r where the angle brackets indicate an ensem¬

ble average.

The structure function as defined in (A.8) implies that the velocity field is locally ho¬

mogenous, i.e.. the structure function only depends on the displacement vector. Moreo¬

ver, if the velocity field is locally isotropic, the structure function only depends on the

magnitude of the displacement vector r.
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From (A.7) follows that self-similarity is a propertv of the structure function and can be

expressed b\ :

D(Ar)=A' D(r) (A.9)

with A Scale factor

dp Fractal dimension

The index it has been omitted in ( <\.9) because this relation is valid for all quantities the

structure function can be applied to. For example, m the case of optical turbulence as

investigated in section 4. the structure function of refractive index is given by

/) (r)=(\n(\ + r)-n(\)\\ (A.10)

with /; Refraeti\e index.

As the example of the Caesàro curve showed, fractals can calculate complicated phe¬
nomena of nature based on structure functions and scale factors. The scale factor must

be selected with regard to the phenomena oi' nature. In the case of atmospheric turbu¬

lence, the dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy £ can be used as scale factor A to

describe atmospheric turbulence. The definition and application of the dissipation rate c

of turbulent kinetic energv is explained m detail m section 3.2. The use of the dissipa-
tion rate as scale factor can be derived from the Navier-Stokes equation, too [GROSS-

MANN, 19901:

A=f (A. 11)

Besides the dissipation rate and the structure function given by (A.8). the fractal dimen¬

sion df still remains unknown and must be determined whereby the equation (A.9) gives

the relation between the scale factor, structure function, and fractal dimension. Using
dimensional analysis as shown in section 3.2. the fractal dimension of turbulence is dp =

2/3. At this point, all parameters of (A.9) are given and. therefore, the structure function

can be modelled using self-similarity as follows:

D„(e/-)=e' '/),(/•) for L„ > r >/o (A. 12)

This means that, in the inertia! subrange (Lq > r > /o). the turbulent velocity field is (sta¬

tistically) self-similar. If the scale factor (dissipation rate 8) changes and the velocity
differences D„ are sealed, the resulting velocity field is the same. Therefore, the turbu¬

lent flow is scale-invariant in the inertia! subrange. B\ means ot experiments,
themeas¬uredinnerscale/0determinesthedissipationrateusing(3.61).i.e..thescalefactorofthevelocityfieldisdetermined.Using(3.59)ande.theObukho\lengthL\iocanbecalculatedwhichisthescalefactoroffurtherdimensionlessprofilefunctionsandwhichallowsthecalculationofthetemperaturegradient

profile.
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List of Symbols

Roman Symbols

A Amplitude
a Aperture

(Id. <7|. a: Parameters o\~ a regression

Ape DC-value of power spectral dcnsitx

A) Area of footprint
aI

Distance between near end of footprint and sensor

AR„mp Amplitude of a ramp in an intensity function of an image

cti Parameter of temperature gradient model (factor)

<:/„ Scale parameter of w aveJet transform

a(0 Scale parameter of power spectral density
B Bowen ratio

b Image distance

b, Distance between far end of footprint and sensor

b/ Parameter of temperature gradient model (exponent)

b)t Shift parameter of w avelet transform

cf Lateral half-width of footprint
cL Influence coefficient for outer scale

C„~ Structure constant of refractive index

cp Constant-pressure heat capacity of air

Cf~ Structure constant of temperature

D Structure function

(I Diameter

dp Fractal dimension

Dp Fractal structure function

D„ Structure function of refractive index

clpatch Difference of the position of tw o corresponding patches

dq Deviation m transverse direction

drei Resolution

Ds Structure function of phase
D„ Structure function of \ elocity
E Electric field \ector

e Base of the Natural Logarithm (Etiler number)

Ei,n Total kinetic energ\

E' Turbulent kinetic energx

Ef-J Expected \alue

c\ Eccentricity
Efr0,m Normalized estimation error

f Focal length
F Gray value function of an image (stochastic process)

/'() Gray value function of an image
F\ Fourier Transform of the gray value function /t of an image
Fr Complex conjugate Fourier Transform of the gray value function f\

/]() Signal section (sub-signal)

/v Sampling rate
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/(„(K) Deca\ of turbulent spectrum

i> Gravitation constant

cf(.v) Gradient function

Gs Geothermal flux

H Sensible heat flux

//(•) Fourier transformed filter function

h(-) Convolution kernel, filter function

liuun Causal filter

i Imaginary unit

/, / Index variable

k Wa\ e number

Ks Number of windowed signal sections

A'/, k'2 Index variable of image signal

k\ Von Karman constant

kr Refraction induced deviation between foresight and backsight readings in

height levelling
L Characteristic length
lJ Diameter of edd\

/o Inner scale

Lo Outer scale

Let Latent heat flux

Lmo Obukhov length
hoc Localization factor

/Pr Prandtl mixing length

Lrc„ Set of pixels in a local region of image

LK Signal length

Mr Number of pixels

mr lonii Average of signal fin a local image region

// Refractive index

7/0 Mean-squared noise amplitude per unit lenght (used for Canny operator)

it i, n2 Image coordinates

Nu Ni Number of sampling points of a discrete signal (rows, columns)

7V(0,1 ) Random variable with standardized Gaussian distribution

Np,it Length of the filter

Ni Number of lines or number of read-outs

Niocai Length of local image region

iiPatch Number of patches in one measurement image

p Pressure

P Influence coefficient

pe Size of quadratic pixel element

prc, Resolution defined by diffraction effects

Pr Prandtl's number

q Specific humidity

Qi Influential quantity of inner scale on log-amplitude variance

R Propagation path length

/• Integration variable for propagation path

r(nn- Coefficient of correlation

rx
Correlation of the log-amplitude

Rn,n\n Incoming radiation (short-wave)
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R„ Net radiation

Kt,P Radiation emitted by the ground (long-wave)
/;„,., Coefficient of correlation

Ru Radius of earth

Rf Flux-Richardson number

/>-, xp, Up Parameters of Caesàro fractal

R„ Net radiation

/?„(•) Autocorrelation function of refractive index

Rr(-) Autocorrelation function of stochastic signai F

Rn () Cross-correlation function of stochastic signals F and Y

Ru( ) Autocorrelation function of velocity
S Phase

SNR Signal-to-noise ratio

S/ (•) Power spectrum density of stochastic signai F

S/)() Cross power spectrum densitv of stochastic signals F and Y

T Temperature
T Temperature scale factor

/ Time

U Lag
U Characteristic velocity
u Velocity
// Friction velocity

u(, Velocity of crosswind

v Noise signal
V Noise (stochastic process)
w Vertical component of wind

\r(.) Windowing function

u'( Limiting value of windowing function of Canny operator
x Coordinate; pixel coordinate

X-edgt, >h
Coarse position of the edge located in the row ih

Xf Upwind distance of maximum source weight oi' footprint
xonei. »,

Position of the edge located in the row n: determined by Canny operator

XRamp Length of a ramp of an edge
v Noisy image signal
z Height

z, Hcisht of instrument

Greek Symbols

a Angle-of-arri\al

ct\ih Albedo

a% Dry-air wa\'elength-dependence function for wavelength X

tt]. tt: Exponents of equation of Pi-Theorem

ß Angle of incidence

ßi Obukhov-Corrsin constant

ßr Rytov variance

^ Log-amplitude
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y.

5 Refraction angle

§(•) Delta function (Dirac pulse)

Aß Deviation of vertical angle

Ax Shift parameter of least squares template matching

e Dissipation rate

em Absolute error of convergence

c£>n(K) Refractive index spectrum (Hill spectrum)

Ok(k) Refracti\'e index spectrum of Kohnogorov

Angle between refractive index gradient and vertical axis z

F Gamma function

F(/ Dry-adiabatic temperature gradient

r\ Kohnogorov microscale

(()„ Gravitation potential

cp/( Dimensionless profile function of sensible heat flux gradient

(pCT Dimensionless profile function of temperature structure constant

(p,„ Dimensionless profile function of momentum

(pF Dimensionless profile function of dissipation rate

i1) Angle between refraction index gradient and propagation path

k Spatial frequency of the fluctuation

K/ Limiting spatial frequency

Kre/ Curvature of propagation path

Kref Coefficient of refraction

X Optical wavelength

A Scale factor

v Kinematic Viscosity

II Dimensionless numerical coefficient of Pi-Theorem

9 Potential temperature

p Density

Gc Standard deviation of Canny operator

Or hail
Standard de\ iation of the signal f in a local image region

G,,2 Fluctuation of refractive index

as2 Fluctuation of phase

asmi,[e Standard de\ iation of the position of a single edge

Gv2 Variance of noise

G,2 Fluctuation of the position of an edge

G,.s/V,;,(,/2 Spatial standard deviation of the position of an edge

Gr/2 Fluctuation of angle-of-arrival

Gx2 Fluctuation of log-amplitude

<Tg Standard de\ iation of refraction angle

x, Shearing stress or momentum flux

© Angular frequency

\\f Complex phase perturbation
VF Wavelet function

Ç Dimensionless ratio between height and Obukhov length

Ç' Modified dimensionless ratio between height and Obukhov length
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